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Abstract 

Wireless sensor networks are becoming more and more popular in a widespread number 

of applications related to monitoring environments, structures, and machinery. Wired monitoring 

systems are currently widely adopted in industrial settings due to their reputation and history in 

performing to established standards. In order to explore the field of low-power wireless industrial 

sensor network monitoring applications, experimental work has to be done in numerous 

environments.  

In this thesis, there is a focus on the design and development of hardware and software for 

such a purpose. Network coordinator devices capable of Internet connectivity over Ethernet, 

battery-powered sensor nodes equipped to measure acceleration and temperature, and 

accelerometer boards were designed and produced for the application. The software on the devices 

was developed as an adaptation of an open-source operating system, Contiki, and explores Internet 

version 6 connectivity. The goal of the work on this system is to develop a wireless sensor network 

platform for future research in the areas of sensor testing and industrial monitoring. 

Two test networks were created with the aforementioned devices to demonstrate their 

functionality. One network was formed in a laboratory environment where network performance 

could be judged and tests could be run efficiently. The network contained nine end-nodes and one 

gateway, and ran for 49 days with an average packet reception rate of 98.2%. The second network 

was setup in a compressor room on Queen’s University campus; the topology included four end-
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nodes and one gateway. The network observed continuous data collection for 36 days with an 

average packet reception rate of 86.6%. The battery replacement cycle for the end-nodes was 

calculated in-laboratory to be 1.36 years; the platform would be suitable for use in a laboratory 

setting for future research but more work on the system is necessary to improve performance in an 

industrial environment. 

The compressor room case study continues to run as a subject of future work. Software 

changes expected to improve the performance of the system will be uploaded to the devices as 

they are developed. Such software changes may improve the system’s efficiency and result in an 

improved battery replacement cycle length.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) consists of a collection of devices that gather, 

communicate and relay sensor data to a storage centre where the information can be manipulated, 

displayed, and protected for later analysis. Each device is considered to be a node in the network, 

and some nodes have more responsibility than others; the heterogeneity of the system is dependent 

upon the application. 

WSNs have been implemented as early as the 1950s by the US Navy; their once cold-war 

aid, the Sound Surveillance System (SOSUS), has more recently been used for monitoring the 

oceans [1]. Using low-power WSNs has been shown to be effective in monitoring natural outdoor 

environments [2]–[10], structures [11]–[13], and machines [14], [15]. Machine monitoring 

systems are more often being developed as wireless solutions in order to lower power 

consumption, reduce maintenance costs, and improve flexibility of implementation. In using 

wireless monitoring devices, not only can the number of maintenance workers be decreased but 

also machine failure can be easily and remotely predicted. 
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Many habitat monitoring systems, like those in [4], [16], use a large number of nodes 

dispersed in an area to periodically collect relatively small amounts of data, such as humidity or 

temperature readings. Higher responsibility nodes, or coordinators, are positioned at the edge of 

the area to collect trafficked data packets. The coordinators are responsible for relaying data to the 

storage location, which could be a server, local computer, or a portable on-chip memory card. If 

storage is not available on the device, the transfer can be made via a connection over Universal 

Serial Bus (USB), Ethernet, or radio frequency (RF). 

Such networks involve a relay of information from node to node in order for the packets to 

reach the coordinators; this method is called multi-hop routing, whereas a single-hop routing 

scheme would involve passing collected data directly from each node to the closest coordinator. 

In [17], it was shown that algorithm design can be performed on a multi-hop system to produce 

marginal benefits but without advanced algorithms, increasing the number of hops decreases the 

system throughput. On the other hand, multi-hop routing is an efficient method in outdoor 

environment monitoring systems, since the amount of data collected by each node is small and 

infrequent enough that retransmissions are not as troublesome. 

In monitoring machine vibration, in comparison to humidity or temperature, a much larger 

quantity of data needs to be collected (and transmitted, if further analysis is required). Additionally, 

indoor factory environments contain more sources of interference such as metallic objects, high 

current power lines, and other devices operating on the same frequency such as cellular phones. 

1.1.1 WSN Architecture  

WSNs generally are constructed using a dense spread of nodes across an area of interest 

[4]. The practicality and necessity of having a dense network depends on the application. For 
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example, in a large habitat being monitored periodically for temperature, humidity, and ambient 

pressure, a dense homogeneous network is ideal. This is because the nodes all serve the same 

purpose and a dense mapping would be useful in describing the area in full detail. In an industrial 

manufacturing facility however, a dense network might not be the best solution. If the nodes will 

be monitoring machine vibration and temperature, it is not necessary to have extra nodes 

performing measurements where there are no machines. Instead, the application could involve the 

introduction of redundant nodes that route information around obstacles in the facility. 

In any IEEE 802.15.4 WSN there are generally up to three types of device classifications: 

end-node, router, and coordinator.  

End-Node 

The end-node is a device that only performs sensor measurements that it transmits to 

routers or coordinators in its neighbourhood. It does not route or relay information transmitted 

from its neighbours. End-nodes are typically low powered devices running on batteries and spend 

most of their time in a deep sleep or ultra-low current state (on the order of micro-amperes). They 

contain a radio transmitter, a processing unit, and sensors or sensor connectors. 

Router 

The router device classification typically describes a sensor node homogeneous to the end 

devices in the system, but it is additionally able to relay data packets from neighbours around itself 

towards the network coordinator. In most habitat monitoring applications, each device is a router 

as well as a sensor node so end devices are only seen at the border of the area being monitored. A 

router’s job requires it to periodically wake up to relay packets, increasing the number of 

transmissions it makes during system operation and hence draining extra battery resources. There 
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has been a number of attempts at optimized WSN data routing schemes to allow router nodes to 

consume minimal power [18]–[23].  

Coordinator 

The coordinator classification refers to a device that controls the network. These devices 

are generally equipped with dual communication architectures, acting as a gateway between one 

network and another (i.e. WSN and Internet). They are in some cases referred to as “border routers” 

[24], [25]. This is because these devices, in typical monitoring applications, exist on the border or 

extremity of the area being monitored and connect to either the Internet or a user’s computer. This 

connection to an outside network allows for efficient storage of the data collected by the entire 

WSN. Coordinator devices can be made to set up Personal Area Networks (PANs) with a Personal 

Area Network Identification Number (PAN ID), and multiple coordinators can exist in a WSN 

using distinct PAN IDs. The PAN coordinator is also the device that determines the channel within 

the allocated bandwidth on which to communicate with surrounding devices. Frequency or channel 

hopping is frequently investigated to avoid having too many devices communicating on one 

frequency at one time [26], [27]. PAN coordinators must have a radio to communicate with the 

WSN sensor nodes and typically have a second form of communication (i.e. USB, Ethernet, or 

Wi-Fi) to store data securely on a removable storage device, an intranet, or the Internet. Since the 

coordinator is the bottleneck of the data flow out of the WSN and into storage, it is typically 

provided continuous power.  

Topology 

There are a few common network topologies in WSNs. These are usually categorized into 

star, cluster-tree and mesh networks. These network models are shown below in Figure 1-1. 
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Figure 1-1: (a) Star (b) Cluster-Tree (c) Mesh network topologies 

 

A star network, shown in Figure 1-1 (a), consists of a network coordinator surrounded by 

a collection of end-nodes. There can be bilateral communication between the coordinator and end-

nodes or one-way data transfer from the end-nodes to the coordinator. The end-nodes do not send 

data to each other, and so they are able to spend inactive periods in a deep sleep, or ultra-low-

power mode. There can be an organized wake-up schedule amongst the end-nodes or the 

coordinator can dynamically control the data collection pattern by sending commands to the end-

nodes. These commands can introduce a change to the length of time asleep in the next cycle, or 

what sensor data to collect, for example.  

The structure of a cluster-tree topology is shown in Figure 1-1 (b). In this architecture, 

there are router nodes that communicate data from their clusters of end-nodes to the network 
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coordinator. This scenario contains multiple star networks organized by router nodes instead of 

network coordinators. Router nodes will communicate with each other on successive layers of the 

tree structure, but not if the router is on the same layer. In this structure, each end-node only 

communicates to one router node, its cluster-head.  

In a mesh network, all nodes are connected in a web-like pattern. End-nodes still do not 

communicate with one another, and are end-points of the web. This structure is the most flexible 

since if a node along a target path is unresponsive, multiple optimal paths can still be found to 

route data to the coordinator.  

In both the cluster-tree and mesh network topologies, the router nodes must remain awake 

in some capacity (constantly or according to some protocol) to route packets efficiently. This 

increases power consumption of the devices, which may be running on battery power. Network 

coordinators are generally powered continuously since they must traffic large amounts of data out 

of the WSN while maintaining the network. If the network coordinator fails, its cluster will fail 

unless it is within transmission distance of another coordinator. 

1.1.2 Advantages of WSNs over Wired and Handheld Systems 

Wireless systems have gained much popularity in the past decade. Over wired and 

handheld systems, wireless systems have numerous advantages.  

1. Devices without the need for continuous power can be positioned in an environment 

with high versatility and flexibility.  

2. WSNs are typically designed to be autonomous and self-healing. The nodes within the 

network work together to keep data flowing to the target destination and ideally do not 

require additional manual labour once set up.  
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3. There are many resources for WSN devices and very little training is necessary to 

implement them alongside an existing infrastructure. This saves the recurrent costs of 

training users as new devices are added to the system. 

4. WSN devices are low cost and generally designed to have a small footprint in order to 

be the most versatile.  

1.1.3 Challenges 

Even though there are many advantages to implementing WSNs over or alongside 

alternative deployments, there are many challenges involved. 

System Lifetime 

In a network where devices obtain their power from batteries, power consumption is of 

primary concern in the system design. For the system to be collecting sensor data over a longer 

period of time while maintaining autonomy, the nodes of the network must be programmed to save 

power wherever possible or pragmatic. Battery-operated wireless sensor networks generally spend 

most of their time (90-99%) in sleep mode, or an ultra-low powered state (on the microampere 

scale). Therefore, it is usually most important to make sleep mode current as low as possible. 

Additionally, transmission of data for 802.15.4 devices consumes power in the range of 15mA to 

40mA, but it occurs over a relatively short (10-100ms) time, so power consumption of the actual 

transmission is outweighed by the time the device spends awake collecting data and polling the 

sensors. Therefore, attention should also be paid to the amount of time the node spends not in a 

sleep state.  
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External Interference 

It has been reported that WSNs are affected significantly by environmental interference 

[28] including other wireless networks (such as Wi-Fi operating on the same bandwidth), electrical 

interference from high amperage cables (typically in industrial environments), and metal obstacles. 

Some mitigate the interference related to obstacles by placing more nodes to use in a mesh network 

as described in Section 1.1.1, allowing data to be re-routed around obstructions.  

By enclosing the devices in a metallic structure, the effect of electrical interference on 

circuit boards can be diminished. This causes any induced current by magnetic fields around the 

cables to be dispersed on the enclosure, not reaching the Micro-Controller Unit (MCU) or radio 

circuits. If a metallic enclosure is implemented, the antenna should be mounted on the outside of 

the casing since radio transmissions would not otherwise be able to exit the enclosure.  

Data Throughput 

As mentioned, maintaining low power consumption is a major challenge for wireless 

sensor networks. One of the methods in saving power commonly implemented is on-chip 

processing. Sensor data is analyzed or processed on the board before transmission, so that only 

important data is transmitted. The smaller the data packets being sent over the wireless medium, 

the less power the transmitting device consumes. This presents an opportunity for the exploration 

and development of methods, systems, or algorithms that increase the data-throughput of the 

network while maintaining a low power consumption overall. 
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1.2 Motivation and Objectives 

Monitoring applications are shifting towards implementing wireless technology due to 

decreases in cost, size of the devices and power consumption as well as increases in flexibility of 

system installation, and interoperability with current infrastructure. Environmental and structural 

health monitoring has been studied vigorously, and the field can benefit from more experimental 

work in industrial environments. Examples of industrial environments benefitting from WSNs are 

manufacturing facilities, and refineries.  

The challenges mentioned prior provide motivation for the development of a wireless 

sensor network capable of high-data throughput for the purposes of sensor testing in a research 

environment, with application development geared towards use in an industrial setting. 

Furthermore, the implementation of Internet Protocol version 6 over Low-power Wireless Personal 

Area Networks (6LoWPAN) in wireless sensor networks is garnering interest in the field [29] and 

is therefore an additional avenue of exploration. 

The main objectives of the work done in this thesis are: 

1. To design and develop a wireless sensor network platform for the following 

experimental purposes: 

a. Vibration and temperature data acquisition  

b. Demonstration of sensor functionality 

2. To develop software algorithms for providing system users with increased data 

throughput. 

3. Provide a platform to be used for future research in sensor network applications 

targeting industrial environments. 
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1.3 Contributions 

The main contributions of this thesis are presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, in the 

hardware and software design sections, respectively. A wireless sensor network system 

development is presented in three distinct system designs, each an improvement on its predecessor. 

The resulting system is a low-powered, high-throughput wireless sensor network incorporating 

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and Internet version 6 connectivity. The overall system 

is to be used to integrate MEMS sensors for scalable industrial machinery or environment 

monitoring. The novel contributions are: 

 Hardware designs for low powered multi-functional wireless communication devices 

that form the wireless sensor network described in Chapter 3. 

o Network coordinator devices capable of IPv6 Internet connectivity, USB, and 

wireless communication 

o Battery-powered end-nodes capable of wireless communication and 

responsible for wired-sensor data acquisition (acceleration and temperature) 

o Small footprint accelerometer circuit-boards that implement a digital MEMS 

accelerometer 

 Software designs that allow the devices to operate in a long-lasting, energy-efficient 

network, as thoroughly described in Chapter 4 and demonstrated in Chapter 5: 

o Codeword structure that aids in making the data acquisition process more 

flexible and structured 

o Network coordination program code for managing the addition of network 

devices and timing between data acquisition 
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o Prioritization algorithm that allows higher data throughput from a specified 

network device 

o Control program that allows real-time manipulation of network parameters 

1.4 Thesis Organization 

The thesis is divided as follows. In Chapter 2, an introduction to the relevant background 

material is given. Overviews are provided on both communication structure, wireless protocols 

and the Contiki Operating System (OS). 

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 together show complete system designs, where each design is an 

improvement on the prior. First, in Chapter 3 the hardware designs for Versions 2 and 3 of the 

developed system are described in detail. Each physical module and circuit on each of the different 

system devices is dissected through detailed explanation. Next, in Chapter 4 the software programs 

written for hardware Versions 2 and 3 are discussed. There are many directions that could have 

been taken in regards to presenting the software designs, and it was decided that the first version 

would be omitted, the second version would be minimally discussed and the third version software 

would be presented thoroughly. This was because there were many improvements made during 

the development of Versions 1 and 2 that helped produce Version 3. 

After the designs are explained, in Chapter 5 the system testing setup and results are 

discussed. One component of the work done is a case study in which a subset of the system was 

positioned to monitor an air compressor at McLaughlin Hall on Queen’s University campus for 36 

days of continuous monitoring. Further discussed in Chapter 5 are system device characteristics, 

current profiles during operation, and other analyzed performance parameters.  
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This thesis is concluded in Chapter 6 and avenues for future work resulting from the work 

done are presented to the reader. 
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Chapter 2  

Background 

2.1 Communication Structure 

2.1.1 Network OSI Layers 

The communication stack is broken up into seven layers as defined in the Open System 

Interconnection (OSI) model, shown in Figure 2-1. The layers are described below: physical, data-

link, network, transport, session, presentation, and application. Data is passed through the stack to 

subsequent layers either from the physical layer to the application layer if receiving or from the 

application layer through to the physical layer if transmitting. Some layers can be bypassed in 

certain applications. 
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Figure 2-1: OSI model 

Physical (PHY) 
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Data Link 

The data-link layer is a subject of much investigation [23], [30], [31]. It is split into two 

sub-layers: the media access control (MAC) and the logical link control (LLC) layers. The MAC 

layer deals with packet transmission and reception, making it an important layer that cannot be left 

out in any WSN application. More specifically, the MAC layer helps fix errors in the PHY layer 

by performing retransmissions of data frames that were not acknowledged by the receiving device. 

Since the MAC layer is in charge of transmissions, it is also aware of the frame buffers and tells 

the device to stop transmitting when they are full. The LLC layer deals with frame synchronization 

and error checking, by giving each frame a sequence number and dealing with duplicates. The 

LLC is also responsible for creating a link between two devices via their MAC addresses. 

Network 

The network layer decides the route a data packet will take throughout the network. In 

order for the receiving device to know where to relay the packet, the network layer of the 

transmitting device must insert headers into the packet that describe its desired route. The network 

layer also fragments packets that are too large to be sent into manageable parts for re-assembly at 

the receiving device. On the receiving device, the network layer completes the re-assembly of 

fragmented packets before passing it to the next layer. Another responsibility of the network layer 

is managing the mapping between logical and physical device addresses. 

Transport 

The transport layer is not always included in the network stack. If the network layer is 

reliable, an intensive transport layer is not necessary. The transport layer, when included, ensures 
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complete data transfer between hosts and eliminates end-to-end errors. Examples of well-known 

transport protocols are Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), and User Datagram Protocol (UDP).  

TCP is a reliable communication protocol that involves setting up a connection tunnel 

between two devices and transferring data in a stream format. It involves a large overhead in setting 

up each connection, and during communication, the port on each device is blocked from alternative 

use. If a port is not closed after its use, the device operating TCP can run out of resources.  

UDP is a communication protocol that prioritizes lower latency over reliability. Instead of 

creating a communication tunnel, as in TCP, UDP operates by sending packets through a local port 

to a remote port on a neighbouring device. The packet is only verified for integrity if it arrives at 

the receiving device; the packet can be lost after transmission. The transmitting device only can 

verify whether it has successfully transferred the data through its PHY layer, and not whether the 

message has been received. Any acknowledgement or packet re-transmission mechanisms are 

accessories to UDP and not a part of the protocol inherently.  

Session 

The session layer is that which controls the establishment, management and closing of 

connections to external applications such as Structured Query Language (SQL) servers. Not all 

devices require the session layer to be active in the network stack. For example, a device not 

implementing Internet/intranet connectivity may not need to form sessions with external hosts. If 

implemented, the transport layer multiplexes sessions and keeps track of which data belongs to 

each session. 
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Presentation 

The presentation layer is responsible for the compression/decompression, or 

encryption/decryption, of packets received/transmitted. The presentation layer compresses the data 

to be sent so that network bandwidth use is minimized, and encrypts the data to mitigate security 

threats to private user information. In many industrial wireless systems, data security is of 

significant interest. The presentation layer presents the application layer with data that can be 

understood and easily manipulated for the user, and takes application layer information and 

presents it to the machine in the proper format.  

Application 

The highest-level layer on the stack is the application layer. This layer interacts with the 

human operator of the device. Examples of application layer components are terminal windows 

for user input, or network management websites. The job of the application layer is to provide 

functionality to the external user of the system in a comprehensible interface. This layer is also 

where specific user applications are implemented that may not be externally accessible like display 

windows, such as sensor data collection schemes and user-defined network operation algorithms. 

2.1.2 IEEE 802.15.4 Standard 

This standard began development in 2001 [1] by the IEEE 802.15 working group. The 

group completely defined the protocol in 2003, and made revisions in 2006 and 2011. The main 

goal of the standard was to provide a structure to low data rate wireless personal area network 

(WPAN) communication and architecture. The protocol operates using the communication layers 

described in Section 2.1.1 but only the PHY and MAC layers are defined. 
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In the original standard defined in 2003, data rates for the Industrial Scientific and Medical 

(ISM) radio bands 868.0-868.6 MHz, 902-923 MHz, and 2400-2483.5 MHz were 20 kbps, 40 

kbps, and 250 kbps, respectively. In the 2006 revision, the data rates for the 868/915 MHz ranges 

were increased to 100 kbps and 250 kbps.  

For a full description of all components of the standard, the 2011 revision of the protocol 

is available for download online at no cost [32]. 

2.2 Wireless Communication Protocols 

2.2.1 Zigbee 

The Zigbee Alliance is a community of companies, universities and agencies established 

in 2002 that strives to provide a standard for low-power, green systems focussed on monitoring, 

control and sensor applications [33]. Zigbee is a networking protocol based on the IEEE 802.15.4 

MAC and PHY layers, designed for low-powered devices communicating in a mesh or star 

topology. It is now a widely accepted standard used in low power wireless monitoring applications. 

Products that have been Zigbee-certified all operate using the same protocol and can easily be 

added to any Zigbee network. Zigbee focuses on standardizing the application layer described in 

Section 2.1.1. Each Zigbee device is cognisant of the 130 different types of devices and commands 

necessary to interact with neighbouring Zigbee products. This allows devices from different 

vendors to work together seamlessly.  

Zigbee operates at the 868/915MHz and 2.4GHz frequencies in the global Industrial, 

Scientific, and Medical (ISM) license-free bandwidth. Zigbee IP was defined by the Zigbee 
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Alliance in 2013, yet there are few Zigbee-certified wireless networks that operate using IP; Zigbee 

devices are available that instead act as gateways between wireless and Internet networks.  

All Zigbee devices implement the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) that was 

established by the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in 2001. AES-128 

(with a 128-bit encryption key) was announced by the U.S. government to be suitable for 

protecting secret information, and using the 192 or 256-bit keys provides security for information 

considered top-secret for government purposes. For most wireless monitoring applications, AES-

128 meets security requirements.  

Zigbee exploits the use of a mesh structure and is focussed on multi-hop, scalable networks, 

with the ability to form systems made up of thousands of devices. The main benefit of using Zigbee 

devices is the established standard and interoperability between products. The Zigbee 

communication stack is shown below in Figure 2-2. 

 

Figure 2-2: Zigbee protocol communication stack 
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2.2.2 6LoWPAN 

6LoWPAN is an acronym for Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) over low-power wireless 

personal area networks. It is a standard worked on by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), 

an open Internet community that works together to define and improve the protocols being used 

on the Internet. 6LoWPAN began development in 2007 with the IETF in Request for Comments 

(RFC) 4919 [34] and was defined fully in RFC 6282 in 2011 [35]. 

6LoWPAN focuses on the transmission of IPv6 packets over IEEE 802.15.4 radio links 

[36]. To do so, an extra communication layer was added to the network stack: the adaptation layer. 

See Figure 2-3 below to see where the adaptation layer of the 6LoWPAN stack fits into to the 

standard OSI model discussed in Section 2.1.1.  

The adaptation layer of the 6LoWPAN stack deals with the boundary between 802.15.4 

and IPv6 formats. RFC 6282 deals with compression/decompression of UDP headers for IPv6, but 

not with the compression of TCP headers. TCP can still be used in 6loWPAN, but there is not a 

standard for compressing their headers. This is because TCP headers are large and TCP requires 

that a connection be maintained between communicating devices – these requirements are not 

practical in resource-constrained devices that are trying to minimize power consumption. The 

IETF deemed UDP a more suitable protocol for use in 6LoWPAN networks.  
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Figure 2-3: OSI model with 6LoWPAN 
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magnitude of microamperes. Also included in the standard are modulation techniques such as 

direct-sequence-spread-spectrum (DSSS) and Frequency-hopping-spread-spectrum (FHSS) that 

allow the devices to communicate robustly, as well as a multi-layered security protocol to ensure 

sufficient security for use in an industrial setting [37]. 

A depiction of how WirelessHART devices fit into the HART architecture is shown below 

in Figure 2-4. WirelessHART device radios operate according to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard on 

the 2.4GHz ISM band. The application layer for WirelessHART devices is typical of all HART 

devices, making the configuration environment simple, but less flexible, for users; a selection of 

commands is provided for users to operate the network devices. 

 

Figure 2-4: WirelessHART system interoperability [38] 

In March 2014, the HART communication foundation announced their introduction of 

HART/IP, an addition to the HART family of devices that connected HART networks (including 

WirelessHART) to the Internet. Before this, HART communications did not offer IP functionality 

with their devices. 
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2.2.4 ISA100.11a 

The International Society of Automation (ISA) developed a sub-group of standards, the 

ISA100 (Wireless Systems for Automation), to focus on the needs of industrial implementations 

regarding the environment, life cycles of equipment, and the transition to implementing wireless 

technology [39].  

ISA100 compliant devices operate according to the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC and PHY layer 

standards in the 2.4GHz band with 16 channels, channel-hopping, and secure network 

authentication. Additionally, the ISA100.11a standard defines the use of 6LoWPAN in its network 

layer to allow for IPv6 communication.  

Opposed to WirelessHART, which includes access points, field devices and portable 

devices in its device classifications, ISA100 devices are designated as either backbone gateways, 

routers, input/output routers, input/output nodes, or portable devices. In WirelessHART, the main 

gateway that connects the wireless network to the server is separated from the network manager 

and security manager devices. In ISA100, the main gateway is additionally responsible for 

managing the security and network. In ISA100 networks, sensor data is routed from input/output 

devices or routers, through routers to backbone gateways, and then through the main gateway to 

the data collection server [40]. 

2.2.5 Routing Protocol for Low-power and Lossy Networks (RPL) 

RPL (pronounced “ripple”) was developed by the IETF [41], heavily influenced by the 

work done by Hui and Culler’s research group described in [42] and defined in RFC 6550 in March 

2012. RPL is implemented in Contiki OS (presented in Section 2.3) and Zigbee IP.  
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The main structure in the RPL-managed network is the Destination Oriented Directed 

Acyclic Graph (DODAG). Shown below in Figure 2-5, the DODAG root determines the hierarchy 

of the network of nodes. The DODAG root is the node at the top of the DODAG tree, and is the 

one that distributes to its children DAG Information Objects (DIOs). DIOs provide the receiving 

nodes with network properties including the RPL instance’s lifetime, default parent (neighbouring 

node on next highest level in the tree), and the rank of the node. The rank of the node is determined 

by the position of the node relative to its DODAG’s root. 

 

Figure 2-5: Example RPL DODAG topology 
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its position by providing routing information. This process allows the DODAG root to consider 

the node a part of its reachable neighbourhood, and a communication route is established.  

2.3 Contiki Operating System 

The Contiki Operating System (OS) is an open-source development started by Swedish 

researcher, Adam Dunkels, CEO and co-founder of Thingsquare [43]. It began as uIP (micro-IP) 

and lwIP (lightweight-IP), written by Dunkels and presented in [44]. uIP and lwIP, Dunkels’ 

lightweight TCP/IP stacks for IP communication on extremely constrained devices ([44] used 8-

bit microcontrollers of the day) provided users with the ability to connect their devices as defined 

by the IETF in the Internet protocol format.  

These stacks were then developed over time into an operating system, Contiki [45]–[47], 

and continues to be developed by its founders and others around the world on Github, a 

community-based program development environment [48]. 

Contiki operates using what are termed, processes. The operating system manages a list of 

processes, and works systematically through the list continuously, attending to posted events. 

Processes are defined for all the IEEE 802.15.4 functions related to the MAC, PHY, network, and 

IP layers. For example, if a message is received by the RF transceiver, first the radio input process 

is queued by the lowest layer radio functions. In other words, a function is called that marks the 

radio process as needing attention from the operating system. When the main loop later navigates 

through the full list of processes, it attends to each one that has been marked. When the operating 

system reaches the radio process in the list, it moves the data from the radio transceiver memory 

buffer into a designated receive buffer in the MCU’s memory storage and calls a handler function 

to extract important information from the message headers. This procedure is similar in structure 
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for all operations by the program. This framework provides a simple development structure for 

user-applications. Processes could be defined for each task in the WSN’s operation and different 

classifications of devices could be loaded with different processes but operate on the same core. 

2.3.1 Contiki Netstack Layers 

In Contiki OS, the 6LoWPAN stack seen in Section 2.2 is used with the introduction of the 

Radio Duty Cycling (RDC) layer, the combination of the upper layers into one, the network layer, 

and the renaming of the physical layer to the radio layer; this structure is shown in Figure 2-6. 

 

Figure 2-6: Contiki OS Network Stack 
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Radio Layer 

In the Contiki radio layer, or the PHY layer, the functions controlling the radio’s output 

and input buffers are defined and operated. This includes serial transfer of bytes from the radio to 

the MCU and vice versa, and the calculation of antenna reception quality (Received Signal 

Strength Indicator, or RSSI). 

Duty Cycling Layer 

In Contiki, the second layer is responsible for duty cycling, or controlling the ratio of awake 

to sleep time for the device. This layer is able to be disabled in software for the operating system, 

and was done so for the purposes of the user-application designed in this thesis as shown in Chapter 

4. 

Media Access Control (MAC) Layer 

The Contiki OS MAC layer conforms to IEEE 802.15.4 standards of operation. This is the 

layer that handles re-transmissions, and CSMA back-off algorithms. Contiki OS ships with 

additional MAC layer implementations ContikiMAC and Contiki-XMAC; however, for the 

purposes of this thesis, the MAC layer was left as a routing layer (no actions were performed by 

this layer other than standard IEEE 802.15.4 operations and passing data through the stack). 

Network Layer 

The network layer in Contiki OS includes four sub-layers: the adaptation, network/routing, 

transport, and application layers. The adaptation layer is strictly the algorithm that decompresses 

or compresses incoming and outgoing data packets, respectively, as according to the 6LoWPAN 
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protocol (introduced in Section 2.2). The network/routing, transport, and application layers are as 

defined in the IETF documents describing the IEEE 802.15.4 communication standard. 

The introduction of a 6LoWPAN adaptation layer in Contiki OS allows IPv6 packets to be 

properly processed and enables the system to be connected to the Internet of Things (IoT) [43], 

[49], [50]. The first international conference on IoT was held in 2008 in Zurich, Switzerland, as 

the topic had become popular. The concept is to have many groups of Internet-enabled devices 

across the world connect to each other so that more data can be shared by more users. 

2.3.2 Advantages of Contiki OS 

Open Source 

There are many benefits to using an open-source communication stack for research and 

development purposes as well as for pursuing commercial applications. Over proprietary programs 

that are not as easily able to be changed to suit the user’s needs, open-source code has the advantage 

of being open for complete exploration.  

When code is provided in a closed-form (editing of the application layer is permitted, but 

access to the lower layers is blocked) such as the Sensinode NanoStack, or when a list of applicable 

commands is provided (as in WirelessHART), limitations are placed on the developer. On the 

other hand, this protects the user from making changes to the program that could result in breaching 

of standards, or causing unpredictable performance. For our research purposes, closed code is not 

desirable since the intricacies of the wireless network’s operation are of interest. Using open-

source code makes it easier to understand the structure and be able to address problems. Finally, 

when instructing other researchers or maintaining a continuity of research with a platform (as 
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required here), having open-source code structure is often more beneficial since anyone interested 

can explore the program fully.  

Continuous Support 

Contiki has the added feature of being continuously developed online in a community-

based environment. The program code is shared and improved upon by people around the world 

while being moderated by the founders of Contiki. A user of the code can either develop their own 

features and share them with the community, or just implement the innovations in a downloaded 

copy of the program code. At any point, the user can reconstruct their copy of the code as a 

combination of their personal features and the updates being made online by other users.  

The Contiki development community is always available to support software and hardware 

issues (provided that the user is using an MCU that is under development with the group). This 

makes development for researchers slightly easier. 

IPv6 Compatibility 

Contiki is easily integrated with the Internet using its implementation of Internet Protocol 

version 6 (IPv6). Headers that specify the type of message, length, payload, checksum, and 

information specific to different layers of the communication stack are processed by the Contiki 

operating system for incoming and outgoing data. This allows the deciphering between Internet 

Control Message Protocol (ICMP) messages that manage the network, IPv6 messages with specific 

payloads, Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) messages and Routing Protocol for Low-power 

networks (RPL) messages. With the ability to connect the devices to the Internet of Things, 

applications can operate over large geographical areas. 
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Portable 

The Contiki Operating System (OS) core program was written for universal use on multiple 

platforms (using different MCUs); this leaves the opportunity for users to write drivers for specific 

MCUs regarding clock operation, LEDs, radio, and other hardware features that correspond to 

their device’s structure. 

Usually, Contiki users will either simulate their code in Cooja, an open-source simulation 

environment for Contiki devices created by the developers of Contiki, or debug their device using 

a console window in a Linux environment. The process to program and develop code using this 

method is as follows. First, the user would use console commands to compile and load a program 

to their device with the appropriate debugger/programmer. Next, the user would depend on output 

from the device to a console window (via USB or another serial transfer) to notify them of their 

position in the program code. If there were an undesirable operation, the user would make a change 

to the file responsible, then reload the code and try again. This process is tedious and thought to 

be tougher in determining issues with the device’s inner workings. Another reason that this method 

could be undesirable, and was in our case, is if the user wants to implement Contiki after designing 

and producing a device that has not yet been introduced to the online Contiki community. For 

example, end-node used in this thesis implemented an ATmega256RFR2 MCU for which there 

are no Contiki hardware drivers written, whereas there was continuing support online for boards 

that used the ATmega128RFA1, an older but similar model. Without such support, the user must 

first upgrade the tools that aid Contiki users in programming devices, making product development 

longer and more difficult.  
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Therefore, much work was done to implement the code in the Atmel Studio Integrated 

Development Environment. This environment allows easy integration of drivers written by Atmel 

for every function of each of their MCUs. It also allows easy real-time monitoring of variables, 

the ability to stop and debug program code while it is running on hardware, and presumably much 

quicker product development than without the environment. Porting Contiki to Atmel Studio has 

no support online; it is supposed that all Contiki users simply follow the aforementioned process 

in order to test their code. 

2.3.3 Disadvantages of Contiki OS 

Unfinished Code 

With the online community continuously working on making the system more powerful, 

the code is constantly changing. Depending on when in the design cycle the code is retrieved, and 

the number of changes necessary to have sufficient performance for given research goals, updating 

the code with changes from the community could mean a lot more work. However, if the code is 

not upgraded regularly by downloading updates from the online community, it could mean 

lessened performance and less significant results for the researcher. On the other hand, the 

researcher is not obliged to upload their software changes to the community, and can 

commercialize their product using code developed mostly by the online community with no legal 

repercussions.  

Non-standardized 

The Contiki OS follows the requirements of the IPv6 protocols as published by the IETF, 

but does not have its overall program structure recognized as a standard like ISA100.11a, Zigbee, 
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or WirelessHart. This could cause the act of commercialization to become more difficult if 

customers are wary of trying the new product when compared to reputable software. The purpose 

of Contiki OS, among other open-source community based developments, is to enable devices to 

become easily added to the Internet of Things (IoT) for any application. The developers are aware 

of the standards to follow regarding the Internet Protocol, and work in a community to produce 

commercial-level software [51].  

2.3.4 Alternative Operating Systems 

In addition to Contiki OS, there are alternatives that provide a communication stack for 

low powered wireless devices.  

NanoStack  

A Finnish company called Sensinode Oy developed a Contiki-based communication stack 

called NanoStack. The first version, which can still be found online, was developed in a community 

environment [52]. The second version was released for free as a trial-version with the option of 

purchasing a full-version license. The trial version disabled long-term network operation, the 

configuration of the underlying Contiki OS was inaccessible, and commercialization was 

prohibited by the end-user license agreement. Sensinode was acquired by ARM in 2013 [53], who 

wanted to use the technology to develop their own community-based IP-enabled operating system, 

mbedOS; this acquisition caused Sensinode’s support system for future development to become 

discontinued; the websites from which the version 2 NanoStack was previously obtained have been 

removed. Version 2’s software was based on the trial version of this code and, given the 

constraints, an open-source version (Contiki OS) was used for Version 3 in order to proceed with 

more advanced development and to allow for future commercialization. 
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MbedOS 

MbedOS is a new initiative by ARM microprocessors that was enabled by their acquisition 

of Sensinode in 2013 [53]. MbedOS is restricted to use on ARM processors, and is developed 

online in the same way as Contiki [54]; the online community includes the NanoService (cloud-

based data storage) protocols from Sensinode [55]. ARM additionally provides an online 

integrated development environment that can be used to streamline code testing.  
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Chapter 3  

Hardware Design 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Design Requirements 

As with any design process, it is necessary to outline the requirements before proceeding 

into the development of the design. 

Power Consumption 

Possibly one of the most important criteria for a successful wireless sensor network is 

power consumption. The system is typically expected to be able to last over a year without 

requiring battery changes in order to be considered economical in an industrial environment. 

Maintenance of the system should be minimal to lessen worker hours and improve productivity of 

the establishment. The system being designed must implement hardware and software strategies 

to minimize power consumption to meet these goals. 

Data Throughput  

A successful system would optimize the trade-off between volume of data transmitted and 

power consumption. It will be advantageous for the system to have a high data throughput while 
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maintaining a low power consumption profile. In monitoring acceleration data at high sampling 

rates, it may be deemed necessary to analyze the data on a central server; this would require large 

amounts of data to be transmitted wirelessly through the network. Making improvements on this 

trade-off would greatly help low-power WSNs become more commonly used in industrial 

environments over existing technology. 

Robustness 

The system must be able to operate properly in harsh industrial environments. Each device 

in its final design stage will need a protective enclosure meeting industrial standards. Robustness 

also includes the network’s resilience to change: if a node is added to the network, the coordinator 

should be able to handle the alteration without issue. There should be sufficient flexibility for the 

network to continue running in the event of an interruption.  

Reliability 

The network itself needs to be reliable, in the sense that data links should be robust and 

communication should be efficient. Packet loss should be minimized, but interference in an 

industrial environment due to metallic objects, and high current power lines could make 

communication more difficult.  

3.1.2 Version 1 

Version 1 design has been omitted for brevity. The following designs presented follow 

from lessons learned during the development of Version 1. 
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3.2 Version 2 

3.2.1 Overview 

The system consisted of two gateways, twenty end-nodes, and 120 accelerometers. The 

design schematics can be found in full detail in Appendix A, and the Bills of Materials can be 

found in Appendix B. 

3.2.2 Gateway 

In Figure 3-1 below, it is seen that most of the components were kept to the outside of the 

device. This was to allow easier integration with an enclosure that would allow accessibility to the 

push buttons (labeled F), programming port (labeled E), power connection (on the top-left edge), 

as well as the serial debug and Ethernet ports (labeled C and D, respectively). The LEDs are the 

only components along the top edge (labeled G) in the photograph. In the bottom left of the board, 

the RF circuits (labeled B) are shown with the antenna cable shown exiting the board. This allowed 

for the antenna to be mounted on the outside of the enclosure. Doing so aided in protecting against 

reflected radio signals when using a metallic enclosure. Alternative solutions include using a patch 

or PCB antenna (entirely on-board), but the signal would not be able to propagate through the 

metal enclosure.  

A 
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Figure 3-1: Gateway, Version 2 

The board is 89.2mm by 102.5mm and contains only the components from the SAM4E-

EK development kit [56] appropriate for the application described in this thesis: wireless, Ethernet, 

and serial communication. Excluded components from the SAM4E-EK development kit include 

an LED screen, capacitive touch buttons, external clock source input, and others. These exclusions 

resulted in a 67.2% size reduction. The SAM4E16E MCU provides sufficient memory (1KB flash) 

for coordination of the WSN, as well as ports for Ethernet and USB communication. 

Many vias can be seen on the GND pour around the antenna connection. Large areas of 

GND pour are simply large areas of copper. GND vias connect the GND pour on the top layer to 

the GND pour on the bottom layer of the board (in our case). It is common to see a pattern of GND 

vias around the antenna of commercial wireless devices. The purpose of GND vias is to break up 

the path on which current flows over the board. If stray current (flowing from one GND connection 

to another) is traveling towards sensitive components, such as crystals and the antenna, it is 
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desirable to cause such a path to become non-optimal for the current to travel by providing 

obstacles (GND vias). The easiest path for the current might then be detoured through the GND 

via to the other side of the board instead of causing any disturbance to the sensitive circuits. 

For Version 2, the gateway was custom designed to meet the requirements of the system 

as determined throughout the use of the Version 1 system. This design was based off of the 

SAM4E-EK evaluation kit [56], and included Ethernet connectivity, wireless radio 

communication, serial debugging, and additional user functions imploring the use of LEDs and 

push buttons. The following sections describe in detail the separate modules of the custom device.  

In the following sub-sections, the components labeled above in Figure 3-1 (A through H) 

are described in detail using appropriate schematics and explanations. Again, the labels in Figure 

3-1 correspond to the labels of the following sub-sections. 

(A) Power 

The power schematics for the gateway of Version 2 are shown below in Figure 3-2 and 

follow from the schematics used by the SAM4E-EK [56]; in Figure 3-1 above, the power circuits 

are labeled by A. A Zener diode micro-assembly (represented by MN2) is used to protect against 

voltage spikes, transients, incorrect power supplies and reverse currents [57]. Shown by MN1 in 

the diagram, is an Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) filter that aids in protecting against noise 

on the power input line. MN3 represents a low drop-out voltage regulator that converts the 5V 

regulated power supply input (entering the board at J2) into 3.3V to power the MCU and its 

peripheral components. Each component was accompanied by power bypass capacitors as before 

to stabilize the voltage supply during operation. 
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Figure 3-2: Power regulator circuit schematics for Version 2 gateway 

Below in Figure 3-3, the connections between power nets (designators for signals in the 

schematics) are shown. 3.3V is supplied to the MCU’s IO voltage supply (VDDIO) and main 

voltage supply (VDDIN) pins, and the output of the internal regulator, VDDOUT, is supplies the 

MCU core voltage pin (VDDCORE) and the phase-lock loop voltage supply pin (VDDPLL). 

VDDPLL supplies the MCU’s analog circuitry and thus requires a series inductor between itself 

and the digital supply to block high frequency noise from entering the analog circuitry but allowing 

low-frequency DC power to pass. 
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Figure 3-3: Power pin mapping for Version 2 gateway 

Below in Figure 3-4, the power pins on the MCU are shown. As before, there are bypass 

capacitors accompanied with each voltage pin. The ADC reference voltage (ADVREF), VDDIO, 

VDDIN, VDDCORE, and VDDPLL pins are inputs, while the VDDOUT pin is an output. The 

capacitors accompanying the input pins are bypass capacitors for power supply stabilization and 

the capacitors attached to VDDOUT are for the stabilization of the internal regulator. 
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Figure 3-4: MCU power pin decoupling for Version 2 gateway 

(B) Radio 

Labeled with B in Figure 3-1, the radio circuits are depicted schematically in Figure 3-5. 

An on-board transceiver for the end-node model would be of great benefit. The SAM4E-EK 

development kit included a plug-in radio module operating using SPI [58]. For the Version 2 

gateway, the radio transceiver circuit from the SAM4E-EK was replicated on-board with the MCU, 

eliminating the need for an external radio board. The antenna (represented by J1) is the component 

which harvests/emits radio frequency (RF) energy, which flows to/from the radio transceiver 

through the 2.4GHz balun filter (represented by L1). The balun splits the output from the antenna 

into two balanced signals opposite in phase but equal in magnitude [59]. In the opposite direction, 

it combines the two differential signals from the transceiver into one to pass to the antenna. The 

RF transceiver (represented by U2) is the module which handles analog signals from the antenna 

passed to it through the balun, processes it into digital data to give the MCU, and vice versa.  
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In low-power or sleep mode, the RF transceiver (AT86RF231 [60]) has an advertised 

current draw of 0.02uA. During transmission, the device consumes 14mA, and while in receive 

mode (listening for incoming data packets), it consumes 12.3mA. This is an improvement over the 

Version 1 gateway, which contained an XBEE that consumed 40mA in both transmit and receive 

modes. Again, we see that an inductor (L3) is used between the digital power supply for the MCU 

and the power supplies for the RF transceiver, to reduce high frequency noise. This technique is 

also commonly observed when two separated GNDs need to be connected at a single point. An 

additional inductor, L2 in Figure 3-5, reduces high-frequency noise between the analog (AGND) 

and the digital grounds of the board. 

 

Figure 3-5: Radio circuit schematics for Version 2 gateway 

 (C) Serial Data 

On the gateway for Version 2, a debugging cable was used to display messages during 

operation. The proper cable (9-pin female-female null modem serial) is shown below in Figure 

3-6. The cable can be partnered with a serial to USB converter. 
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Figure 3-6: Null Modem Cable 

Labeled with C in Figure 3-1, and schematically described in Figure 3-7 below, the serial 

debug port connection is shown with an RS-232 transceiver that handles communication in and 

out of the device via the 9 pin serial connector. Lines PA9 and PA10 connect to the MCU pins of 

the same name. The transceiver’s voltage pins are decoupled as specified in the datasheet [61]. 

The transmit line is pulled high and there are 0Ω resistors that could be removed to disable receive 

functionality of the transceiver. 

 

Figure 3-7: Serial data port schematic for Version 2 gateway 
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(D) Ethernet 

The schematics for the Ethernet module are shown below in Figure 3-8; the Ethernet 

module is labeled with D in Figure 3-1. The RJ45 Connector is the physical connector used with 

a standard Ethernet cable that provides Internet/intranet connectivity to the device. The connector 

has internal transformers that reduce noise and protect the board from unequal voltages between 

the board and the device connected at the other end of the Ethernet cable [62]. 

The PHY transceiver was chosen as a KSZ8051MNL [63], which was, at the time of 

writing, Not Recommended for New Designs (NRND) and could be replaced with the 

KSZ8081MNX [64] in future designs. The transceiver connections are based on the SAM4E-EK 

development board schematics [56]. The accompanying crystal oscillator circuit includes a 25MHz 

crystal stabilized using 12pF capacitors. 

 

Figure 3-8: Ethernet schematics for Version 2 gateway 
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RR1 and RR2 in Figure 3-8 are resistor networks, or grouped resistors, each with a value 

of 4.7kΩ, which pull transceiver pins up or down during reset and in doing so set the default 

configuration of the transceiver. It is seen that isolation (ISO) mode was disabled by being pulled 

down through RR2 to GND. Isolation mode electrically isolates the PHY from the (Reduced) 

Media Independent Interface (RMII/MII), the management lines for the PHY transceiver. 

Configuration mode was set to 000, which set the default mode to MII. In this design, the SPEED 

and NWAYEN (n-way auto-negotiation enable) pins were not strapped with pull-up or pull-down 

resistors; instead, these parameters were set in software. Finally, the default physical address of 

the transceiver (PHYAD) was set to 001 by the resistor network, RR1. VDDA_3V3 is the analog 

voltage supply, separated from the digital supply (+3V3) by a series inductor and decoupled with 

capacitors. TXP/TXM represent a differential pair of transmit signals equal in magnitude but 

opposite in polarity, and RXP/RXM represent a differential pair of receive signals. An ESD 

suppression device (collection of diodes), shown as MN5 in Figure 3-8, was included to protect 

these receive and transmit lines. 

 (E) Programming 

Below in Figure 3-9 and labeled with E in Figure 3-1, the programming interface for the 

gateway of Version 2 is shown. PB4, PB5, PB6, and PB7 are the JTAG TDI, TDO, TMS, and 

TCK pins, respectively. NRST is the MCU reset pin, which is active low (when this pin is pulled 

low to GND, the MCU is reset). Pull-up resistors are connected to TDO, TMS, TCK, and NRST 

for proper operation. Pin 3 on P1 (JTAG connector in Figure 3-9) is the test reset pin, which is not 

needed, is pulled high to avoid unpredictable resetting of the JTAG programmer/debugger. Pin 1 

on P1 is the voltage reference pin, which tells the programmer whether the board is powered 
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properly. Pin 2 is the power supply to the programmer from the board. The remainder of the pins 

are tied to GND. The format of this header matches the standard pinout for the Atmel SAM-ICE 

programmer with a 20-pin receptacle [65]. 

 

Figure 3-9: JTAG programming interface schematic for Version 2 gateway 

(F) Push Buttons 

Below in Figure 3-10 and labeled with F in Figure 3-1, the push button circuits are shown, 

modeled after the SAM4E-EK development board. Also, a pull-up resistor already exists on the 

reset pin, NRST as seen in the previous section, so the push button can be connected to GND. Both 

push buttons are Single-Pole Single-Throw (SPST). This means that there are two conditions for 

the push button: on and off (single-pole), and only one electrical connection is possible (single-

throw): this connection is between the MCU pin and GND through the push button. Other types 

of push buttons exist in combinations of being single or double poled and being single or double 

throw. Double-throw push buttons have two possible electrical pathways that are alternated 
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between (like a train switching rails at a junction). Double-pole push buttons have two connections 

on the MCU, enabling the ability to connect two circuits with one activation of the push button. 

 

Figure 3-10: Push button schematics for Version 2 gateway 

(G) LEDs 

In Figure 3-11, the LED circuits are shown; the LEDs are labeled with G in Figure 3-1. 

The LEDs represented by D1, D2 have a forward voltage of 1.95V [66], [67], and D3 has a forward 

voltage of 1.92V [68]. This implies that through D1 and D2 with a 470Ω resistor (value typically 

chosen by board developers), the current can be determined as shown below using Equation (1). 

 
𝐼 =

𝑉

𝑅
 

𝐼 =
3.3𝑉 − 1.95𝑉

470Ω
 

𝐼 = 2.87𝑚𝐴 

 

(1) 

 

 

 

and the current through D3 will be: 

𝐼 =
𝑉

𝑅
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𝐼 =
3.3𝑉 − 1.92𝑉

470Ω
 

𝐼 = 2.94𝑚𝐴 

where: 

𝑉 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝐿𝐸𝐷, 𝑖𝑛 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠 (𝑉) 

𝑅 = 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐿𝐸𝐷, 𝑖𝑛 𝑂ℎ𝑚𝑠 (Ω) 

𝐼 =  𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ 𝐿𝐸𝐷, 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠 (𝑚𝐴) 

 

 

Figure 3-11: LED schematics for Version 2 gateway 

(H) MCU 

Below in Figure 3-12 and labeled with H in Figure 3-1, the general-purpose input/output 

(GPIO) pins of the MCU and the low-power crystal (32.768 kHz) are shown. The MCU chosen 

for this board was a 144-pin Leaded Quad Flat Package (LQFP) for simpler board design than the 

Ball Grid Array (BGA) model of the MCU that was used on the SAM4E-EK.  
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Figure 3-12: MCU general purpose input/output pins for gateway of Version 2 

 

The 32.768 kHz crystal oscillator circuit includes stabilization capacitors with 18pF 

capacitance. The formula for choosing the stabilization capacitor values is below in Equation (2).  

 
𝐶𝐿 =

𝐶𝑥1
𝐶𝑥2

𝐶𝑥1
+  𝐶𝑥2

+ 𝐶𝑠 

(2) 

 

 where: 

𝐶𝐿 = 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 

 𝐶𝑥𝑖
= 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑖 
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𝐶𝑠 = 𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑦 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 

CL is the capacitance listed in the datasheet for the crystal, which for the crystal used in the 

Version 2 gateway is 12.5pF [69]. Cs is the approximate shunt capacitance as termed by most 

crystal manufacturers in their datasheets, which was also given by the manufacturers. The 

calculation for this crystal is shown below using Equation (2).    

𝐶𝐿 =
𝐶𝑥1

𝐶𝑥2

𝐶𝑥1
+ 𝐶𝑥2

+ 𝐶𝑠 

𝐶𝐿 =
18𝑝𝐹 ∗ 18𝑝𝐹

36𝑝𝐹
+ 1.4𝑝𝐹 

𝐶𝐿 = 9𝑝𝐹 + 1.4𝑝𝐹 

𝐶𝐿 = 10.4𝑝𝐹  

Although the calculated capacitance was 10.4pF, the 12.5pF capacitor used in the design 

is close enough for stable operation, especially since Cs is taken as the maximum expected shunt 

capacitance as mentioned in the datasheet. 

3.2.3 End-Node 

The following sections describe the schematics and physical structure of the end-node for 

Version 2. The device includes three separate boards, connected by flat flexible cables (FFCs): a 

power conversion board that converts a 5V supply (either via a battery connection or continuous 

power) into 3.3V for the board to operate, a sensor board that houses the input ports for six digital 

SPI accelerometers, and the main board that includes the MCU and the radio circuitry. All three 

boards share the same overall dimensions: 82.8mm by 40.3mm. 
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Main Board 

The main board for Version 2’s end-node is shown below in Figure 3-13. This board is the 

topmost in a stack of three boards described in the following sections. At each end of the board 

there are horizontal strips (labeled A and D), which are board-to-board connectors with the two 

other boards (power converter board and sensor board). It can be seen that there are cut-outs in the 

board at the location of these strips; this is to allow for the FFCs to travel a shorter distance to the 

next board and to have room to bend. Labeled by E are the thermistor connectors. These connectors 

have counterparts that click into place when inserted; the thermistor wires are fed into the 

counterpart before mating it to the on-board connector. Labeled B is the JTAG programming port; 

this is used to burn program code to the MCU, an ATmega256RFR2. Labeled C is the antenna 

circuit; it includes a balun filter and an antenna jack, since the MCU has an internal radio module. 

Labeled F, the push buttons each have their own purpose: the leftmost button of the two resets the 

MCU when pressed, and the other toggles the value on a general purpose input/output (GPIO) on 

the MCU. This allows the user to implement a custom function to be executed upon the button’s 

actuation. Labeled G are the LEDs, arranged top to bottom: green, yellow, and red.  
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Figure 3-13: Version 2 end-node main board 

In the following sub-sections, the labeled components in Figure 3-13 (A through G) are 

described in detail. Each section label corresponds to the respective component shown in Figure 

3-13. 

(A) Power 

Below in Figure 3-14, the FFC connector on the main board is shown with bypassing 

capacitors that provide stable power to the main board. The FFC that connects to J6 also connects 

to the power conversion board. PE7 a GPIO pin connected to pin 4 to use as a trigger to prompt 

the power conversion board to provide the raw battery voltage (or power supply voltage if not 

using a battery to power the device) on PF3, an ADC pin on the MCU. In software, the MCU uses 

its ADC to sample the battery voltage on PF3 while sending a trigger signal (low voltage, in this 

case) to the power conversion board on PE7. 
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Figure 3-14: Schematic of power input to main board of Version 2 end-node 

Below in Figure 3-15, the power pins of the MCU are shown with decoupling capacitors 

on the supply pins (EVDD and DEVDD) as well as on the output pins of the internal analog and 

digital regulators (AVDD and DVDD, respectively). It is important to note that DVDD and 

DEVDD should be kept separate and should not be connected. DVDD is the output of the internal 

digital voltage regulator, whereas DEVDD is the digital supply voltage input. Making a connection 

between these two signals will cause the digital regulator to be unable to switch off during deep 

sleep mode. An analog ground (AGND) is used for the analog ground pins of the MCU and all 

other ground pins are tied to digital ground (DGND). 
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Figure 3-15: MCU power pin decoupling schematic for main board of Version 2 end-node 

(B) Programming 

In Figure 3-16, the JTAG programming port schematic is shown. A decoupling capacitor 

is attached to the voltage reference pin (pin 4), and the JTAG TCK, TDO, TMS, and TDI pins are 

connected to their respective MCU pins on Port F. This header format matches the standard pinout 

for the Atmel JTAGICE-MKII [70] and JTAGICE3 [71], two common programming/debugging 

tools used for Atmel AVR MCUs. 

 

Figure 3-16: JTAG programming schematic for main board of Version 2 end-node 
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(C) Radio 

Below in Figure 3-17, the external radio components for the end-node of Version 2 are 

shown. The MCU chosen, the ATmega256RFR2, has an internal RF transceiver, thus eliminating 

the need for an on-board RF transceiver as implemented for the Version 2 gateway. A balun and a 

U.Fl antenna cable connector are included, as with the Version 2 gateway. As recommended by 

the balun manufacturers [72], a 22pF capacitor is connected to pin 2 of the balun and the inputs to 

the balun are treated as a differential pair.  

 

Figure 3-17: Radio circuit schematic for main board of Version 2 end-node 
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(D) Sensor Board Connector 

In Figure 3-18, the schematic is shown for the board-to-board connector between the main 

board and the sensor board for the end-node of Version 2. This connector is situated on the main 

board and there is an identical connector on the sensor board (second board in the stack). The lines 

labeled PE0, PE1, and PE2 are the MCU’s Universal Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver 

Transmitter’s (USART) SPI pins (SDO, SDI, and SCK, respectively). For each accelerometer, an 

output CS pin and input interrupt pin are allocated from the MCU’s GPIO, shown by pins from 

Port B, Port D, and Port G in the figure. SPI works in a master-slave format, with the MCU as the 

master and the accelerometers as the slaves. SPI involves the sharing of the SPI clock, master data 

input and output lines (MISO and MOSI) between the slaves, and by using a designated chip select 

pin for each slave to alert the device as to when it is allowed to communicate with the master. Only 

one chip select (active low) can be activated at a given time, ensuring that no two slaves are 

responding to the master on the shared data input pin at the same time. The master selects a slave 

by setting its designated chip select pin low, then sends bytes to the device using the clock and 

data output lines.  
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Figure 3-18: Board to board connector from main board to sensor board of Version 2 end-node 

(E) Temperature Sensors 

In Figure 3-19, three ports for temperature-dependent resistors (thermistors) are shown. 

Each sensor port has one pin tied to the analog regulator output AVDD and another to a 10kΩ 

resistor, as in Version 1. This is because the thermistor used in this system is 10kΩ at 25°C, and 

linearized around this point.  
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Figure 3-19: Temperature sensor schematic for main board of Version 2 end-node 

The most accuracy with the sensor can be achieved if the linear region of the sensor is 

centred at the centre of the ADC’s range. For example, when the temperature surrounding the 

thermistor is 25°C, the resistance value will be 10kΩ, causing the measured voltage on the ADC 

to be half of AVDD. The ADC will return the centre integer value (for 10-bit resolution as for the 

ATmega256RFR2, values from 0 to 210). For example, if the constant 10kΩ resistor (shown as R1, 

R2, or R3 in Figure 3-19) is changed for another value, such as 20kΩ, the result is shown in 

Equation (3). 
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At 25°C,  

 𝑅𝑇 = 10𝑘Ω 

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑓 = 20𝑘Ω 

𝑉𝑇 =
𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑓

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑓 + 𝑅𝑇
∗ 𝐴𝑉𝐷𝐷 

𝑉𝑇 =
20𝑘Ω

20𝑘Ω + 10𝑘Ω

∗ 𝐴𝑉𝐷𝐷 

𝑉𝑇 =
20𝑘Ω

30𝑘Ω
∗ 𝐴𝑉𝐷𝐷 

𝑉𝑇 =
2

3
∗ 𝐴𝑉𝐷𝐷 

 

 

 

(3) 

 

 

where: 

𝑉𝑇 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑎𝑡 𝐴𝐷𝐶 𝑝𝑖𝑛, 𝑖𝑛 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠 \(𝑉) 

𝑅𝑇 = 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟, 𝑖𝑛 𝑂ℎ𝑚𝑠 (Ω) 

The effect is that the ADC’s range has been shifted so that its centre value will be output 

at a colder temperature (the thermistor is 9.9°C when its resistance is 20kΩ). Therefore, the 

resistance value of the voltage divider circuit resistor depends on the range required by the 

application; a resistor value of 10k was used in this design in order to linearize the readings around 

25°C. 

(F) Push Buttons 

In Figure 3-20, the push button circuits are shown for the end-node of Version 2. It is seen 

that, as before, a resistor and capacitor are used for the button’s operation. The second button, 
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attached to PB0 on the MCU, is included for user-determined functions and flexibility. For 

example, the user could use the push button to toggle the use of LEDs during device operation, or 

to send a prescribed message to the gateway. 

Both of the push buttons on the end-node of Version 2 are SPDT, compared to the SPST 

push buttons used on the Version 2 gateway. At rest, the push button connects its pins 2 and 3. 

While pushed, it momentarily connects pins 1 and 2, attaching the MCU pin to DGND. The reset 

pin, RSTN, is active low and therefore causes a reset of the device when pulled low to DGND. In 

software, the GPIO pin PB0 can be programmed to detect a low voltage and activate a user-specific 

function.  

 

Figure 3-20: Push button schematic for main board of Version 2 end-node 
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(G) LEDs 

In Figure 3-21, the LED circuits for the Version 2 end-node are shown. Each LED connects 

VDD (high voltage) to a 470Ω resistor. The current draw on each of the LEDs is calculated as 

previously and the LEDs are the same as used on the Version 2 gateway, resulting in 2.87mA, 

2.87mA, and 2.94mA current draws for D1, D2 and D3, respectively. 

 

Figure 3-21: LED schematic for main board of Version 2 end-node 

Sensor Board 

The second board in the Version 2 end-node stack was termed the Sensor Board and is 

shown below in Figure 3-22. Labeled A, the accelerometer ports (RJ45 jacks used here) provide a 

solid wired connection to the accelerometers, which can be attached to a machine some distance 

away from the end-node. The off-board connector (labeled B) connects the accelerometer pins on 

this board (called the sensor board) to MCU pins on the main board. The connector type is a flat 

flexible cable (FFC) connector.  
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Figure 3-22: Version 2 end-node Sensor Board 

The following sub-sections detail the labeled components, A and B, from Figure 3-22. 

(A) Main Board Connector 

Shown in Figure 3-23 is the schematic of the connector that is used to connect to J1 on the 

main board with an FFC. This connector is situated on the sensor board. The function of this 

connector was to route the accelerometer’s SPI pins to the MCU on the main board. 

  

A 

B 
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Figure 3-23: Board to board connector from sensor board to main board of Version 2 end-node 

(B) Accelerometer Board Connectors 

In Figure 3-24, the accelerometer connectors on the sensor board (second board in the 

stack) are shown. Here it is seen that each of the inputs from the FFC connector in Figure 3-18 are 

directed to an accelerometer port. The accelerometer ports implemented were chosen to be 

standard Ethernet RJ45 jacks (without internal magnetics). These ports are denoted by J2 to J7 in 

the Figure 3-24. Ethernet jacks were chosen to simplify the act of plugging in the sensors, since in 

the Version 1 system the accelerometers wires were found to be difficult to insert and keep a 

consistent connection.  

A consideration in using this type of connector was that the cables used in conjunction with 

the jack (cat5e cable) consist of 4 twisted pairs of wires, where each pair is twisted a certain number 

of times per metre of cable length to remove noise on the differential signals (for Ethernet 

communication, the receive and transmit signals are provided in differential pairs). Since each 

signal being sent over the accelerometer input cable is digital, with a quickly oscillating clock 

signal (CLK), and equally as oscillatory input and output data lines, twisting the wires together 

was thought to possibly increase noise on the respective lines. However, it was discovered that this 
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would not be a problem for the described application, since cable lengths between the sensor nodes 

and the accelerometers would not likely exceed 10m. After testing the devices using standard cat5e 

cabling, it was found that this hypothesis was correct; there was not a noticeable noise component 

due to the cable. 

 

Figure 3-24: Accelerometer connectors, sensor board, Version 2 end-node 

Power Converter Board 

The third board (bottom) in the stack for the Version 2 end-node is called the Power 

Converter board. It is presented below in Figure 3-25. Labeled with A is the power input jack, 

which accepts a 5V continuous supply. Labeled B is the off-board connector from this board to 
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the main board. The size of the board was kept the same as the sensor board and main board in 

order to have board spacers go through the mounting holes. 

 

Figure 3-25: Power Converter Board, Version 2 

(A) Power Converter 

Below in Figure 3-26, the schematics for the entire power conversion board are shown. U1 

is the on-board voltage converter that converts the input from J1 (the battery voltage input, with a 

maximum of 4.5V) into 3.3V for powering the MCU and accelerometers on the end-node. The 

goal of the circuit was to use a GPIO pin from the main board (MEAS) in order to trigger the 

transistor circuit (around Q1) to provide the battery voltage (VBAT) to the MCU on the main 

board. The goal of the transistor was to allow current flow when the gate was made active, hence 

lowering VIN using a resistor network to an acceptable voltage for measurement on the ADC.  

It was found that there were mistakes made in this circuit. On the J2 connector, pins 4 and 

6 were mistakenly switched (they were corrected in Figure 3-26), causing the trigger pin to be 

attached to an MCU ADC pin and the battery measurement pin on the power board to be connected 

to an MCU GPIO pin. This caused the battery monitoring circuit to not function. Additionally, the 

B 

  A 
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MOSFET (Q1) was assembled incorrectly in the production phase: the component was rotated by 

90 degrees to its proper orientation. Finally, the resistor network shown was chosen incorrectly. 

These problems were fixed in Version 3’s battery monitoring circuitry.  

 

Figure 3-26: Power conversion schematic for converter board of Version 2 end-node 

3.2.4 Accelerometer Board 

In Figure 3-27 below, the accelerometer board for Version 2 is shown. The board is 

23.3mm by 30.5mm by 1.1mm in its linear dimensions. Labeled A is the digital accelerometer 

device, in this design the Kionix KX022 [73]. Labeled B is the RJ45 connector that extends the 

accelerometer pins using cat5e cabling to connect to the ports on the Sensor Board. 

One of the improvements from Version 1 was a change in the accelerometer connector 

method; the RJ45 jack (commonly known for its use with Ethernet) was implemented. The 
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connectors accept eight conductors, and for this design, the accelerometer required only seven: 

SPI clock, MOSI, MISO, chip select, interrupt, power, and ground. This made the use of cat5e 

cabling and RJ45 jacks practical. Cat5e cabling uses twisted pairs to cancel differential signal 

noise, however the signals to the accelerometer are digital and not differential; the signals were 

not seen to interfere when using cat5e cabling. 

 

Figure 3-27: Accelerometer board, Version 2 

Below in Figure 3-28, the schematics for the accelerometer board are presented. At the top 

of the figure is J1, representing the RJ45 connector that enables communication between the end-

node’s MCU and the accelerometer via SPI. The SPI clock (CLK), Slave Data In (SDI), Slave 

Data Out (SDO), and Chip Select (CS) are routed to their respective pins on the accelerometer 

from the RJ45 jack. Power and ground are also shared from the end-node so that the two boards 

can communicate properly.  

  A 

  B 
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Figure 3-28: Schematic for accelerometer board of Version 2 

3.2.5 Temperature Sensors 

Shown below in Figure 3-29 is the temperature sensor used with each of the end-node 

designs outlined in this thesis. This thermistor is a US Sensors product (USP11491 [74]), a two-

wire NTC thermistor capable of observing temperatures between -55°C and 150°C. Thermistors 
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are resistors whose resistance varies with temperature. NTC thermistors have an inverse 

proportionality between temperature and resistance, opposed to Positive Temperature Coefficient 

(PTC) thermistors, which have a direct proportionality between temperature and resistance.  

 

Figure 3-29: Temperature sensor photograph 

The equation provided by the manufacturers that represents the relationship between the 

temperature and resistance of the thermistor is shown below in (4). A list of experimental values 

can be downloaded from the manufacturer and is omitted from this document for brevity.  

 1

𝑇
= 𝐴 + 𝐵(ln(𝑅𝑇)) + 𝐶(ln(𝑅𝑇))3 + 𝐷(ln(𝑅𝑇))5 (4) 

 

where: 

 

𝐴 =  1.12766979300187 ∗ 10−3 

𝐵 =  2.3444184128213 ∗ 10−4 

𝐶 =  8.47692130592308 ∗ 10−8 

𝐷 =  1.17512193579615 ∗ 10−11 

𝑇 = 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟 

𝑅𝑇 = 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟 

 

3.2.6 Suggestions for Improvement 

There were a few items to be improved upon in this design: 
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(A) Power Circuit 

A mistake was made in connecting the output of the internal digital voltage regulator 

(DVDD) and the digital voltage supply pin (DEVDD). This caused the regulator to be unable to 

be turned off during deep sleep mode and induced an unnecessary current draw of approximately 

130µA. In the next design, more care will be placed on ensuring that this incorrect connection is 

not reproduced, so the device will be able to reach deep sleep currents on the order of 1µA.  

(B) Radio Transceiver Circuit 

Another incorrect connection was on the gateway’s radio transceiver circuit. With the 

output of the internal analog voltage regulator accidentally attached to the input voltage supply, 

the radio transceiver was unable to stabilize the regulator output, which was required in order to 

enter transmit mode. This disabled the ability to transmit data from the gateway to the end-node, 

but reception was unaffected. The board was fixed by physical alteration of the wire on the gateway 

so that the incorrect connection was broken, and an external wire was used to reroute the signal. 

To improve the design and eliminate this problem, the next design should keep these two signals 

separated.  

(C) Board Size 

All three devices can be reduced in size. The end-node in this version implements three 

boards, but could be reduced to one board if the components are carefully selected and positioned. 

This may require a change in the accelerometer input jacks (in this design, RJ45 connectors), to 

connectors with a smaller footprint. The accelerometer board should and could also be made 

smaller to be placed more flexibly for the target-application of machine monitoring.  
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(D) PCB Layout 

Both the end-node and gateway for this design do not implement a strategic choice of pins 

used for their peripheral modules, such as the push buttons, accelerometers, and LEDs. Both board 

layouts could be improved by first choosing a position for each module that makes sense on the 

board, then assigning them the closest MCU pins. This will prevent difficult wire routing and will 

result in a cleaner design. 

(E) Readiness for Harsh Environments 

Moving forward, all three boards (the end-node, gateway and accelerometer board) could 

be made to be more ready for harsh environments. The RJ45 jacks on both the end-node and 

accelerometer boards would prove difficult to make dust and water proof in an enclosure. Instead, 

using terminal strips could provide the flexibility in sensor choice, as well as a way to easily route 

wires in and out of an enclosure. The entry point on the enclosure could be sealed with silicone or 

another sealant, more easily than protecting each of the RJ45 jacks from exposure. 

(F) Battery-Monitoring 

The end-node battery monitoring circuitry for this design, included on the power converter 

board, was incorrectly designed. The pins used to trigger the circuit and measure the battery 

voltage were mismatched between the MCU and the battery monitoring circuitry. Additionally, 

the voltage divider circuit used along with transistors that could switch on or off the monitoring 

circuit were incorrect. Changes will be made in the next design to ensure that the transistor circuits 

are proper and that the MCU pins assigned to this module are correctly chosen. 
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(G) Component Labels 

For this design, it was decided that component labels would not be used, to make the board 

appear more professional. The boards were harder to debug since the design documents had to be 

consulted each time a component was being investigated on the board, instead of being able to 

quickly reference an on-board label. Since the boards will be in their enclosures when operating 

in-application, it should not be necessary to leave out the board labels and text. For the next design, 

board labels will be used to make the board more professional and neatly presented, as well as 

easier to debug.  

3.3 Version 3 

3.3.1 Overview 

In the following sections, the third hardware design is detailed. Design changes were 

implemented from Section 3.3.6 to improve power consumption, organization, and overall 

aesthetics. Five gateways, twenty end-nodes, and 120 accelerometer boards were produced for this 

system. The design schematics can be found in full detail in Appendix A, and the Bills of Materials 

can be found in Appendix B. 

3.3.2 Gateway 

In Figure 3-30 below, the gateway for Version 3 is displayed. Observably, there was a 

major change to the layout from the Version 2 gateway. The board measures 80.0mm by 75.0mm, 

a 34.4% improvement in surface area. Additional improvements made on this board include better 

organization of the components, and the replacement of the RS232 debug port to a USB mini port 

(labeled D). The MCU is a SAM8E16E, with 1024KB of flash memory, 128kB of SRAM, the 
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same MCU used in Version 2. Labeled with E is the Ethernet jack, an RJ45 port. This port enables 

a connection to the Internet to allow for data to flow from the WSN to the server’s secure storage.  

 

Figure 3-30: Gateway, Version 3 

The MCU, an ATSAM4E16E, and radio transceiver, an AT86RF233, (labeled A and C, 

respectively) are both rated for a wider temperature range (-50 to 150°C) than in Version 2, making 

this device more suitable for use in harsh environments. Around the radio transceiver is a footprint 

for a metallic frame that can be used to protect the sensitive radio circuits from radio frequency 

noise and physical damage if no other shield is provided. 

Other notable features include the programming port, power circuits and push buttons 

(labeled F, B, and G, respectively). The programming port has its pins vertically-aligned in this 

design opposed to the right-angled alignment in Version 2; this is because in an industrial 

environment it is not a priority to have the programming port quickly accessible – water and dust 

proofing is of a higher importance. It can be seen that a terminal block (which uses screws to 
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tighten wires between contacts) is used to attach the power cable to this device. This enables the 

power cables to be fed through an enclosure and sealed from the outside environment. Finally, two 

push buttons are included (labeled with G): one is for resetting the device and the other is tied to a 

GPIO pin for user-defined applications. 

In the following sub-sections, the labeled components (A through H) in Figure 3-30 are 

explained with the appropriate schematics. 

(A) MCU 

In Figure 3-31, the MCU GPIO pins are grouped by port for use off-sheet. 

 

Figure 3-31: MCU GPIO, Version 3 gateway 

 

In Figure 3-32 and Figure 3-33, the external crystal oscillator circuits for this board are 

shown. These crystals respectively have drift tolerances of +/- 3 ppm/year and a frequency 
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tolerance of +/- 20 ppm and +/- 30 ppm. For each crystal, when the drift and frequency tolerances 

are summed, they are less than the recommended limit of 40 ppm. In Version 2, the crystal 

tolerances were not taken into consideration, but these devices require tight tolerances to 

communicate in the most efficient manner. An on-board 12MHz crystal is used by default as an 

external reference by the ATSAM4E16E, and was not included on the Version 2 gateway. This 

was due to the idea that internal oscillators could be used instead. It was later determined that the 

12MHz reference crystal was necessary for USB operation. A 32.768kHz crystal was also included 

since it is important for timing seconds; 32768Hz is a power of 2 and so it can be divided evenly 

by 2 down to 1Hz (1 tick per second). 

 

Figure 3-32: 12MHz crystal oscillator circuit, Version 3 gateway 

 

Figure 3-33: 32.768 kHz crystal oscillator circuit, Version 3 gateway 
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(B) Power 

In Figure 3-34 and Figure 3-35, the input power circuits are shown for the Version 3 

gateway. It is the same as in Version 2 except the change in the power jack from a plug to a two-

pin terminal block, since there were no other observable problems with Version 2’s circuit. 

 

Figure 3-34: Power input circuit, Version 3 gateway 

 

Figure 3-35: Voltage regulation circuit, Version 3 gateway 

 

In Figure 3-36 and Figure 3-37, the remaining pins are shown. Bypass capacitors are 

attached to the ADC voltage reference pin (ADVREF), and to each of the power input or regulator 

output pins. The main supply voltage (VDDIN), and input/output supply voltage (VDDIO) are 
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provided from the onboard regulator 3.3V output. VDDOUT (output of the MCU’s internal 

regulator, 1.2V) is fed to the VDDCORE pins (supply voltage inputs for core functionality) and 

VDDIN is routed to the VDDPLL pin (for powering oscillators and the phase-lock loop (PLL) 

power system). 

 

Figure 3-36: Extra pins, Version 3 gateway 

 

Figure 3-37: Power supply pins, Version 3 gateway 

 

(C) Radio 

In Figure 3-38, the circuits for the radio transceiver are provided. The only change from 

Version 2 is the transceiver model change from the commercial (0-85°C) to industrial (-50-150°C) 
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grade temperature rating. All regulator output pins (AVDD, DVDD) were kept separate from each 

other to avoid problems with changing transceiver states; the AVDD pin needs stabilization 

capacitors and to come to rest at a specific voltage (near 1.8V) to transition into PLL_ON mode, 

which is necessary for transmission. 

 

Figure 3-38: Radio circuits, Version 3 gateway 

In Figure 3-39, the crystal oscillator circuit is shown for the Version 3 gateway. This 

16MHz crystal is used as a reference for the on-board radio transceiver. Its stabilization capacitor 

values were determined in the same way as previously shown. 
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Figure 3-39: 16MHz crystal oscillator circuit, Version 3 gateway 

(D) USB 

In Figure 3-40, the USB port (mini-B) schematic is shown. This schematic follows that of 

the SAM4E-EK. Two varistors (variable resistors shown by R27 and R28) are attached from the 

connector’s shield to the board to protect against excessive transient voltages. FGND is the chassis 

ground (or USB connector shield), which is tied to digital ground at one point on the board. On 

pin 1 of J3 (the USB port), a voltage divider circuit is attached; this brings the voltage of the pin 

(which is an input to the MCU) from 5V to approximately 3V (2.956V). This is the pin on the 

MCU that can signal when the USB port is being used. Finally, the two pins labeled D- and D+ on 

the connector are the bi-directional differential data signals used for communication between the 

MCU and another USB device.  
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Figure 3-40: USB schematic, Version 3 gateway 

 

(E) Ethernet 

In Figure 3-41 and Figure 3-42, the Ethernet module for the Version 3 gateway is fully 

described. Figure 3-41 shows the connections between the Ethernet PHY device and the RJ45 

connector (which connects through a cat5e cable to an Inter/intranet). The schematic is extremely 

similar to the Version 2 Ethernet module. The differences are the following: 

1. The LED0/NWAYEN and LED1/SPEED pins are connected to pull-up resistors, in 

order to enable N-Way auto-negotiation and the fastest speed setting; these pins are 

also connected to the RJ45 connector since the connector that was chosen to replace 

the Version 2 connector has two LEDs that signify data flow and speed. 
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2. ESD suppression has been removed, since it was deemed unnecessary. There were not 

many reference designs implementing ESD suppression with Ethernet. 

 

Figure 3-41: Ethernet - RJ45 schematic, Version 3 gateway 

 In Figure 3-42, the connections between the Ethernet PHY and the MCU are shown, and 

the only difference between this design and the last are the product numbers. The Ethernet PHY 

was chosen to be an updated model with an extended industrial temperature range, and the resistor 

networks (RR1 and RR2) were changed due to difficulty in mounting the previously used 

components to the board. 
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Figure 3-42: Ethernet - MCU schematic, Version 3 gateway 

Figure 3-43 shows the circuit for the Ethernet PHY’s 25MHz reference crystal. The 

tolerance again is tight in both the frequency and drift to help optimize the device. 
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Figure 3-43: 25MHz crystal circuit, Version 3 gateway 

 

In Figure 3-44, the single point ground connection between the chassis ground (FGND), 

digital ground and Ethernet ground (GND_ETH) for this device is displayed.  

 

Figure 3-44: Single Point Grounds, Version 3 gateway 

(F) Programming 

In Figure 3-45, the programming port schematic is shown. Each of the pins has a pull-up 

resistor attached, and there is a bypass capacitor connected to the power input pin (pins 1 and 2) 

to stabilize the voltage supply upon insert of the programmer. This port uses the SAM-ICE ARM 

programmer/debugger [65], with a 20-pin 2.54mm row spacing and pitch header, as in Version 2. 
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Figure 3-45: Programming port, Version 3 gateway 

(G) Push Buttons 

In Figure 3-46, the push button schematics are shown. The schematics are relatively similar 

to the Version 2 gateway push button schematics. Different button models were chosen since the 

Version 2 buttons were large and right-angled, so they needed to be at the edge of the board. These 

push buttons are actuated in the vertical direction, so their positions on the board were much more 

flexible.  
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Figure 3-46: Push buttons, Version 3 gateway 

(H) LEDs 

In Figure 3-47, the LED circuits are shown. Similar to Version 2, 470Ω resistors are used, 

since a higher current is not as much a concern as for the end-node, which operates on batteries. 

New pins were chosen to place the LEDs more flexibly on the board. All three of these LEDs draw 

the same current, 2.87mA; each LED has a forward voltage of 1.95V. 

 

Figure 3-47: LEDs schematics, Version 3 gateway 
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3.3.3 End-Node 

The Version 3 end-node was reduced to two boards from three as in Version 2. The main 

board houses the connectors for the accelerometers and temperature sensors, the MCU, the antenna 

U.fl. connector, and it includes a voltage regulating circuit fit for up to 5.5V (this device currently 

uses three AA alkaline batteries totalling approximately 4.8V when fully charged). The voltage 

regulating circuit uses a regulator that was determined to be the most efficient through work done 

by Andrew Richardson in power converter analysis. The external power board includes a battery 

monitoring circuit that uses the main board’s ADC to measure the battery voltage, and also 

contains an alternate voltage regulator circuit optimized for using a 9V battery instead of three AA 

alkaline batteries. 

Main Board 

Below in Figure 3-48, the Version 3 end-node is presented. Many improvements were 

made from Version 2 as suggested in Section 3.2.5. For instance, the connectors for the 

accelerometers (labeled E), temperature sensors (labeled D) and power input (labeled B) were 

chosen to be screw terminals for this design instead of the previously used connector types (RJ45 

jacks for the accelerometers, and a barrel jack for power). The RJ45 jacks in Version 2 could not 

be easily made waterproof and dustproof when being used in an industrial environment. With these 

connectors, a variety of different digital 4-wire SPI devices (here assumed to be accelerometers) 

can be set up to run on the device. The wires can be fed through an opening in the device enclosure 

and a sealant can be used to protect the circuit board. Additionally, this allows for different digital 

SPI sensors to interface with the board for future research endeavours. The temperature sensors 

are attached to the terminal block at the bottom of the board (labeled D); each thermistor attaches 
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to both an ADC pin and the output of the MCU’s internal analog regulator (AVDD), theoretically 

a constant voltage of 1.8V. 

 

 

Figure 3-48: Main Board, Version 3 

Another improvement made was the inclusion of on-board labels for each component name 

and their physical outlines. This feature improved development by reducing the amount of time 

consulting design documents to determine components being assessed. 

The size of the board was also improved; its dimensions are 75.0mm by 80.0mm. In 

Version 2, there were three stacked boards, causing the volume of the overall device to be larger 

than this single board solution. 

In the following labeled sub-sections, the matching components labeled in Figure 3-48 (A 

through I) are described. 

A 

  

 

B 

  

C  

 
D 

  

 

E 

  

F 

  

 H 

  

I 
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(A) MCU 

In Figure 3-49 below, the MCU schematic is shown for the Version 3 end-node; in Figure 3-48, 

the MCU is labeled with A. The pins are grouped by port to be used off sheet with other modules. 

 

Figure 3-49: MCU GPIO pins, Version 3 end-node 

In Figure 3-50 and Figure 3-51 below, the 16MHz and 32.768 kHz reference crystal circuits 

are shown. The capacitors’ capacitance values were calculated as before. 
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Figure 3-50: 16MHz reference crystal circuit, Version 3 end-node 

 

Figure 3-51: 32.768 kHz crystal schematic, Version 3 end-node 

In Figure 3-52, the unused clock and test pins are shown being pulled to ground with 

resistors, as required in the datasheet.  
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Figure 3-52: Clock and Test pins, Version 3 end-node 

(B) Power 

In Figure 3-48 previously, the power circuits were labeled with B. In Figure 3-53, the 

schematic that shows the main board’s power input, on-board voltage converter circuit, and 

external power conversion board connector is presented. J13 in Figure 3-53 is the board’s battery 

input (+/-). J11 and J12 are jumpers that create a complete connection to the on-board converter, 

U3. If either of these jumpers is not connected, the on-board converter cannot operate properly. 

The purpose of the jumpers is to allow an external power converter to be used in place if it is 

determined to be more efficient than the on-board converter. This provides flexibility in design on 

the power conversion module of the device. The on-board buck (step-down) converter was chosen 

for this design as a result of the analysis of power converters done by Andrew Richardson. The 

converter has a typical quiescent current of 360nA, an operating input voltage range of 2.2V to 

5.5V, and a power efficiency up to 90% at a 10µA current output. 
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Figure 3-53: Power converter schematic, Version 3 end-node 

The bypass capacitors and inductor shown follow the converter’s datasheet application 

schematic and it is set to run in 3.3V output mode. If the on-board converter is used, VDD for the 

entire board is provided as an output through the jumper J12. 

The external board power input connector, J10, is used to interface with an optional 

external board. The default setup is to connect the power converter board that is described in the 

following section. To the power converter board, the main board provides an ADC pin and GPIO 

pin, as well as the battery voltage, ground signal, and VDD signal. The power conversion board 

converts the battery voltage provided into an acceptable range for input to the VDD pin back on 

the main board. 

In Figure 3-54 below, the bypass capacitors for the MCU of the Version 3 end-node are 

shown. It is imperative to be aware of the differences between each of the power pins. DVDD is 

listed in the datasheet [75] as the digital regulator output (1.8V when active), AVDD is the analog 

regulator voltage output, DEVDD pins are the digital supply pins (which require an input voltage 
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in the range 1.8V to 3.6V, VDD in this case), AVSS is analog ground, DVSS pins are digital 

ground, and the AVSS_RF pins are the ground pins dedicated to the internal radio transceiver. In 

Version 2, the DVDD pin (an output) was mistakenly connected to VDD (an input supply). This 

mistake was not made in Version 3’s circuit layout: the DVDD pins were connected through 

stabilization capacitors to ground and not to VDD. This allowed Version 3 to operate properly; the 

digital and analog regulators shut off when the MCU enters deep sleep, reducing the current draw 

to single-digit microamperes when no sensors are used.  

 

Figure 3-54: MCU power pin decoupling capacitors, Version 3 end-node 

(C) Radio 

Below in Figure 3-55, the circuit schematics are shown for the antenna on the Version 3 

end-node (labeled in Figure 3-48 by C). The two pins, RF_P and RF_N, are differential signals, 

equal in magnitude but opposite polarity to filter noise in the signals coming from the MCU’s 

internal RF transceiver. On the board, these wires are kept as close as possible to each other, and 

as short as possible to maximize the efficiency of the noise suppression. In this design, compared 
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to the Version 2 end-node, an upgrade to the filter balun was made, eliminating the need for a 

capacitor on pin 2.  

 

Figure 3-55: Antenna circuit, Version 3 end-node 

The physical wire between the filter balun (B1) and the antenna connector (J8) is designed 

to have an impedance as close as possible to 50Ω, because the closer the impedances match 

between the antenna and the filter, the smaller the transmission reflections and the smaller the 

losses in power efficiency. Impedance matching is achieved by making the trace wider as 

necessary and practical, since the thickness of the trace is determined by the manufacturer’s 

abilities. The width of the trace is 1mm, the length is 2.63mm, and its thickness is 0.0347mm (1oz). 

The thickness of the PCB substrate is 1.58mm and its dielectric constant is 4.8 (FR4 material). By 

the use of impedance calculators based on the original work done in [76], the impedance of the 

trace is estimated to be 74.9Ω. For a line impedance of 50Ω, the width would have to be 2.41mm. 

This width was not practical since such a trace width would cause wrongful intersections with 
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neighbouring pads on the antenna jack and balun. See Figure 3-56 below for a visual representation 

of the problem of increasing the trace width to the optimal value (using Altium Designer). 

  

(a) (b) 

 Figure 3-56: Comparison of (a) 1mm and (b) 2.41mm trace widths for RF design, Version 3 end-node 

The ratio of trace length to wavelength (which is 12.5cm for 2.4GHz) in this case is 0.008, 

so there is not much of an effect on the power efficiency as explained often in transmission line 

theory. Therefore, a wider than typical trace was used (1mm) and obtaining the optimal impedance 

was not prioritized in the design. Such particular effects could be investigated in future work. 

(D) Temperature Sensors 

In Figure 3-57, the temperature sensor connector for the Version 3 end-node is shown; in 

Figure 3-48, the thermistor terminal block was labeled with D. Each temperature sensor connects 

to an ADC pin (even pins on J7) and an AVDD pin (MCU internal regulator output). The AVDD 

pin on the MCU outputs a voltage close to 1.8V (observed to be 1.795V), so a voltage divider 

circuit was formed with a 10KΩ resistor and thermistor, as in Version 2. The temperatures were 

calculated based on the ADC pin voltage as before. 
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Figure 3-57: Temperature sensor connector, Version 3 end-node 

(E) Accelerometers 

In Figure 3-58, the schematic shows the digital accelerometer connectors for the Version 

3 end-node; in Figure 3-48, the accelerometer connectors were labeled with E. PE0, PE1, and PE2 

are the MCU’s USART0 SPI pins (SDO, SDI, and SCK, respectively). The accelerometers use 

SPI to operate, as previously described in the Version 2 accelerometer sub-section. An active-low 

chip select for each accelerometer is labeled with “#CS” and an interrupt pin is connected to the 

MCU in this design; the interrupt pin could be used to sample the accelerometer only when data is 

immediately available. The terminal block connectors (J1-J6) use a screw to tighten contacts 

against an inserted wire (see Figure 3-48 at the beginning of this section). This provides flexibility 

in using different 4-wire SPI devices in place of the digital accelerometers chosen for this 

application. In the current setup, cat5e cabling is used to connect accelerometers.  
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Figure 3-58: Accelerometer connectors, Version 3 end-node 

(F) Programming 

Figure 3-59 shows the programming port for the Version 3 end-node; in Figure 3-48, the 

programming port was labeled with F. The only difference between this design and the last is the 

component number of the connector. This connector is a vertical through-hole styled header, 

whereas the Version 2 programming port is a right-angled, shrouded header. The change was made 

for the same reason that the programming port was changed for the Version 3 gateway: in the 

application, the device will not need to be readily re-programmed, so the programming port would 

not have to be easily accessible to the typical user when in an enclosure. 
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Figure 3-59: Programming port, Version 3 end-node 

(G) Serial EEPROM 

In Figure 3-60, the on-board serial EEPROM module is shown; in Figure 3-48, the EEPROM 

module is not shown – it is located on the underside of the board. Using SPI communication, this 

component can be used to store semi-permanent information about the end-node such as the 

operating RF channel, PAN ID, and MAC address. This way, the same program can be loaded to 

each of the end-nodes and specific runtime parameters can be retrieved from the EEPROMs to 

have each device become a uniquely identified object in the network. This feature can save time 

during the network setup and testing phase of this system. 

 

Figure 3-60: Serial EEPROM schematic, Version 3 end-node 
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(H) Push Buttons 

In Figure 3-61, the push buttons for the Version 3 end-node are shown; in Figure 3-48, the 

push buttons were labeled with H. Single-pole, single-throw (SPST) styled push buttons were used. 

The models have 4 pins, with pins 1 and 2 connected to each other and pins 3 and 4 connected to 

each other. When the reset button is pressed, the circuit is closed and the RSTN (reset, active low) 

pin is pulled low to ground. The RSTN pin has a pull-up resistor that keeps it high since a low 

value would cause an MCU reset. The capacitor provides a stable transition. The user push button 

is provided, connected to a GPIO pin for flexible operation. 

 

Figure 3-61: Push button schematics, Version 3 end-node 

(I) LEDs 

Figure 3-62 shows the LED schematics for the Version 3 end-node; in Figure 3-48, the LEDs 

are labeled with I. Higher valued resistors were used in this design to lower the current drawn by 

the LEDs. The current drawn by each of the LEDs (each has a forward voltage of 1.95V) is 

1.125mA (as calculated using Equation (1)), a 60.8% reduction in current from Version 2. 
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Figure 3-62: LED schematics, Version 3 end-node 

 

Power Converter Board 

In Figure 3-63, the external power converter board is shown, with dimensions 29.6mm by 

30mm. Labeled with A and B are the battery monitoring circuits, and C is the external power 

converter optimized for use with a 9V battery; A designates the battery monitoring circuit that 

should be used when the main board’s power converter is selected, and B is the battery monitoring 

circuit for the when the 9V battery power converter circuit (C in Figure 3-63) is used. Each of the 

battery monitoring circuits uses transistors to switch the circuit on when triggered by a GPIO pin 

from the main board’s MCU. The output of the transistor-controlled voltage divider is routed back 

to the MCU board on an ADC pin. 

In order to select a converter circuit, jumpers are used (labeled by D, E, F and G). D and E 

are the jumpers that should be either both open or both closed. If they are both open (not 

connected), the main-board’s power converter is assumed to be in use (the jumpers on the main 

board should be closed if this is the case, as explained in sub-section B of the main board section 

previously outlined), and if they are both closed, the external 9V battery power converter will be 

used (in this case, the jumpers on the main board should both be open to disconnect the on-board 
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converter). The remaining jumpers (F and G), each have two positions (connecting the centre pin 

in both cases to either the left or right pin). When both F and G are placed on the left of each of 

the three pins, the battery monitoring circuit A (designed for three AA batteries) is used, whereas 

if F and G are both placed to the right, B is used for battery monitoring. If the wrong pairing is 

made (for example, main board converter with 9V battery monitoring circuits), then the resolution 

of the measurement is drastically decreased for no benefit. The measured battery voltage will be 

divided by 66/10 (as seen in the following schematics) if battery monitoring circuit B is used.  

 

Figure 3-63: Power Converter Board, Version 3 

In Figure 3-64 below, the schematics are presented for the entire external power converter 

board. The jumpers, P1 and P2 (labeled E and D in Figure 3-63, respectively), connect or 

disconnect the converter on this board, U1, which is designed for use with a 9V battery. Q1 and 

Q3 form a transistor network that works as a triggered switch, with the trigger signal U3_TRIG 

and the output U3_BAT. Q2 and Q4 form the respective transistor circuit that measures the battery 

voltage for the 9V battery. The transistors in each circuit enable a voltage divider (1/3 divider in 

D 

    

    

A B C 

E 

G F 
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the Q1/Q3 circuit and 10/66 divider in the Q2/Q4 circuit). The voltage divider lowers the battery 

voltage to a level measurable by the main board’s ADC pins (can measure up to the ADC reference 

voltage, 1.8V). J1 is the board-to-board connector on the underside of the power board that 

connects to a mating receptacle on the underside of the main board. 

 

Figure 3-64: Power board schematics, Version 3 

3.3.4 Accelerometer Board 

Below in Figure 3-65, the Version 3 accelerometer is shown in comparison to the Canadian 

quarter (23.81mm in diameter). The board is 10.1mm by 7.6mm, an 89.2% improvement on the 

Version 2 accelerometer board’s area. In the centre of the board is the accelerometer, which is 

3mm by 3mm by 1mm in size. It is a digital MEMS accelerometer, a Semiconductor 

Microelectronics (STM) LIS3DH. There are mounting holes in the four corners of the board 

providing a method of affixing the board to an enclosure as an alternative to using an adhesive. 
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Figure 3-65: Accelerometer Board, Version 3 

Figure 3-66 shows the schematic for the accelerometer board for Version 3. The 

accelerometer chosen has a slightly larger footprint than the accelerometer in Version 2 (3mm by 

3mm by 1mm as opposed to 2mm by 2mm by 1mm). Each pin on the accelerometer is routed to a 

labeled hole on the board; wires from multi-conductor cabling (here cat5e cabling is used) are 

soldered into each hole, with the opposite ends of the wires attached to the terminal blocks on the 

main board of the end-node. This allows the group of wire connections to have a small footprint – 

the Version 2 accelerometer board implemented a large RJ45 connector, in comparison; 

additionally, this change allows multiple different SPI sensors to be used with the board.  

 

Figure 3-66: Accelerometer board schematic, Version 3 
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 The accelerometer was changed in order to utilize a larger acceleration amplitude range 

(+/- 16g versus the +/- 8g in Version 2). The model chosen also allowed the ability to replace the 

16g accelerometer with one by the same manufacturer that measures up to 100g. Large amplitude 

vibration is a direction not explored in this thesis but could be a path for future work. 

The ADC pins on this device are used for an internal ADC, but if they are not used, they 

can be pulled low or high. In order to satisfy both the 16g and 100g models, ADC1, ADC2, and 

ADC3 were pulled low, high and low, respectively.  

3.3.5 Temperature Sensors 

The same temperature sensors were used in this design as in Version 2, the US Sensors 

USP11491 10KΩ NTC thermistor.  

3.3.6 Suggestions for Improvement 

As recommendations for future work on this system, the following are suggestions on 

improving the hardware design: 

(A) Accelerometers 

It was found that the Version 3 accelerometers (STM LIS3DH) induced a heavier pin load 

on the shared SPI pins (SCK, MOSI, MISO) than the Version 2 accelerometers (Kionix KX022). 

It was found that the pin driver strength (the amount of current that the pins can maximally provide) 

could be increased from the default 2mA to 8mA in software. With a pin driver strength of 8mA, 

five accelerometers could be plugged into the board and provide valid acceleration data. An 

improvement could be to reroute three of the accelerometers to instead be shared with the dedicated 

SPI module; the accelerometers were connected to the USART module and set to run in SPI mode, 
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whereas the dedicated SPI module was only connected to the EEPROM chip. With this change, 

each of the groups of shared SPI pins would be able to easily support the full set of accelerometers 

using the increased pin driver strength. Another solution is to test different accelerometers on the 

current device and choose the best performing sensor for the research goals. 

(B) Battery-Monitoring 

The battery monitoring circuitry was allocated to the external power converter board in this 

design. As an improvement, the battery monitoring circuits could be moved on to the main board 

to eliminate the need for a second board.  
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Chapter 4  

Software Design 

4.1 Introduction  

A large part of the design of the system was dependent upon the network devices’ software. 

The software includes algorithms that determine how often the end-nodes of the system are in a 

low-power state, and how they interact with neighbouring devices. In this chapter, the software 

design considerations are presented. The most in-depth discussion target Version 3 software, 

which implements the widest range of features and is completely open-sourced, based on the 

Contiki OS discussed in Section 2.3. Version 2’s software will also be discussed in some detail, 

and discussion of Version 1 is omitted for brevity. The program flow charts for Version 2 and 

Version 3 are provided for reference in Appendix C. The program file and function descriptions 

are provided for reference in Appendix D. 

4.2 Version 2 

4.2.1 Overview 

In this design, the ATmega256RFR2 [75], which has an internal radio (the AT86RF231 

[60]), was used as the MCU on the end-node to communicate with an AT86RF231 on the gateway. 
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Both the end-node and gateway were coded in C and implemented an application built upon trial 

software from the Sensinode NanoStack platform.  

4.2.2 Communication Strategy 

In this design, there were many nodes in the network, providing multiple options for 

network topology. Since the target application was an industrial setting, it was not optimal to have 

a large number of redundant nodes. Here, the goal was to minimize disruption to the existing 

infrastructure and provide high data flow. A mesh network would involve retransmissions of data 

from node to node, and large data packets would quickly diminish the network’s performance. 

Sub-networks of multiple end-nodes each only transmitting their data in a single hop fashion to 

their designated network coordinator (gateway) could provide the solution to these issues and are 

thus implemented in this design.  

The Version 2 code was heavily dependent upon a third-party company called Sensinode. 

Their product, NanoStack, was packaged for free trial use to set up and experiment with wireless 

sensor networks. It was later determined that the NanoStack was based on Contiki OS, described 

in Section 2.3. The NanoStack code package did not allow access to the middle layers of the 

communication stack, the MAC and network layers. This made development difficult by making 

it harder to solve issues related to the inner workings of the program. The application and hardware 

layers were open to the user to manipulate, however, so some custom development was possible. 

The benefit of using NanoStack was that it allowed simpler transition to developing a completely 

open-source application based on Contiki OS. 
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The application code written for this design consists of sensor data acquisition functions 

on the end-node and network management processes on the gateway. The full program flow can 

be found in Appendix C, along with a subset of important functions in Appendix D. 

4.2.3 Gateway 

The gateway for Version 2 was programmed in C using Atmel Studio version 6.1. The 

MCU on the board was an ATSAM4E16E [77], an ARM processor owned by Atmel. The main 

features developed for the gateway were related to server and end-node communication. 

Server Communication 

Communication with the server was done in two scenarios: when retrieving the time from 

the server PC to use as a reference for timestamping data, and when relaying received data to the 

server for secure storage. The communication was done using UDP sockets. As discussed in 

Section 2.1.1, UDP allows quicker but less reliable transmission of data when compared to TCP. 

The first socket dealt with retrieving the server’s time. Periodically, the gateway sent a 

message to the server time management program (a program running on the server PC that opened 

a UDP port and awaited data packets), which returned the server’s current time (hour, minute, 

second) to the gateway. The gateway then updated the real time clock (RTC) time to match the 

provided information. 

The second socket was used to relay end-node data packets received by the gateway to a 

server data aggregation program (an executable program written in C, running on Windows). The 

server management program sorted the data packet and inserted the information into a SQL 

database. 
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End-Node Communication  

The strategy for communicating with a group of neighbouring end-nodes for this design 

was as follows. The gateway set up its network by communicating its RPL organizational messages 

to the surrounding area (this part of the code was written by the creators of NanoStack and was 

not accessible to the developer), and waited for end-nodes to join the network. When nodes joined 

the network, they were added to a list (termed a whiteboard) that grew in memory until a maximum 

number of nodes were listed.  

A configurable application was implemented to organize communication between the 

gateway and its end-nodes. The gateway periodically requested data from neighbouring nodes, 

asking each device in the order it appeared in the node list. When the node received a data request, 

it would collect and send the sensor data back to the gateway and enter sleep mode for a pre-

programmed amount of time. 

Using a pre-programmed configurable constant, the gateway would instruct the end-node 

to send raw instead of processed (average, minimum, maximum) accelerometer data every given 

number of transmissions. Raw data is important in the target-application because the machines 

being monitored cannot be fully analyzed using only averaged information. The raw data 

transmissions were sent less-frequently to save power since to transmit large messages, the device 

must fragment the packet into a larger quantity of smaller transmissions. 

When the gateway requests raw data from the end-node, it waits until each of the six 

accelerometers’ data has been received before requesting data from the next node.  
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4.2.4 End-Node 

Upon start-up, the end-node would set up the NanoStack and attempt to join a nearby 

wireless network created by a PAN coordinator (gateway). The device would scan each channel 

programmed by the user and would connect to the gateway with the strongest signal. It then would 

use DAOs to join the gateway’s RPL DODAG.  

Once the end-node had joined the gateway’s network, it awaited direction. Two message 

types could be received: a request for processed data, or a request for raw sensor data, both sent 

from the gateway and signified by a 2-byte header at the beginning of the packet.  

When a processed data request was received, the device sampled each accelerometer, 

converted the data to floating point numbers, and then calculated the minimum, maximum and 

average values of the data. It inserted the data along with temperature readings from each of the 

thermistors into an array that acted as a transmission buffer, and transmitted the packet via UDP 

back to the sender’s address. The device then awaited further instruction. 

When a raw data packet was requested, the end-node sampled the specified accelerometer 

at a user-programmable frequency and inserted each of the data points into the transmission buffer 

to be sent. The node did not receive a sleep command until a data packet had been received by the 

gateway for each of the accelerometers on the device. 

When the end-node received a sleep command from the gateway, it entered deep sleep 

mode for the prescribed amount of time. When it awoke, it would then await instruction from the 

parenting gateway. 
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4.2.5 Server PC 

The final component of the software package in Version 2 was the server computer. The 

server hosted a program that sorted incoming data into a secure local (or remote, if necessary) 

database. 

Database 

The database was created using MySQL, a free, open-sourced database management 

program from Oracle. Tables were formed to store the raw and processed acceleration, as well as 

the temperature data gathered from the end-nodes and sent to the server from the gateways in the 

system.  

Data Interceptor Program 

The software was created using Codeblocks [78] development environment, and functions 

as a UDP port sniffer. The program works by opening a UDP socket on a user-provided port 

number on the host PC, opening a local connection to a MySQL database, and by sorting incoming 

packets into their proper MySQL database tables.  

4.2.6 Suggestions for Improvement 

(A) Open Source 

In order to make development easier, and to allow for commercialization without paying 

for proprietary software, it is suggested to try to restructure the application using an open-source 

alternative. Since NanoStack was based on Contiki OS, Contiki OS was chosen to use in 

developing Version 3. Using an open-source operating system would allow the user to develop a 

complete understanding of the inner workings of the program and wireless network. This could 
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allow more research avenues, since work could be done on the middle layers to develop routing or 

power conservation algorithms. Additionally, it could allow researchers to be comfortable 

instructing others in the program’s operation and configuration; with closed source code, 

researchers can sometimes only make assumptions or hypotheses about the program’s operation. 

 (B) Control Program 

Two-way communication was introduced between the server and gateway in this version 

of the design; when the gateway sent a request for the server’s time, the server PC responded with 

the information. However, there was no program implemented on the server to control the network 

or change parameters such as how often data was collected by the end-nodes. For the next version, 

a program that could execute control over the network would provide a useful feature to the user 

in the industrial application. Being able to make changes from a remote location could save on 

labour by eliminating the need for a plant worker to travel on site to reprogram a network device. 

(D) End-node Organization Program on Gateway 

Since the nodes had to be awake and listening in order to receive the data request, there 

were either periods where the end-node was idling awake and using a lot of power, or where the 

gateway had to send additional messages until the end-node was awake to receive. A specific 

improvement could be to have the end-node send a message to the gateway as it wakes from the 

deep sleep state to signify that it is ready for a data request. The gateway should receive the wakeup 

message within milliseconds, return a data request to the node, and then the end-node will then 

begin collecting data. This will allow for the end-node and gateway to be near synchronized in 

their actions and minimize excess power consumption on the end-node.  
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(E) End-node Accelerometer Detection 

In this design, there was no function implemented that detected whether an accelerometer 

was plugged into the device before attempting to retrieve data. If such a feature was included, the 

amount of extra information transmitted could be drastically decreased. 

4.3 Version 3 

4.3.1 Overview 

In hardware Version 3 major changes were made to the layout, and improvements were 

made based on experience with Version 2. An additional strategic goal of system Version 3 was 

to make major changes to the software programs to make their structure more efficient, more 

comprehensive, and simpler while also implementing an open-sourced operating system to allow 

for future legal commercialization. Contiki OS [47] was chosen as an alternative to the Sensinode 

NanoStack program from Version 2. Contiki OS, as described in Section 2.3, is an open source 

operating system for low powered wireless network devices with a small memory footprint. The 

Sensinode NanoStack application designed for Version 2 was built upon Contiki OS, but having 

the open-source code makes development quicker, easier, and more flexible. In rewriting the entire 

program, a more strategic and organized application was created. In the following sections, the 

design concepts related to each network device (the gateway, end-node, and server computer) as 

well as some of the main functions are discussed. Finally, recommendations for improvement to 

the code are listed in detail. 
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4.3.2 Codeword Structure 

In order to drastically improve organization and flexibility of the data collection algorithm, 

a strategy was implemented using what was defined as a codeword. The codeword is sent with 

each message pertaining to data collection and transmission. This excludes network formation 

Internet Control Message Protocol commands that organize the Routing Protocol for Low-

Powered networks (RPL).  

In the codeword, information about the data is described minimally. Each sensor’s activity 

(whether or not it is included in the data) is provided, along with extra information about how the 

data was collected. For example, in collecting a large amount of acceleration data, the sampling 

frequency, and number of samples are included in the codeword. The accelerometer being 

measured is marked as active in the codeword to signal to all parties that the data packet contains 

acceleration data. This allows gateways to use codewords as directives for end-nodes; the 

codeword describes exactly the information that is being requested from the device. In turn, the 

end-node can send the requested data in a packet back to the gateway, modifying the given 

codeword to depict the information transmitted. Finally, the gateway can forward the received 

message to the server computer, which is also cognisant of the codeword structure. The server 

computer can use the structure to determine what information is being provided and can quickly 

determine where to store it in the database.  

The structure of the codeword is shown below in the code snippet in Figure 4-1. The 

structure (an object in C programming that can be assigned properties and functions) is described 

as a series of arrays. It should be noted that “uint8_t” is a designator corresponding to an unsigned, 
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8-bit (1 byte) variable. Unsigned 8-bit variables can hold whole integers ranging from 0 to 255 

(28-1).  

 
typedef struct  
{ 
 struct temperature_sensors 
 { 
  uint8_t active;  
 }temperature_sensor[MAX_NUM_TEMP_SENSORS]; 
 
 struct accelerometers 
 { 
  uint8_t active;  //Is the accelerometer included 
  uint8_t axes;  //bits b5, b6, b7 determine data type, XYZ last 3 bits 

 (b0,b1,b2) each one corresponds to an axis 
  uint8_t sampling; //first 4 bits frequency, second 4 bits num_samples 
  uint8_t integration_depth; 
  uint8_t data_type; //b0 processed/raw, b7 provide_fft_peaks 
 }accelerometer[MAX_NUM_ACCEL]; 
 
 uint8_t other_settings;  //b7 set send to sleep, b6 battery voltage 

 included, b5 LQI included, b4 sleep only (no 
data), last 3 bits sleep mode 

 uint8_t sleep_duration[4]; //can sleep up to 2^32-1 ms (49 days) 
  
 uint8_t error_info;  //last bit (b7) "in error", first two bits error id 
}codeword; 
 

 
Figure 4-1: Codeword structure as seen in program code 

The number of structures included in a standard codeword is dependent upon two values, 

MAX_NUM_TEMP_SENSORS and MAX_NUM_ACCEL. MAX_NUM_TEMP_SENSORS 

determines the number of temperature sensors that will be accepted for use on the end-node, and 

the value, MAX_NUM_ACCEL, corresponds to the number of accelerometers that can be used. 

These values are defined globally in the references.h file in the project. 

The first array of sub-structures in the codeword holds the information related to the 

temperature sensors. The only property of these sensors is the designation, “active”, which is set 

to a value of 1 by the software if temperature data for the sensor in question is, or should be, 
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included in the data packet. On the other hand, if no data for that sensor was included, the value 

of the active property for that sensor in the codeword structure is set to 0.  

Following the temperature sensor sub-structure array is one that holds accelerometer 

information. Each accelerometer sub-structure maintains multiple properties. As with the 

temperature sensor sub-structure, the activity of each accelerometer is described. If an 

accelerometer’s data is included in the packet or requested, the respective “active” bit is set to 1. 

The axes that were measured or are to be measured are stored in the axes property of the 

accelerometer sub-structure. The first bit represents X, the second Y, and the third Z. For example, 

to measure X and Z, the first and third bits of the axes byte would be set (00000101 in binary, 5 in 

decimal). Next in the accelerometer sub-structure is the sampling frequency and number of 

samples. There is one 8-bit property, “sampling”, that describes both quantities. The top four bits 

represent the exponent used to calculate the frequency with which the accelerometer was sampled. 

For example, if the top four bits read 1001 in binary (9 in decimal), then the frequency is calculated 

as in Equation (5). The bottom four bits serve in the same way to calculate the number of samples 

in the data collected from the accelerometer. 

 

 𝑓 = 29 

= 512Hz 

(5) 

 

The next property of the accelerometer sub-structure is the integration depth. This 

parameter is set to 0, 1 or 2 to mean acceleration, velocity, or displacement, respectively. This 

designation determines whether acceleration, velocity or displacement information will be sent in 

the message. The final parameter of the accelerometer sub-structure is the data type variable, which 
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contains information related to whether the data in the message has been processed (found the 

average, minimum, and maximum). 

Next in the codeword structure is the other settings variable. The 8 bits in this variable are 

assigned to special meanings. The most significant bit (b7) is set to 1 if the node is to enter sleep 

mode after data collection (when the codeword is being used as a command). The next bit (b6), 

designates whether or not the battery voltage should be measured (if the codeword is a command) 

or is provided in the packet (if the codeword is a data request). The next bit (b5), is set when the 

Link Quality Indicator (LQI) one-byte value is included. The next bit (b4) is set when the node is 

instructed to not send data, but only to enter sleep mode for a prescribed time; this is to re-position 

the node into another timeslot or to correct the node’s timing in the cycle(described in the following 

sections). The final three bits are responsible for designating the sleep mode (in case this 

information is needed – currently, only the power save mode is used since of the two deep sleep 

modes, it is more functional than power down mode). 

4.3.3 Gateway 

Ethernet 

The gateway depends heavily on its use of Ethernet to transmit its received data to the 

server. In this implementation, the Gigabit Ethernet MAC (GMAC) module is used. The GMAC 

receive buffer is polled and if a message is received, the packet’s headers are deciphered and its 

payload is extracted by the Contiki 6LowPAN Border Router (6LBR) code, an implementation by 

an open-source design group called CETIC. 

The gateway is set up as an Internet router using the 6LBR code. The software package 

includes a collection of functions in a file the developers called packet-filter.c, which determines 
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if a message received by the gateway is was received wirelessly or via Ethernet and processes the 

data accordingly (deals with headers specific to each message type). 

USB Operation 

For the Version 3 gateway hardware, a USB port was included for serial communication. 

The USB clock requires the external reference 12MHz crystal, which was included in this design 

but not in Version 2. The USB port works by opening a communications device class (CDC) 

connection with the host computer when attached. Interrupt routines in the software reconnect the 

device whenever there is a loss of connection, allowing serial bytes to be transmitted to a console 

window on the host (via one of many free COM port viewing programs). Each message is sent as 

a series of characters that are displayed in the program’s window for user interaction with the 

program flow. 

Node Communication 

The gateways in the system are each their own PAN coordinator, keeping track of 

neighbouring end-nodes in a star topology. This does not differ from Versions 1 and 2. The 

difference is in the node organization algorithm: a more flexible and simpler scheme was devised. 

The organization begins with the gateway sending periodic DIOs as broadcast messages to 

their surrounding area. End-nodes join the RPL 6LoWPAN network by responding to the 

gateway’s DIO with their own DAO (see Section 2.2 for details on RPL). Upon reception of the 

DAO, the gateway then adds the node to a static table of information related to each end-node 

under its control; this table was called the node_info_table and is located in the file, node-info.c. 

The node information table structure is shown below in Figure 4-2. This table is used to store many 
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important properties of the network devices in the system that the gateway uses to organize and 

communicate with their neighbouring end-nodes. 

 

Figure 4-2: Node information table item structure 

When the end-node is first added to the node list, it is told to enter an ultra-low-powered 

state until its designated communication timeslot. This aligns network devices that are joining the 

network at various times after its start up with the nodes already indexed in the data collection 

scheme. The time that the node is told to wake up is determined by the gateway based on the end-

node’s position in the node list, the time between node data acquisitions (a configurable 

programmed constant), as well as the priority (default data collection scheme) of the node.  

Node data acquisitions each occur in a designated timeslot. Each timeslot is a partition of 

the entire cycle time, of equal length. The timeslots are kept aligned with the on-board crystal and 

a timer on the gateway marks the start of each new network cycle. A cycle is defined by the 

gateway as the act of retrieving (or attempting to retrieve) data from each node that is under its 

 
/** \brief An entry in the node info table */ 
typedef struct node_info { 
 /*isused and ipaddr MUST be  
  the first two items in this structure 
  for the lookup list functions to work.*/ 
 uint8_t isused;        
 uip_ipaddr_t ipaddr;  //IP address of node   
 uint8_t node_priority; //IP address of node   
 clock_time_t last_seen; //Time that the node was seen last  
 uint32_t messages_count; //Number of messages received by node 
 uint8_t raw_data_poll_bit; //Super-periodic mode on? (0/1)  
 codeword node_codebits; //Regular data request codeword  
 codeword node_raw_poll_codebits; //Raw data request codeword  
 uint8_t poll_freq;  //Polling frequency (1,2,3)  
 uint32_t last_awake_period_length_ms;//Length of time awake last cycle 
 uint8_t wakeup_message_recvd; //Wakeup message received by node?   
 uint32_t wakeup_time; //Time of received wakeup message   
 uint16_t timeslot_number; //Primary timeslot    
} node_info_t; 
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control, and the cycle has a length of time pre-programmed by the user. This is portrayed in Figure 

4-3 below. 

 

Figure 4-3: Version 3 network cycle visualization 

The primary timeslot for the node being added to the node list is defined as the position it 

occupies in the node information table. The timeslots are numbered from zero up to the maximum 

number of end-nodes allowed in the system (pre-programmed by the user). As a result, the node 

information table can only hold the maximum number of end-nodes allowed in the network. If a 

node attempts to join the gateway’s network after it has become saturated, it will not be slotted for 

a data request. Therefore in this system, it is up to the user to have an idea of the maximum number 

of end-nodes that would be used with each gateway. This is practical because it would allow nodes 

to continue to be polled for data at their usual times while new nodes occupy timeslots later in the 

cycle. If the designated data acquisition times were changed whenever a new device was added to 

the system, the scheduling algorithms would soon become quite complex and the timestamps of 

the data being sent from each node would not be regular. 

As soon as the end-node awakes from its sleep period, it sends a wakeup message to the 

gateway. The wakeup message’s UDP header contains the node’s IP address; therefore, it can be 

located in the gateway’s master node list. The gateway first determines whether or not the node 

has woken up in the correct timeslot based on the current timeslot, the node’s polling frequency, 

T0 T1 T2 T3 

Timeslot 

Cycle 

T0 T1 
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and the node’s primary timeslot. If the node is in the proper timeslot (or the one directly before it, 

which allows for small errors in locating the timeslot), the gateway sends a data request to the node 

(by sending the regular codeword that has been saved in the node information table for this end-

node). The code for determining whether the node is in the correct timeslot is shown later in the 

polling frequency sub-section of Section 4.3.6. If the node has woken up in the incorrect timeslot, 

the node is told to enter sleep mode until next assigned timeslot (this is the scenario when bit 4 of 

the “other settings” property of the codeword would be set in order to instruct the node to sleep 

but not to send data). 

When a node has woken up in the correct timeslot, has alerted the gateway with a wakeup 

message, and the gateway sends a data request codeword, the gateway expects a response but does 

not pause to wait for the node to send its data. If the next timeslot is reached before the node sends 

its data, the gateway begins dealing with the node assigned to the new timeslot. However, if the 

node sends its data in a later timeslot, it will not be denied. 

The purpose of separating the nodes into timeslots is to reduce the wireless bandwidth load 

and gateway processing load; although, the gateway’s high processor speed can handle multiple 

nodes sending data at nearly the same time.  

Server Communication 

The gateway and server PC communicate over Ethernet. Periodically, the gateway sends a 

check-in message to the control program’s open UDP port on the server PC; the gateway also 

relays any received data packets from the wireless network through to the server PC on a pre-

determined UDP port.  
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The check-in message advises the server that the gateway is a part of the overall network 

(which could contain multiple gateways in multiple separate test-beds). This check-in message 

enables the use of the control program as described later in Section 4.3.6. Control commands are 

also received by the gateway on the same UDP port. When a control command is received, the 

gateway responds accordingly. Control messages are implemented to request the node list, and to 

change a node’s configuration; additional instructions can be added in future development. When 

the gateway receives a “send node list” command from the server, it loops through its node 

information table (described in the previous section), entering each node into a transmission buffer, 

and sends the list to the control program on the server PC. When the gateway receives a “change 

node configuration” command, it replaces the node’s existing codeword in the node information 

table with the one provided by the control program. This enables the ability to quickly change the 

data being requested from end-nodes in the network; the next time the altered end-node sends a 

wakeup message, the change is realized because the new data request codeword is sent. 

4.3.4 End-Node 

Network Packet Reception 

UDP ports are used for receiving and sending messages on the end-node. One port is 

responsible for transmission of collected data and reception of data requests from gateways, while 

another port is allocated for sending wake-up messages. Wake-up messages are described in the 

previous section on gateway-end-node communication; a wake-up message is sent immediately 

after awaking from a deep sleep state.  

When a data packet is received on the UDP data port, a handler calls the process, 

“network_packet_handler_process”, which subsequently calls each data collection process to 
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construct packets to be transmitted to the gateway. The process cycles through the received data 

request codeword, taking note of the accelerometers and thermistors that need to be measured and 

the parameters related to the data collection for each sensor (i.e. axes for accelerometers). For 

example, the gateway could be requesting data from thermistors 1 through 3, and the processed 

(average, minimum, maximum values) X-axis data of accelerometers 0 through 2. Before 

appending data to a transmission packet, the node checks whether the result will be larger than 

1280 bytes (the implemented UDP maximum payload). If the packet will be made larger than the 

maximum, then the currently queued packet is sent, and another is started with the data that did 

not fit into the previous packet. When the node has sent each of the messages that make up the 

entire data request, it puts itself into a deep sleep mode for a length of time as provided in the data 

request codeword.  

If a node had instead received a codeword with the “sleep only bit” set (bit 4 in the other 

settings property of the codeword), the node would sleep for the requested length of time and not 

send data to the gateway. This allows the node to relocate themselves into the proper timeslot if 

they have made a mistake, align themselves when they first join the network, and to not have to 

waste resources transmitting extra data. 

Temperature Sensor Data Acquisition 

The temperature sensor data acquisition process, “thermistor_data_collect_process”, is 

called when a temperature measurement is required. First, a comparison is done between the pins 

that have been configured for use with the ADC and those that have been requested in the 

codeword. If the requested ADC pins are not set up at the time of the request, the pins are then 

configured. This involves setting the pin as an input so that temperature readings can be properly 
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completed as requested in the codeword. The ADC data acquisition is then started and the program 

waits for the results. When the conversion is complete, the temperature readings (converted from 

ADC integer values to floating point numbers via the thermistor’s temperature-resistance relation 

in Equation (4)) are returned. 
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Accelerometer Data Acquisition 

Upon start-up, the accelerometer data collection process initializes each of the 

accelerometers. A pre-programmed bit is set for whether KIONIX KX022 or STM LIS3DH 

accelerometers will be used with the device. This is extremely important because when commands 

are sent to the accelerometer via SPI, each accelerometer responds to different commands and 

could be placed in an unexpected state if the wrong command is sent. Initialization is completed 

as according to the datasheets of the accelerometers. For example, the STM LIS3DH 

accelerometers of the 3rd Design require a clock signal with a polarity of 1 and a clock phase of 1 

(SPI mode 3), and the Kionix KX022 accelerometers require a clock polarity of 0 and clock phase 

of 0 (SPI mode 0). In addition to setting the output data rate of each accelerometer, the amplitude 

range is set to its maximum (+/- 16g for Version 3), block data update mode is set (block update 

mode causes acceleration values to be updated only after a read of the registers of the enabled axes, 

as opposed to a continuous update at a given frequency), and the corresponding chip select and 

interrupt pins are configured. When new different sensors are added to the system, a similar 

structure can be followed. 

When the accelerometer data collection process is called by the network packet handler 

process, the specified accelerometer is measured in the way described by the given codeword. This 

information includes the number of samples, the sampling frequency, and the axes to measure. The 

process then determines where it should read from and how many bytes at a time. For example, if 

only the Y and Z axes are to be read, the read will begin at the Y register’s low byte address and 

read 4 bytes in a row for each read cycle; for both the Kionix and STM accelerometers, the X, Y, 

and Z axes are each 2 bytes in size and in X-Y-Z order with their least significant byte first. The 
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program loops and accesses the accelerometer at the desired sampling frequency using SPI until 

the number of samples has been collected and stored in output arrays to be passed back to the 

network packet handler process.  

Accelerometer Data On-Board Analysis 

Both numerical integration of raw data and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis are 

within the scope of the accelerometer data analysis process. These functions are open to future 

work to enable on-board processing of information to save on transmission costs. Currently, 

trapezoidal integration is used to integrate raw acceleration values to velocity and velocity to 

displacement; however, since the initial conditions are not known for velocity and displacement, 

the integration is incomplete. Therefore, in the default operation of this system no integration is 

used and only acceleration data is obtained. 

The FFT analysis program also needs investigation in order to make it a useful feature. 

Contiki OS includes an integer FFT module, but a floating-point number version is needed for the 

acceleration values. Therefore, an external source was consulted for an FFT calculation program. 

In preliminary investigation, it was found that calculation using this program took longer than 

desired. Future work will include finding a more suitable FFT algorithm to make on-board 

processing viable with the Contiki OS implementation. 

Sleep Management 

When the sleep management process is called by the network packet handler process, the 

node determines the time between receiving the data request and the moment they are entering 

sleep mode, and then subtracts the result from the length of time it has been instructed to sleep. 

This allows the node to awake at the start of their assigned timeslot regardless of how long it takes 
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to collect the data that is requested. A visual representation of this process is shown below in Figure 

4-4; T(i) represents each timeslot, t1 is the time at which node 1 wakes up and t2 is the time node 

1 sends data. The difference (shown as the arrows between t1 and t2) is subtracted from the total 

sleep time (shown as the arrows between the start of timeslot 1 in the current and next cycle) to 

determine the actual length of time that the node will sleep. 

 

Figure 4-4: On-node sleep management visualization 

When the node has determined the actual sleep duration, it sets itself into the power save 

mode, which is one of the deep sleep modes of the ATmega256RFR2. Before doing so, the node 

disables the radio which consumes the most power of any component on the device. The node then 

disables extra clocks, sets up the symbol counter to run on the low-power crystal (32.768 kHz) 

instead of an internal oscillator, and converts the sleep duration into a number of symbols to be 

counted. 

The device then activates sleep mode and awaits an interrupt from the symbol counter, 

which runs asynchronously on timer/counter 2 (see page 188 of [75] for details). The only 

interrupts that can trigger a wake-up when the device is in power save mode are interrupts from 

the symbol counter, the radio, and the watchdog timer. The watchdog timer is disabled during 

sleep since it only allows periods of up to 8 seconds of sleep before it wakes up the device; the 

watchdog timer helps restart the device if it has reached an unusual state. Since the radio consumes 

T0 T1 T2 T3 

t1 t2 

T0 T1 
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a lot of power even when the MCU is in deep sleep mode, it is turned off. Also, if the radio was 

on, the device could receive messages, interrupting its sleep and disrupting the data acquisition 

schedule organized by the gateway. Therefore, the only way to control the sleep duration entirely 

is to disable the radio and watchdog timer and to use power save mode; power down mode is 

another deep sleep mode that can only be interrupted by the watchdog timer and the radio, so it is 

not practical for this implementation as discussed. 

When the device wakes from its sleep using an interrupt from the symbol counter, it re-

enables the peripheral clocks, the ADC, and re-configures applicable pins. A wake-up message is 

then sent to the gateway. This begins the handshaking communication between the end-node and 

the gateway as described in “Node Communication” in Section 4.3.3. 

Handling Neighbouring Nodes 

Since the network operates in a star topology, the end-nodes are programmed to be end-

points or leaves in the hierarchy of the DODAG. The network is not a mesh, in which nodes relay 

data for their neighbours along a route towards the DODAG root. This is the same as Version 2. 

This strategy, with a larger number of gateways, could prove to be more energy-efficient, since 

nodes transmit less often, the wireless network is less busy, and hence, nodes can remain in an 

ultra-low powered state for a higher percentage of their life cycle. 

4.3.5 Server PC 

The final major component of the system is the server PC program. The gateway devices 

are connected to the intranet/Internet and relay their network’s wireless data through to the server 

computer. Running on the server PC are two programs: one that inserts data into a local MySQL 

database, and a control program for the network (with which network parameters can be changed). 
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The programs were again written in C using the development environment, Codeblocks, which 

produced Windows executable files. The initial program window for the data insert program is 

shown below in Figure 4-5. The program deciphers the codeword at the beginning of each 

incoming packet and determines the types and order of data; the program sorts the information 

properly into tables in the database. Packets are received on a UDP port that is defined when the 

program is initialized. In order to have data flow between the server and the gateway, the UDP 

port on the server must be identical to the server data UDP port programmed into the gateway. 

 

Figure 4-5: Server program window, Version 3 
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4.3.6 Advanced Features 

In this design, advanced features were implemented.  

Control Program 

As part of the suggestions for improvement on the last software design, an executable 

program was created to allow control of some network parameters via the gateways in the network; 

the main window for the control program is shown below in Figure 4-6. Each gateway periodically 

sends a message to a UDP port allocated on the server PC, which alerts the server to its presence 

in the network. The server control program uses this information to create a list of gateways in the 

network so that a user can send prescribed commands to control their operation. 
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Figure 4-6: Server network control program 

The user can choose to print the current node list for any given gateway in the master list, 

send the gateway a request for their current node list, change the number of cycles between raw 

data collection periods (see the Super-Periodic Raw Data Sampling feature below in its respective 

following sub-section), or remove an gateway from the list. If the node list is requested, the 

gateway returns the list of nodes currently in its node information table (an extension of its RPL 

routing table). The control program updates the information it has in record for the gateway; the 

user can then choose to display the updated information.  
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Once the node list is displayed on-screen, a node can be selected to provide additional 

configuration options to the user. Parameters related to sensor data collection can be changed for 

each sensor on the chosen node. For each accelerometer, whether or not the sensor will be 

measured, whether raw or processed data will be requested, the sampling frequency, the number 

of samples, and the axes can be changed using the control program. For each temperature sensor, 

whether or not the sensor will be measured can be controlled. Additionally, the polling frequency 

for the node can be changed. The polling frequency is described in the following sub-section. 

Polling Frequency 

Having control over the network is a major improvement over Version 2, in that a network 

administrator can optimize the system based on where sensors are placed and their orientation. A 

node can also be given a higher priority in the data collection scheme, if necessary; for example, 

if a machine being monitored is of critical importance, the node monitoring the machine can be set 

to have an increased priority, or polling frequency, so that data is collected more frequently to 

capture a larger number of events.  

Each node is given a level 1 polling frequency when it joins the network. Using the control 

program, the polling frequency level can be changed to 2 or 3. When a node is set to have a level 

2 polling frequency, data is collected in the same format (same axes, sensors, number of samples, 

etc.), but twice as often; likewise for when the node is given a level 3 polling frequency, it is polled 

for data three times in the network cycle. The formula used for calculating the node’s newly 

assigned timeslots is shown below in Figure 4-7, and this process is demonstrated in Chapter 5. 
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𝐺𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 ∶  

𝑐𝑡 =  𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 

 𝑡𝑛 = 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑛′𝑠 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑡 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 

𝑝𝑛 = 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑛′𝑠 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦  

𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 

𝑛 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 

[𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑚] = 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑚 

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 0 𝑡𝑜 𝑛 ∶ 

𝑖𝑓 (𝑐𝑡 == (𝑡𝑛 + 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝑖 ∗
𝑚

𝑝𝑛
))[𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑚]) 

or 

𝑖𝑓 (𝑐𝑡 == (𝑡𝑛 + 1 + 𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 (𝑖 ∗
𝑚

𝑝𝑛
))[𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑚]) 

then: 

𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸 

Figure 4-7: Pseudo-code for polling frequency secondary timeslot calculation 

The calculation is used whenever the gateway is deciding if a node is in the correct timeslot. 

When the node’s polling frequency is greater than 1, the inclusion of this calculation allows evenly 

spaced timeslots that divide the cycle in two or three (for polling frequencies of 2 and 3, 

respectively) to be considered acceptable transmission timeslots for the node.  

The code works as follows: based on the given information, a comparison is made between 

the current timeslot and the possible timeslots in which the node is allowed to communicate; the 

node is allowed to communicate in its primary timeslot (𝑡𝑛 in the code below) and timeslots that 
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are determined by a polling frequency greater than one (as described above). The ratio of 
𝑚

𝑝𝑛
 

determines the number of timeslots between data acquisitions for nodes with a polling frequency 

above one; multiples of this number are acceptable timeslots for data reception from the given 

node (also allowed is the timeslot after the target, since the node may miss its proper schedule). 

The ratio is the partition of the total number of timeslots (which is equal to the total number of 

nodes) into one, two, or three parts (depending on the polling frequency value). Then, since 

timeslots are integer-valued, the result is rounded to the nearest integer. A modulo of 𝑚 is then 

applied to ensure that the node is not instructed to sleep for more than a full cycle; for example, if 

the timeslot was determined to be timeslot eleven, this is the same as timeslot one if there are only 

ten timeslots, and therefore timeslot one should be returned as the result.  

Super-Periodic Raw Data Sampling 

Another advanced feature of the software in Version 3 is the super-periodic raw data-

sampling algorithm. Adjustable via the control program previously discussed, the number of cycles 

between special data requests can be chosen. In these special data requests, each node is polled for 

raw data instead of processed data on each the accelerometers that they have been measuring in a 

typical cycle. This allows periodic raw data collection across the network in order to more easily 

capture problems with the monitored equipment while minimizing excess data collection and 

transmission; although, the user can choose to have raw data collected from the nodes on every 

cycle, if desired. 
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4.3.7 Suggestions for Improvement 

(A) FFT 

One improvement to the programs written for Version 3 is to have a complete FFT 

implementation. In Contiki OS there are FFT processes written for use with integer arrays, but the 

acceleration data are floating-point numbers. The FFT programs written need further development 

and verification before being fully implemented. 

(B) Memory Footprint Optimization 

The current program packages for the end-node and gateway consume 27.1% and 7.1% 

(71152B and 74284B) of their flash program memories, respectively; the programs consume 83.8 

% and 46.8 % (27457B and 61304B) of their Random Access Memory (RAM), respectively. 

Version 2’s end-node software consumed 41.2% (108096B) of its flash and 31.3% (10257B) of its 

RAM; Version 2’s gateway software consumed 10.6% (111148B) of the available flash and 53.6% 

of its available RAM. Work can surely be done to reduce the Version 3 memory footprints by 

making the code more efficient and removing redundancies. In particular need of program memory 

footprint reduction is the end-node, since it is often not recommended to consume more than 2/3 

of the program memory of an embedded system; this increase in use of RAM was a direct result 

of using multiple large arrays to collect data in order to obtain a simpler programming interface. It 

is possible that there exists a more elegant solution with which the RAM usage could be lowered. 

Another avenue could be to choose a different MCU on the end-node board that has more memory. 
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(C) Security 

In the demonstration of this sensor network application, the security functionality of 

Contiki OS was not fully explored. The goal was to have the system operating successfully at the 

base level of complexity before adding extraneous features. In the Contiki OS development 

community, work is being done on drivers for AES-128 encryption security for cross-platform 

implementation. As the work here develops further, the security of the network should be fully 

investigated and avenues using Contiki OS’s development community should be re-visited. 

(D) Codeword Structure 

The codeword structure used in this code could be optimized to take up less space. 

However, this would require the re-writing of many components of the software package. In 

further development, these changes should be implemented to reduce the number of bytes being 

transmitted per message. 
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Chapter 5  

System Testing 

5.1 Overview 

In this chapter, the results from testing the Version 3 system are presented and discussed; 

Version 1 and Version 2 testing was omitted because neither the hardware nor software 

implementations were fully developed for either system. For the discussed testing, key metrics are 

described for simple measurement of performance of the system. Current profiles were analyzed 

for multiple scenarios in a laboratory environment and a five device system (one gateway and four 

end-nodes) was set up on a compressor in McLaughlin Hall on Queen’s University campus and 

analyzed for functionality within the scope of this thesis. 

5.2 Network Performance Measurement Tools 

The following sub-sections describe the tools implemented to determine the performance 

of the system tested.  

5.2.1 Battery Voltage 

One piece of information used in determining the Version 3 end-node’s battery 

replacement cycle, is to measure its battery voltage. It was noticed that at a battery voltage of 1.8V 
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when using 3 AA batteries, the device was unable to transmit wireless data to another device. It 

may be that the MCU’s and RF transceiver’s regulators are unable to operate properly at this 

voltage (AVDD on the gateway’s transceiver needs to stabilize to approximately 1.8V in order to 

enter transmit mode). In [3], the researchers considered the battery voltage of a node that expired 

as being additional information. More information is needed (current draw during different device 

functions) to make conclusions about node lifetime, but the progress of the device towards its end 

of communication can be monitored using battery voltage readings. It was also found that the on-

board converter for the Version 3 end-node did not perform as effectively once the battery input 

voltage neared the converter’s programmed output voltage (3.3V). After this point, the node 

consumes more power in all its operations and drains its batteries quicker than when the battery 

voltage is higher than 3.3V. 

5.2.2 Active Period Calculation 

In the Version 3 gateway software, by calculating in software the time between the end-

node’s wakeup message and the time the gateway receives complete data from the end-node, the 

approximate time the node spends awake can be calculated. By accompanying tests that determine 

the operating currents at different voltages, a node’s battery replacement cycle could be 

approximated remotely (without direct current monitoring of the device). This data could be 

compared to the battery voltage to determine how much more energy the node has in its batteries. 

Additionally, an estimation of the duty cycle can be made from this data. 
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5.2.3 Packet Reception 

On the server computer’s side, programs were written to determine the packet reception 

rates as a ratio of the received packets over the number of expected packets from a given node. 

These percentages can be compared between nodes to show anomalies, but also to demonstrate 

successful systems. If the network is performing as expected, 100% of packets will be received. 

However, this is not the reality, but a packet reception rate over 90% is expected and one over 99% 

is considered typical over long tests. However, in real user applications, it may be the case where 

100% packet reception is not required, so packet reception is here used as a way to judge network 

performance regarding consistency and program operation. 

The reliability of the network will be judged by the persistence of the nodes in re-joining, 

the length of time the gateway is successful in relaying its data to the server, the ease in which 

nodes are added or removed from the system, and the amount of deviance from a structured pattern 

of operation. 

5.2.4 Power Trace 

The final tool being used for our purposes is the measurement of power trace in the end-

node’s operation. What this entails is the observation of the current draw over time for a node 

performing its duties (collecting data, transmitting, and entering a sleep state), and extrapolating 

the pattern of activity to determine an estimation of the battery replacement cycle of the end-node. 

Work was done by Andrew Richardson of the MEMS group at Queen’s University to monitor the 

current of a single end-node using multiple source voltages over an extended time in two different 

scenarios (with the node transmitting only processed or only raw data from one axis on five 

accelerometers). These scenarios were chosen to be able to represent the case study 
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implementation with minimal manipulation. The expected battery replacement cycle presented in 

Section 5.4.2 is a result of this work. 

5.3 Sensor Software Validation 

In this section, the functionality of the sensors (thermistors and accelerometers) is 

demonstrated for completion. 

5.3.1 Temperature Sensors 

Below in Figure 5-1, the demonstration of the thermistor data collection is shown. The 

setup involved the use of a hot plate that had a minimum increment of 5 degrees, a SainSonic 

SS5380 infrared temperature gun [79], and a single-node network providing temperature data 

collection once every second. The thermistor attached to the node was laid flat on the hot plate and 

the temperature was increased over time. At each increment, the temperature gun was used to 

record a second temperature of the surface around the thermistor and the time was observed. The 

plot below is a result of the temperature gun’s data along with the thermistor’s data that was 

collected by the network. At lower temperatures, the thermistor is seen to perform within a tight 

radius of the temperature gun [79], but as the temperature increased, there became an observable 

difference between the measured values.  
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Figure 5-1: System's temperature sensor compared to temperature gun 

5.3.2 Accelerometers 

The accelerometers were tested for their ability to gather acceleration data of motion of the 

machine being monitored. In Figure 5-2 below, the experimental setup for the accelerometer 

testing is shown. In the apparatus is a magnet shaker, a function generator, a power amplifier, and 

an accelerometer clamped to a wooden beam that was fixed to the surface of the magnet shaker.  
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Figure 5-2: Experimental setup for accelerometer validation 

The accelerometers from both Version 2 and Version 3 were tested in their x, y and z 

directions. Each accelerometer was tested separately, and shown in Figure 5-3, are each of the 

accelerometers mounted to the wooden beam in their enclosures; Version 2’s accelerometer is 

mounted in the z-direction and Version 3’s is mounted in the y-direction in the figure. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5-3: Accelerometer (a) from Version 2 (b) from Version 3 mounted on wooden beam 

Figure 5-5 below shows a subset of the results of the accelerometer validation testing. A 

sinusoidal signal with a frequency ranging from 0Hz to 200Hz for excitation of the magnet shaker 

was used. For each frequency and axis on the accelerometer, a 512-point acceleration sample was 

collected using the end-node, which was directly connected to a computer via the 

programmer/debugger.  

In software, the V2 and V3 accelerometers were configured with output data rates (ODRs) 

of 800Hz and 1.25 kHz, respectively. All three axes were collected (X-Y-Z) in each access of the 

accelerometer and 512 points were obtained in each scenario. Between data accesses, a delay of 

1/512 or 1.953125ms was implemented.  

A subset of the FFTs are shown below in Figure 5-4, produced using the software-

determined sampling period of 1.953125ms. Because the magnet shaker vibration was controlled 

to excite the accelerometer at the given frequency in each dataset, it is assumed that the largest 

peaks (resonant frequencies) in each of the subfigures (a), (b), (c), and (d) of Figure 5-4 should be 
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evident at 10Hz, 50Hz, 100Hz, and 160Hz, respectively. These peaks were observed, but not at 

the exact frequencies. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5-4: Fast Fourier Transforms for each accelerometer - V2 and V3 for acceleration data using 1.953125ms period 

with excitation frequency of (a) 10Hz (b) 50Hz (c) 100Hz and (d) 160Hz 

Therefore, the sampling period was adjusted to a value of 2.159ms, found through trial and 

error to sufficiently scale each of the plots close to its expected resonant frequency. The same 

adjustment was performed on all FFTs and individual alterations were not done. As seen from the 

resultant plots in Figure 5-5, both accelerometer models were capable of capturing the same 
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frequencies (within 3Hz) in different but close amplitudes (this is very likely due to the shape of 

the casing in which each device is enclosed).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 
(d) 

Figure 5-5: Fast Fourier Transforms for each accelerometer - V2 and V3 for acceleration data using 2.159ms period with 

excitation frequency of (a) 10Hz (b) 50Hz (c) 100Hz and (d) 160Hz 
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5.4 Case Study: Compressor Monitoring Application 

5.4.1 Overview 

Network Setup 

In order to demonstrate the network’s operation in a real application, a case study was 

initiated on Queen’s University campus on July 31st, 2015 and continues to run at the time of 

writing. A sub-network of four end-nodes and one gateway were placed in the McLaughlin Hall 

building. Three of the end-nodes (nodes 1, 2, and 3) were placed inside a compressor shed on the 

ground level on the side of the building. One end-node (node 4) was placed inside a third floor 

office along with a server PC, which hosted the MySQL database for the study. The gateway was 

suspended outside the office window with its antenna directed towards the compressor room below 

at ground level. The gateway required Ethernet connectivity to the server PC, which is why the 

gateway was located within reach of an office. The end-node kept inside the office was placed to 

have a device in the system that was less likely to fail due to external factors. If the network showed 

consistent performance from the office node, then it can be deduced that the network was not the 

problem and that something had happened with the compressor room setup.  

Compressor Room 

Inside the compressor room, as depicted below in Figure 5-6, the end-nodes were 

positioned with a total of 15 accelerometers and 9 temperature sensors (5 accelerometers and 3 

thermistors each) as to not disrupt the compressor’s operation. These devices easily communicated 

wirelessly with the gateway through the wooden ceiling of the compressor room. In Figure 5-6 (a) 

through (d), the yellow component is the belt shield, which is attached to the compressor and the 
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electric motor. The compressor is clearly shown in view in Figure 5-6 (a). The electric motor is in 

the front of Figure 5-6 (c) to the left of the belt shield.  

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 5-6: Compressor setup from (a) back-left (b) back-right (c) front-right (d) front-centre 
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Accelerometers can be seen dispersed over the system, with pairs of accelerometers 

mounted in the same location and orientation. This was done to make it more possible to find 

similarities between the data from pairs of sensors, since two would be measuring similar 

vibrations. Since no two accelerometers were measured at the same instant, it is highly likely that 

they will have different outputs. However, their frequency components and amplitudes related to 

certain frequencies should be similar to each other. The locations of each of the accelerometers in 

the case study are shown in Table 5-1 below. 

Table 5-1: Location of accelerometers in test case study 

Node (N) - 

Accelerometer (A) 
Location 

Direction of 

measured 

acceleration 

N1-A0 Back of motor, left Positive horizontal 

N1-A1 Top of motor, left Positive vertical 

N1-A2 Front of motor, left Negative horizontal 

N1-A3 & N2- A1 Top of belt, front Positive vertical* 

N1-A4 & N2-A3 Front of motor, right Negative horizontal 

N2-A0 & N3-A3 Top of motor, right Positive vertical 

N2-A2 & N3-A1 Back of belt Positive horizontal 

N2-A4 & N3-A0 Top of belt, back Positive vertical 

N3-A2 Top of filter Positive vertical 

N3-A4 Pedestal 45° horizontal** 

* N1-A3 turned up on its side (X-direction pointing vertical) overnight when 

the accelerometers were epoxied  

** N3-A4 turned up on its side (X-direction pointing vertical)  

 

The end-nodes and gateway were mounted inside aluminum cases (shown below in Figure 

5-7) to provide protection from harmful radio frequency noise, and in the gateway’s case, to 

provide shielding from weather. The casings were made with sheet metal to provide a simple 
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enclosure for a low cost; the enclosures will continue to be improved to be more commercialized 

as development of this system continues. Thermistors extending out of the end-node cases can also 

be seen in Figure 5-7. The thermistors were used to measure ambient temperatures.  

 

Figure 5-7: End-nodes mounted on wooden panel in aluminum cases 

The accelerometer boards were glued into a custom machine-milled case shown in Figure 

5-8. Gluing the accelerometer and routing its wires down and out of the enclosure ensured that the 

accelerometer would have the most solid surface for taking measurements and the wires would not 

interfere in any way with its operation. 
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Figure 5-8: Accelerometer board mounted inside custom machine-milled enclosure 

Shown in Figures Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10 below are the enclosures for the end-nodes 

and accelerometer boards before and after being applied with insulating spray. The spray insulates 

the surface (aluminum) so that unwanted electrical connections are not made between pins on the 

circuit board or between a pin and the casing. 

 

Figure 5-9: End-node bottom casing before and after application of insulating spray 

 

 

Figure 5-10: Accelerometer enclosure before and after application of insulating spray 
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In addition, since the gateway needed to be waterproofed to be ready to be placed outside, 

silicone was applied to the orifices of the enclosure protect the circuit board. Shown in Figure 5-11 

is the gateway used in the case study before being placed outside the window. The power and 

Ethernet cables can be seen to protrude from a hole on one side of the enclosure, and the antenna 

from another. There are screws holding the enclosure shut and attached to the aluminum plank that 

extends the device approximately one metre away from the windowsill, parallel to the ground. The 

antenna points straight down, the direction of the compressor room under test.  

 

 

Figure 5-11: Gateway mounted inside weatherproof casing 
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Communication Strategy 

In this case study, four end-nodes assumed identical were used. Each one was equipped 

with 5 accelerometers and 3 thermistors for obtaining measurements. These sensors were labeled 

from 0 to 4 and 0 to 2, respectively. One gateway was situated as the network coordinator to 

organize the nodes in the compressor room while maintaining an intranet connection to the server 

PC in the office. 

At the time of writing, the Queen’s University campus did not have IPv6 Internet 

connectivity across campus, but instead provided 6to4 tunnels. Therefore, a server PC was 

connected directly to the gateway in this study through an Ethernet switch. This allowed storage 

of the data on the server PC locally or remotely (using the server data insert program described in 

Section 4.3.5) instead of connecting the gateway to the office’s Internet jack and transmitting 

directly to the laboratory’s server across campus.  

The pattern of communication was initiated as follows. Each node was switched on and 

joined the network in an order not pre-determined, but rather in the order the nodes were able to 

receive and process a DIO from the gateway. The resulting order of the nodes was 4, 3, 2, and 1. 

A sample of the data collected in Figure 5-12 shows the pattern visually. 
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Figure 5-12: Initial data reception pattern, case study 

The network’s cycle length was set to two minutes, and the timeslot length was set to 12 

seconds (two minutes split equally into 10 parts, to enable up to 10 nodes to enter the network). In 

each data request, the node was asked to poll each of its accelerometers’ Z-axis for processed data 

(RMS average, minimum and maximum acceleration values) and temperature readings from each 

of its thermistors. Thermistor 0 for each device was placed inside the node’s enclosure, and 

thermistors 1 and 2 were placed outside of the enclosure to measure the ambient temperature. 

The Super-Periodic Raw Data algorithm introduced in 4.3.6 was configured to occur every 

two hours, or 60 cycles. Every two hours, each node would collect 512 points (1024 bytes) of raw 

acceleration data from each of the accelerometers the nodes considered active. This number of 

points was chosen so that each resulting wireless packet would not be too large to send over 

Ethernet (which uses by default a 1520 byte maximum transmission unit) when relayed by the 

gateway. 
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5.4.2 Results and Discussion 

Complications 

Figure 5-13 below shows a raw depiction of the packets received over time for each of the 

nodes in the case study. Plotted on the vertical axis is the node ID (1 to 4), and along the horizontal 

axis is time. Each point represents a packet being received by the server and input to the database. 

There are two visible points of the plot to note: 1) a relatively small gap in the data for node 2 from 

August 11th to August 14th, and 2) a large gap for all nodes between September 5th and 18th.  

The gap in point (1) is due to the battery voltage of the node dropping to a low enough 

value to become unable to communicate its data; on August 14th, the batteries for this node were 

replaced and it was able to continue its data collection and transmission for the rest of the test. 

However, it was noticed, and will be highlighted in the following sections, that node 2 

malfunctioned shortly after the start of the test and was never performing consistently thereafter. 

The large gap in (2) for all nodes was due to the Ethernet connection between the gateway 

and the Ethernet switch coming loose for an unknown reason. This caused a loss of data until it 

was reconnected on September 18th. 
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Figure 5-13: Overall packet reception depiction for case study 

The devices did not stop transmitting during the gap in data, since on September 18th, the 

network was still running properly with the same order of nodes (4, 3, 2, and 1). However, the 

actual statistics during the gap cannot be reproduced or assumed. Below in Figure 5-14, the packet 

reception rates including the gap due to the disconnected Ethernet cable are shown for each node. 

It will become obvious from the following sections that these numbers do not represent the 

network’s performance, and thus for the following analyses, the test will be considered concluded 

before the large gap occurred. It is key to note though that the system has continued to run 

successfully through the end of the presented data collection period. 
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Figure 5-14: Overall packet reception rates for case study including Ethernet disconnection 

Battery Voltage 

Below in Figure 5-15, the battery voltages as measured on-node for each device in the 

network are presented for the duration of the test. It seems as though node 4 performed the best, 

keeping a steady battery voltage for the duration of the test. This node was the one kept inside the 

office near the gateway. As a result, the device had to re-transmit fewer times, experienced less 

interference, and did not have as many packets dropped – this resulted in fewer episodes of the 

node being awake for a prolonged period. To reiterate, when a node would not be able to send a 

wakeup message to the gateway (if it was dropped), then the node would need to send a DAO to 

the gateway to reconnect to the network and realign itself with its timeslot. For node 4, since fewer 

wakeup messages were being dropped and the communication channel between the gateway and 

node was more consistent, the node was more often able to send its data and return to sleep mode 

instead of re-connecting to the network and using more energy from its batteries.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 5-15: Battery voltages over test for nodes (a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 and (d) 4 

Another point of concern is node 2’s battery voltage plot. The values range from 4.7V 

down to 2.0V yet the data continues to be transmitted successfully to the gateway. It can be seen 

that the node was sending battery voltages that were quite stable for a short period at the beginning 

of the test, but then there was a sharp drop down to below 2.5V and then the node stopped 

communicating with the gateway. The gap is the same gap seen in the packet reception plot 

previously shown in Figure 5-13, and after the batteries were replaced, the device did not seem to 

recover fully. As will be seen in the Packet Reception section following, node 2 mal-performed in 

terms of received packets. It is hypothesized that the hardware fault that caused the sensor 

malfunction also caused a problem in the wireless communication module or in the software, itself. 
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The software issue then caused the device to be routinely disconnected from the network and draw 

more current during battery voltage measurement.  

Temperature 

In Figure 5-16 below, the temperatures are plotted as recorded by sensor 0 on each node in 

the system. It can be seen that nodes 1, 2, and 3 (the nodes placed in the compressor room) each 

followed very closely the same trend; each rise corresponds to daytime and each fall corresponds 

to nighttime. Node 4 shows an overall cooler temperature, which makes sense since it was kept 

inside out of the sun for the entirety of the test. 

 

Figure 5-16: Temperature from sensor 0 on each node in the case study 

Example Acceleration Analysis 

A more thorough analysis of acceleration data collected in such a system should follow 

from the work done in this thesis, but is out of the scope of the system here presented. However, a 

brief example of what could be done with the data actually gathered during the case study will be 
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given in this section. The analysis is presented to provide the reader with motivation for the 

applications of this system and to demonstrate the functionality of the sensors. 

In Figure 5-17 below, the Root Mean Square (RMS) acceleration data from one 

accelerometer each on two different nodes is provided. Node 2’s accelerometer 2 (N2A2), shown 

in (a), is an example of improper data, whereas (b), showing the data from node 3’s accelerometer 

1 (N3A1), shows data that could be more likely seen as proper. As mentioned in Table 5-1 

previously, these two accelerometers are placed on the compressor in the same location. Ideally, 

they would present the same, or similar, datasets. With access to these datasets, the user could 

determine problems with the sensor or the sensor’s mounting, but could also determine whether 

raw acceleration data should be collected to better observe the vibration. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-17: Processed data over duration of test for (a) N2A2 and (b) N3A1 

In Figure 5-18 below, four plots are given: (a) raw acceleration data from N2A2, (b) raw 

acceleration data from N3A1, (c) an FFT of the raw acceleration data in (a), (d) an FFT of the raw 

acceleration data in (b). This data could aid the system user in determining the health of the 

machine. Frequency plots of raw data could be used to pinpoint shaft alignment issues, pedestal 
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foot issues, and bearing wear, by use of published investigations on these frequencies for the given 

class of machine. It can be seen that although the vibrations appear slightly different, many of the 

key frequencies are shared between the two accelerometers.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 5-18: Accelerometer data from compressor (a) raw data packet from N2A2 (b) raw data packet from N3A1 (c) 

FFT of N2A2 raw data (d) FFT of N3A1 raw data 

Packet Reception 

In Figure 5-19 below, the packet reception percentiles are shown for all four nodes from 

the start of the test on July 31st until the Ethernet was disconnected on September 5th. It can be 

seen again that node 4 performed the best, which is sensible since it was close to the gateway inside 
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the office operating at a reasonable temperature. As foreshadowed by the battery voltage readings 

in the previous section, node 2 performed the worst with an end-to-end packet reception rate of 

53.8%. In terms of packet reception, node 1 performed well, close to the expected >99%, but its 

rate could be improved. Node 3 did not perform quite as well as node 1, even though they operated 

in the same environment. Looking at the previously shown battery voltages for nodes 1 and 3, it 

appears as though node 3 had a more stable voltage over the duration of the test and could have 

been expected to outperform node 1. However, this was not the case in reality. 

 

Figure 5-19: Packet reception percentages for network before Ethernet disconnection 

In Figure 5-20 below, a comparison is made between the average packet reception rates 

over time for the case where all four nodes in the system are considered and the case where all 

nodes except node 2 (the node with the hardware issue) are included. The case where node 2 was 

ignored, shown in (b), results in a much higher overall packet reception rate (above 98% for most 

of the test). In both (a) and (b), a steep drop-off in the packet reception percentage can be seen; 

this drop-off correlates to the Ethernet cable being disconnected. The smaller drop-off in (a) around 

August 11th is due to node 2’s failure, which has been previously discussed. The observable effect 

of one node in a four-node network on the average percentage received versus expected is large. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-20: Average packet reception over time for (a) all four nodes (b) nodes 1, 3, and 4 

Expected Battery Replacement Cycle Length 

With the help of a colleague, Andrew Richardson, work was done to determine the current 

profile of the end-node during typical operating configurations and as a result, rough estimations 

of an end-node’s battery replacement cycle as applicable to this case study. The two cases used to 

replicate the case study scenario were (1) one gateway with one end-node collecting 5 

accelerometers’ processed data once every two minutes and entering deep sleep between 

acquisitions (2) one gateway with one end-node collecting 5 accelerometers’ raw data once every 

two minutes and entering deep sleep between acquisitions. These scenarios were each run for 20 

hours at a series of source voltages (each test kept at a constant voltage) used to power the end-

node instead of batteries. The average currents were determined at each of the source voltages and 

used to find, based on the duty cycles found during the current profiling in the tests, the average 

currents for when the node was asleep, collecting processed data, and collecting raw data. These 

values are shown below in Table 5-2.  
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Table 5-2: Average currents for sleep, processed, and raw data 

 

Sleep mAh 

Processed 

mAh Raw mAh 

Total mAh 5.576487276 9785.715659 10056.78933 

Avg (mA) 0.009706375 17.03291395 17.50474193 

 

Shown in Table 5-3 below are the duty cycles found as a result the current profiling testing, 

and their adjusted values that were used to replicate the case study. The case study used the super-

periodic raw data polling algorithm as described in Section 4.3.6 every 2 hours. This resulted in a 

processed to raw data collection ratio of 59:1. Therefore, the duty cycles determined in the current 

profiling tests (which either implemented an only processed or only raw data collection scheme), 

needed to be adjusted in order to be used to represent the case study. 

Table 5-3: Duty cycles for processed data collection and raw data collection separately and adjusted 

 Processed Duty Cycle Raw Duty Cycle 

 1.2834362 5.779773 

Adjusted with Ratio (%) 1.262045597 0.09633 

 

Finally, the equation seen in (6) below was used with the average currents, adjusted duty 

cycles and the battery’s capacity (2872.59mAh) to determine an estimation of the length of time 

that the batteries for each node could last (assuming no hardware faults occurred) in the software’s 

current version. Using the equation, the estimated battery replacement cycle was found to be 

495.82 days or 1.36 years. 

 𝐵𝑎𝑡𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 =
𝐶

𝐷𝑝 ∗ 𝐼𝑝 + 𝐷𝑟 ∗ 𝐼𝑟 + (1 − 𝐷𝑝 − 𝐷𝑟) ∗ 𝐼𝑠

  (6) 
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where:  

 

𝐶 = 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝐴ℎ 

𝐷𝑝 = 𝑑𝑢𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝐷𝑟 = 𝑑𝑢𝑡𝑦 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑤 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝐼𝑝 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝐼𝑟 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑤 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

𝐼𝑠 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑝 𝑠𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑝 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒 

 

Software improvements could result in a longer battery replacement cycle than calculated 

in this thesis. Mr. Richardson’s work will continue in comparing methods of determining the 

battery replacement cycle and present a more accurate result. 

5.5 Laboratory Testing 

5.5.1 Overview 

In addition to the case study implementation as described in Section 5.4, sub-networks 

were formed in a laboratory setting to carry out further testing. The effects of distance, the size of 

data packets on projected battery replacement cycle length, and network robustness during the 

addition and removal of additional end-nodes were investigated. Additionally, the current profiles 

of an end-node in different loading conditions are presented for analysis. 

Network Setup 

Two main testing scenarios were created: a system with 9 end-nodes and 1 gateway, and a 

system with only one of each. The larger system, Test Setup A, was used to demonstrate properties 

of the system such as network robustness and reliability. Data was collected for Test Setup A from 

July 31st to September 18th, with the network running near continuously. The main goal of Test 
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Setup A was to provide proof of concept of the program’s wireless communication algorithms 

working for a long period of time.  

The smaller setup, Test Setup B, was used to measure current draw and project lifetime of 

the device, since the single end-node could be attached to a current monitoring application and 

parameters varied. This network was operated by a colleague, Mr. Richardson, in his current 

profiling testing that helped determine the estimated battery replacement cycle of the system as 

described in Section 5.4.2. Network analysis will only be done for Test Setup A, since the results 

of Test Setup B have already been presented and because Test Setup B was not implemented for 

the purposes of demonstrating network performance. 

Communication Strategy 

In Test Setup A, nine end-nodes, assumed identical, were used. No accelerometers were 

attached, but 5 out of the 9 nodes were equipped with one thermistor each. One gateway was used 

to coordinate the network and all devices were placed on a desk within one square metre of each 

other. The purpose of this network was to simply accumulate data packets and verify the wireless 

communication scheme using a sufficiently large network. 

The network was installed using an Internet connection and the gateway was manually 

assigned an IPv6 address, chosen to reside on the same sub-network as the server PC. The server 

PC was chosen to be a computer in the office. Realistically, when IPv6 is fully implemented as the 

method of worldwide Internet connectivity, choosing an IPv6 address for each device will not be 

as trivial; instead, if the network is to be connected to the public Internet, the network administrator 

will need to be consulted for choice of the IP address. 
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In this network, the nodes were turned on one by one so that the devices were polled in 

order of their node ID’s (ending in integers from 1 to 9), to make data presentation and analysis 

more straightforward for the reader. At the beginning of the test, the nodes were in order. There 

was a power outage that reset the gateway and scrambled the order of the data collection on August 

6th, but the devices (including the gateway) were manually restarted to return to their original order. 

Seen below in Figure 5-21 (a) and (b) are presentations of the data received during these two 

scenarios that demonstrate the benefits of ordering the data for discussion; each data point 

corresponds to the time (horizontal axis) at which a data packet was received by a given node 

(vertical axis). 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 5-21: Demonstration of (a) ordered nodes and (b) unordered nodes 

Again, the network’s cycle length was set to two minutes, and the timeslot length was set 

to 12 seconds (two minutes split equally into 10 parts, to enable up to 10 nodes to enter the 

network). The data collection scheme was initialized to match the case study, with processed data 

being collected for the Z-axis from each accelerometer on each node every two minutes. The 

expectation was that no acceleration data would be collected since no accelerometers were used in 
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this test; it was found that at some point during the testing period, nodes 1, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9 believed 

that their accelerometer ports were active and collected acceleration data as requested. However, 

node 4 seemed to have had this error for much more of the test than the other nodes. 

On August 27th at 3:20PM, the nodes were moved from the desk location to the positions 

shown in Figure 5-22 below. The original position of each of the nodes was on a desk alongside 

the blue square in the diagram, which marks the gateway of the network. It should be noted that 

the RF signals between the end-nodes and the gateway had to travel through walls after the change 

in location, causing extra interference in addition to the effect of distance.  

 

 

Figure 5-22: 2nd floor, Jackson Hall, Queen's University campus node distribution 

5.5.2 Results and Discussion 

Battery Voltage 

In Figure 5-23, the battery voltage readings over the duration of the laboratory test are 

shown. For the case study, each of the battery voltages were presented, but in this 9-node network 
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it would not be useful to see the battery voltage plots for all the nodes. Node 4 was chosen for 

display since it shows data consistent with node 2 in the case study, which may be correlated to 

lower packet reception rates as discussed in the following sections. The actual battery voltages 

during the test are most-likely the heavy clusters of points along the trajectory from 4.7V to 4.5V. 

The drops in voltage may or may not be realistic, but can be supposed to correlate with node 

software malfunctions as it was seen with node 2 in the case study. 

 

Figure 5-23: Battery voltage for node 4 over the duration of the laboratory test 

Packet Reception 

Below in Figure 5-24, the packet reception rate for each node in the 9-node system is shown 

for the entirety of the testing period. As can be seen, all nodes concluded the test with a packet 

reception rate over 96%. The average across the nodes was 98.2%. This data includes the short 

power outage on August 6th.  
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Figure 5-24: Packet reception over entire testing period 

Before the power outage, as shown in Figure 5-25 (a), the nodes averaged a packet 

reception rate of 98.9%. After the power outage, shown in (b), the average dropped to 98.4%. This 

may be related to further problems with node 4. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-25: Packet reception (a) before outage on August 6th (b) after outage 

In each of these cases, most nodes in the group performed quite well, with a packet 

reception rate over 98%. However, it was expected that the nodes could achieve near 100%, 

especially in a laboratory setting. The software is believed to cause periodic disconnection from 

the DODAG, resulting in the wakeup message of the nodes to not reach their target. This means 
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that either the gateway is dropping messages that are not properly directed or the end-node has 

removed the gateway from its neighbour table, disabling the communication channel between the 

devices. It is supposed that a software fix for this will increase the packet reception rates to nearly 

100% in an enclosed laboratory setting and hopefully as high in the compressor case study setting. 

In Figure 5-26, the average packet reception over the duration of the laboratory test is 

shown for two cases: (a) where all the nodes are included in the average, and (b) when node 4 is 

omitted. It can be seen, as in the case study with node 2, that node 4 has a large influence on the 

packet reception rate, with many sharp drops in the packet reception seen in (a) (when node 4 

became unresponsive), as compared to the gentle increase in packet reception rate seen in (b) over 

the test until the nodes were moved away from the gateway (seen as the period of decrease starting 

around August 28th). 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-26: Average packet reception over laboratory test for (a) all nodes (b) all nodes except node 4 

Network Robustness 

Below, Figure 5-27 demonstrates the network’s ability to have nodes join and leave the 

network without having any effect on the timing schedule for the remaining nodes. This test was 

run with Test Setup A, and each node was turned on in order, one node per cycle, until all the 
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nodes had joined, then the devices were turned off in the opposite order, one node per cycle. A 

network cycle time of 2 minutes was used, with 12-second timeslots. It seems apparent that there 

is no problem for the gateway’s organization algorithm when a node joins or leaves the network 

(up to the maximum number of nodes). 

 

Figure 5-27: Node joining and leaving network pyramid demonstration 

In Figure 5-28, a short test with the same setup as above shows the nodes being removed 

and added in larger quantities. This plot again highlights the network’s ability to stay on schedule 

and to keep nodes in their order. 
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Figure 5-28: Node joining systematic demonstration 

Polling Frequency 

In Figure 5-29, the polling frequency implementation as described in Section 4.3.6 is 

shown. Nine Version 3 end-nodes are set up with one Version 3 gateway, set up to run on a two-

minute (120s) cycle (each node has a 12 second timeslot to provide data). The nodes were made 

to join the network in order of their node ID, which was hard-coded into their on-board EEPROM 

chips; ordering the nodes in this way was not necessary but allowed for easy understanding of the 

desired patterns. Each point on the plot is a received packet in time, from a specific node in the 

system. 
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Figure 5-29: Polling frequency demonstration 

In the figure, it is seen that first all nodes are polled equally – each only provides one data 

packet per network cycle. One packet is seen to have been lost in this initial scenario (in the third 

cycle for node 7); this can happen if the wakeup message is not received properly by the gateway 

as discussed previously, or if the end-node is no longer a neighbour (according to the routing table) 

of the gateway. 

Next, node 1 is polled at a level 2 polling frequency. This is seen to be the repetition of two 

evenly space points each network cycle between 13:15 and 13:18 in the test. When node 1 is given 

a polling frequency of level 3, a shift is seen to having three evenly spaced points per network 

cycle. The process is repeated with node 2, and at the same time, node 1 returns to a polling 

frequency of level 1. Node 2 is then set to have a polling frequency of level 1. The important thing 

to note is that through each transition, there is no change in the timing of the un-affected nodes in 

the network; this demonstrates the functionality of the polling frequency feature of Version 3’s 

software package. 
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Distance  

As mentioned in the packet reception sub-section prior, there was a period of decrease in 

packet reception rates after the nodes were moved from the gateway to separately distanced 

locations. In Figure 5-30, the packet reception rates for the test before and after moving the nodes 

are shown. It is clear that there was a decrease in packet reception for many of the nodes. Node 5, 

one that stayed on the desk next to the gateway, performed the best after the move and nearly as 

well before the move. Node 2 noticed the largest drop, along with node 8, from 99.1% to 94.4% 

and from 99.7% to 95.7%, respectively. Referring to the node position map presented in Section 

5.5.1, it would be expected that nodes 1, 2, 4, and 6 experience the largest change since they were 

moved the farthest away from the gateway. Therefore, nothing can be deduced about the effect of 

distance on packet reception from the data collected in this test other than that there could be an 

effect. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5-30: Packet reception (a) before moving nodes but after the outage (b) after moving the nodes 
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Power Conversion 

The Version 3 power converting circuits implemented a TPS62740 step-down (buck) 

converter as chosen using the results of the analysis done in the Queen’s University MEMS lab by 

Mr. Richardson. This converter was chosen because it had a low quiescent current, and the best 

efficiency projected over a long period. One of the tests done on the Version 3 end-node was the 

monitoring of sleep and active currents during a series of tests with various source voltages from 

5V down to the lower limit of operation of the converter (3.3V).  

One set of these tests is shown below in Figure 5-31 and Figure 5-32; Figure 5-31 shows 

the sleep currents from a voltage-sweep test with one end-node equipped with five Version 3 

accelerometers and three thermistors, and Figure 5-32 shows the respective active currents. The 

tests were separated into two: one where only processed data was collected from the node every 

two minutes (as experienced in the case study application), and one where only raw data was 

collected. Five accelerometers were polled for data in both cases, one axis each. For comparison, 

the processed and raw tests were combined into the following plots so that sleep currents are 

compared and active currents are compared separately. It can be seen that as the supply voltage 

approaches the 3.3V threshold of the power converter, the sleep current increases exponentially. 

However, at the threshold, the current drawn in sleep mode is still under 25µA, a sufficient value. 

Ideally, the current would not rise from the approximate 5µA experienced by the device at higher 

supply currents, allowing for a much longer battery life. 
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Figure 5-31: Sleep current for tests of only processed data or only raw data 

 

Figure 5-32: Active current for tests of only processed or only raw data 

Duty Cycle 

The active period calculation in software mentioned in Section 5.2.2 needs further 

development to become a useful tool in analysis. This was determined by the use of the tool to find 

the duty cycles of each of the nodes in the network. The tool used the timestamp of the received 
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packet along with the active time calculated by the gateway (the difference in milliseconds between 

the reception of the wakeup message and the requested data) to plot the activity of the device over 

the test period. Between data points, the tool assumes that the node is sleeping, but this is not 

always the case. It may be that the node is attempting to rejoin the network due to a fault. Therefore, 

further investigation is needed to properly implement the tool. 
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Chapter 6  

Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusions 

A wireless sensor network platform was successfully developed for future research studies. 

The platform’s functionality was explored through two test scenarios: a 10-device system in a 

laboratory setting and a 5-device system monitoring an air compressor. The laboratory deployment 

attained a 98.2% average packet reception over 49 days, and the compressor room deployment 

reached 86.6% average packet reception over 36 days. The compressor deployment provided some 

insight into difficulties with installing and maintaining an industrial wireless sensor network; as 

seen in many deployments by other research groups, laboratory performance did not exactly 

represent in-field performance. A certain end-node in the compressor room deployment failed to 

perform consistently and had drastically different behaviour than the others in the system; this was 

not expected but can be attributed to hardware problems that will be further investigated. 

 The expected battery replacement cycle length was calculated to be 1.36 years for the 

compressor room deployment end-nodes in their current operation scheme (in the ideal case). The 

battery voltage range for the best-performing node in the compressor room decreased from 4.31V 

to 4.22V over a period of 36 days; the worst-performing node in the compressor room decreased 
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from 4.30V to 1.79V over a period of 13 days and when its batteries were replaced it continued to 

experience oscillations in voltage down to 1.68V. The battery voltage range for the best-

performing node in the laboratory decreased from 4.04V to 4.02V over a period of 49 days; the 

worst-performing node in the laboratory decreased from 4.78V to 4.53V over a period of 49 days 

with oscillations to as low as 4.27V throughout the testing period. These findings show that we 

have met our goal of having a long-living system for experimental research; however, for use in 

an industrial environment, more work needs to be done to increase the battery replacement cycle 

time and to minimize differences in behaviour between end-nodes. 

Software algorithms were designed for the purpose of increasing data throughput of the 

system. Periodic raw acceleration data collection provides the user with a more detailed vibration 

signature of the monitored machinery, priority-based data collection allows a single end-node to 

be more frequently probed for data, and a control program allows real-time manipulation of the 

data collection scheme. Each of these software modules was found to meet expectations when 

tested in both test deployments, in that they promptly produced changes in network behaviour as 

expected. There is room for improvement to the algorithms and for development of additional 

software modules. 

The presented system can be confidently used as a sensor testing platform in-laboratory, 

the software can be further modified to improve the battery replacement cycle of the end-node 

devices, and the development provides many opportunities for future research endeavours both in 

laboratory and industrial deployments. 
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6.2 Future Work 

6.2.1 Compressor Monitoring Case Study 

The compressor monitoring application presented in Section 5.4 is a continuing 

investigation, subject to changes to the application software in order to fix the issues encountered 

during its operation. Further work will be done by the MEMS lab at Queen’s University to test 

WSNs in this environment. 

6.2.2 In-Depth Power Analysis 

Andrew Richardson of the MEMS laboratory at Queen’s University is working to conduct 

a more in-depth analysis of the power consumption of the network and its effect on the realistic 

lifetime of the system. In this thesis, a rough estimate was provided for the lifetime of the system 

with the assumption of perfect operation. Mr. Richardson will compare multiple methods of 

determining the lifetime using realistic performance and discuss the accuracy of each estimation. 

6.2.3 Laboratory Test-bed 

The work done in this thesis is the start of a series of long-term projects surrounding the 

field of wireless sensor networks and their interaction with different systems; such projects could 

include using the WSN to operate using new or existing MEMS sensors developed in-lab. Further 

work will be done on both the sensors and the wireless nodes to have a suitable system for such a 

task.  
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6.2.4 Industrial Testing 

Work will be done along with JX Petrochemical Inc. in China to monitor five Augur 

material delivery machines using our implementation after further modification. Research will be 

done with the plan to create a network connecting the facility in China to the MEMS laboratory in 

Canada. Program code will be able to be sent to the Chinese correspondents if the nodes need to 

be updated during their testing.  
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Appendix A  

Design Schematics 

A.1 Overview 

On the following pages, the design schematic documents are presented for each system 

design, sorted by device. The schematics were created using Altium Designer. 
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A.2 End-Node 

A.2.1 Version 2 
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A.2.2 Version 3 
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A.3 Gateway 

A.3.1 Version 2 
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A.3.2 Version 3 
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A.4 Accelerometer Board 

A.4.1 Version 2 
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A.4.2 Version 3 
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Appendix B  

Bill of Materials 

B.1 Version 2  

Table B-1: BOM for Version 2 gateway 

Designator Manufacturer Description 
Manufacturer Product 

Number 
Quantity 

C1, C2 Yageo CAP CER 18PF 50V 5% NPO 0603 CC0603JRNPO9BN180 2 

C3, C4, C50, 
C51 

Yageo CAP CER 12PF 50V 5% NPO 0603 CC0603JRNPO9BN120 4 

C5 Kemet CAP CER 2.2PF 50V NP0 0603 C0603C229D5GACTU 1 

C6, C7, C8, 

C9, C11 
Yageo CAP CER 1UF 10V Y5V 0603 CC0603ZRY5V6BB105 5 

C10, C12, 

C13, C16, 

C17, C18, 
C19, C20, 

C21, C22, 

C24, C26, 
C27, C28, 

C29, C30, 

C31, C32, 
C33, C37, 

C40, C42, 

C44, C45, 
C47, C49, 

C52, C53, 

C54, C55, 

C56 

Yageo CAP CER 0.1UF 50V Y5V 0603 CC0603ZRY5V9BB104 31 

C14, C15, 
C25 

Yageo CAP CER 10UF 6.3V 20% X5R 0603 CC0603MRX5R5BB106 3 

C23, C38, 

C43 
Yageo CAP CER 2.2UF 6.3V Y5V 0603 CC0603ZRY5V5BB225 3 

C34, C35 AVX CAP TANT 22UF 10V 20% 0805 TLJR226M010R3800 2 
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C36 Kemet CAP ALUM 220UF 16V 20% SMD EDK227M016A9HAA 1 

C39 Kemet CAP TANT 100UF 6.3V 20% 0805 TLJP107M006R5400 1 

C41 TDK CAP CER 22UF 6.3V 20% X5R 0603 C1608X5R0J226M080AC 1 

C46, C48 AVX CAP TANT 10UF 6.3V 20% 0805 TAJR106M006RNJ 2 

D1 
Panasonic 
Electronic 

Components 

LED GREEN SIDE VIEW SMD LNJ353W83RA 1 

D2 

Panasonic 

Electronic 

Components 

LED AMBER SIDE VIEW SMD LNJ453W82RA 1 

D3 

Panasonic 

Electronic 

Components 

LED RED SIDE VIEW SMD LNJ253W82RA 1 

J1 
Hirose Electric 
Co Ltd 

CONN UMC JACK STR 50 OHM SMD U.FL-R-SMT-1(10) 1 

J2 Switchcraft Inc. CONN PWR JACK R/A 2MM SEALED L722RAS 1 

J3 Molex 
CONN MOD JACK R/A 8P8C 

SHIELDED 
44661-0001 1 

J4 FCI DSUB R/A US 9POS PIN 10090097-P094VLF 1 

L1 
Johanson 

Technology Inc. 
FILTER BALUN ATMEL 2.45GHZ 2450FB15L0001E 1 

L2, L3, L6, 
L7 

Murata 

Electronics North 

America 

FERRITE CHIP 1000 OHM 0805 BLM21AG102SN1D 4 

L4 
TDK 

Corporation 
INDUCTOR MULTILAYER 56UH 0805 MLF2012K560M 1 

L5 TE Connectivity FERRITE CHIP 220 OHM 250MA 0805 1-1624117-0 1 

MN1 

Murata 

Electronics North 
America 

FILTER EMI 10A 50V 1MHZ-1GHZ BNX002-01 1 

MN2 TE Connectivity POLYZEN 5.6V PPTC/ZENER SMD ZEN056V130A24LS 1 

MN3 Micrel Inc. IC REG LDO ADJ 3A TO263-5 MIC29302AWU TR 1 

MN4 Micrel Inc. TXRX PHY 10/100 32QFN KSZ8081RNBIA TR 1 

MN5 Littelfuse Inc. TVS DIODE 6VWM 13VC SC706 SP3002-04JTG 1 

MN6 
Analog Devices 

Inc. 
IC TX/RX DUAL RS-232 3.3V 16SOIC ADM3202ARNZ 1 

P1 TE Connectivity 
CONN HEADER RT/A 20POS .100 

GOLD 
5102160-4 1 

R1, R33, R34 Yageo RES 0.0 OHM 1/10W JUMP 0603 SMD RC0603JR-070RL 3 
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R2, R3, R4, 

R5, R6, R31, 
R32 

Yageo RES 100K OHM 1/10W 5% 0603 SMD RC0603JR-07100KL 7 

R7 Yageo RES 2.2 OHM 1/10W 5% 0603 SMD RC0603JR-072R2L 1 

R8 Yageo RES 169K OHM 1/10W 1% 0603 SMD RC0603FR-07169KL 1 

R9 Yageo RES 102K OHM 1/10W 1% 0603 SMD RC0603FR-07102KL 1 

R10, R11, 
R12, R13, 

R14, R15, 

R16, R17, 
R18, R19, 

R20, R21, 

R22, R23, 
R24, R28, 

R29, R30 

Yageo RES 22 OHM 1/10W 5% 0603 SMD RC0603JR-0722RL 18 

R25, R26 Yageo RES 4.7K OHM 1/10W 5% 0603 SMD RC0603JR-074K7L 2 

R27 Yageo RES 6.49K OHM 1/10W 1% 0603 SMD RC0603FR-076K49L 1 

R35,R36,R37 Yageo RES 470 OHM 1/10W 5% 0603 SMD RC0603JR-07470RL 3 

RR1, RR2 Yageo RES ARRAY 4.7K OHM 4 RES 0804 YC124-JR-074K7L 2 

S1, S2 E-Switch SWITCH PUSH SPST-NO 0.4VA 20V 800AWSP9M6RE 2 

U1 Atmel IC MCU 32BIT 1MB FLASH 144LQFP ATSAM4E16EA-AUR 1 

U2 Atmel IC TXRX ZIGBE/802.15.4/ISM 32QFN AT86RF231-ZU 1 

Y1 
TXC 

CORPORATION 
CRYSTAL 32.768 KHZ 12.5 PF SMD 9HT10-32.768KAZF-T 1 

Y2 
TXC 
CORPORATION 

CRYSTAL 16MHZ 12PF SMD 7V-16.000MAAE-T 1 

Y3 
TXC 

CORPORATION 
CRYSTAL 25MHZ 12PF SMD 7V-25.000MAAE-T 1 

RF Shield 

Frame 

Laird 

Technologies 
BOARD SHIELD .65X.65" FRAME BMI-S-202-F 1 

RF Shield 
Cover 

Laird 
Technologies 

BOARD SHIELD .65X.65" Cover BMI-S-202-C 1 
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Table B-2: BOM for Version 2 End-node main board 

Designator Manufacturer Description 
Manufacturer Product 

Number 
Quantity 

B1 Johanson FILTER BALUN ATMEL 2.45GHZ 2450FB15L0001E 1 

C1, C4, C5, 
C6, C7, C9, 

C10, C12, 

C13, C14, 
C18 

Samsung Electro-

Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

CAP CER 0.1UF 6.3V 10% X5R 0402 CL05A104KQ5NNNC 11 

C2, C16, 

C17 
TDK CAP CER 22PF 50V 5% NP0 0402 C1005C0G1H220J050BA 3 

C3, C8 Taiyo Yuden CAP CER 1UF 4V 20% X5R 0603 YNA18B2C0G105M 2 

C11 AVX CAP TANT 47UF 10V 20% 0805 TLJR476M010R3200 1 

C15, C19 Yageo CAP CER 10PF 50V 5% NPO 0603 CC0603JRNPO9BN100 2 

C20 Yageo CAP CER 10000PF 16V 10% X7R 0402 CC0402KRX7R7BB103 1 

D1 

Panasonic 

Electronic 
Components 

LED GREEN SIDE VIEW SMD LNJ353W83RA 1 

D2 

Panasonic 

Electronic 

Components 

LED AMBER SIDE VIEW SMD LNJ453W82RA 1 

D3 

Panasonic 

Electronic 

Components 

LED RED SIDE VIEW SMD LNJ253W82RA 1 

J1 
Wurth 

Electronics Inc. 
CONN ZIF .50MM SMT BOTTOM 40P 68714014522 1 

J2, J4, J5 Molex Inc. CONN HEADER 2POS 2MM R/A SMD 5023520200 3 

J3 Hirose CONN UMC JACK STR 50 OHM SMD U.FL-R-SMT-1(10) 1 

J6 
Wurth 

Electronics Inc. 

CONN ZIF .50MM HORZ BOTT SMD 

6P 
68710614522 1 

J7 Harwin Inc. CONN HDR 1.27MM R/A AU 10POS M50-4800545 1 

L1 
Wurth 
Electronics Inc. 

FERRITE BEAD 1000 OHM .1A 0603 742792663 1 

L2 

Murata 

Electronics North 

America 

FERRITE CHIP 1000 OHM 0805 BLM21AG102SN1D 1 

Q1 
TXC 
CORPORATION 

CRYSTAL 32.768 KHZ 12.5 PF SMD 9HT10-32.768KAZF-T 1 

Q2 
Abracon 

Corporation 
CRYSTAL 16MHZ 10PF SMD ABM8G-16.000MHZ-4Y-T3 1 

R1, R2, R3, 

R4, R5, R7, 

R11, R12 

Yageo RES 10K OHM 1/16W 5% 0402 SMD RC0402JR-0710KL 8 

R6 Yageo RES 0.0 OHM 1/16W JUMP 0402 SMD RC0402JR-070RL 1 

R8, R9, R10 Yageo RES 470 OHM 1/10W 5% 0603 SMD RC0603JR-07470RL 3 
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S1, S2 
Copal Electronics 
Inc. 

SWITCH PUSH SPDT 0.4VA 28V CFPA-1FB4-A2T 2 

U1 Atmel 
IC MCU 8BIT 2.4GHZ 256K VQFN 

 mm Exposed Pad 
ATMEGA256RFR2-ZUR 1 

U2 Atmel IC EEPROM 1KBIT 1MHZ 8SOIC AT24CS01-SSHM-T 1 

 

Table B-3: BOM for Version 2 End-node sensor board 

Designator Manufacturer Description 
Manufacturer Product 

Number 
Quantity 

C1, C2, C3, 

C4, C5, C6, 
C7 

Samsung Electro-

Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

CAP CER 0.1UF 6.3V 10% X5R 0402 CL05A104KQ5NNNC 7 

J1 
Wurth 
Electronics Inc. 

CONN ZIF .50MM SMT BOTTOM 40P 68714014522 1 

J2, J3, J4, 

J5, J6, J7 
Molex 

CONN MOD JACK R/A 8P8C 

SHIELDED 
44661-0001 6 

L1 
Murata 
Electronics North 

America 

FERRITE CHIP 1000 OHM 0805 BLM21AG102SN1D 1 

 

Table B-4: BOM for Version 2 End-node power converter board 

Designator Manufacturer Description 
Manufacturer Product 

Number 
Quantity 

C1 Taiyo Yuden CAP CER 10UF 10V 10% X5R 0603 LMK107BBJ106MAHT 1 

C2 Taiyo Yuden 

Multilayer Ceramic Capacitors MLCC - 

SMD/SMT CAP MLCC 1206 6.3V X7R 
10uF 10% 

JMK316BJ106KLHT 1 

C3 AVX CAP CER 0.1UF 16V 5% X7R 0603 0603YC104JAZ2A 1 

J1 Switchcraft Inc. CONN PWR JACK R/A 2MM SEALED L722RAS 1 

J2 
Wurth 
Electronics Inc. 

CONN ZIF .50MM HORZ BOTT SMD 
6P 

68710614522 1 

L1 TDK INDUCTOR SHIELD PWR 22UH 7045 SLF7045T-220MR90-PF 1 

Q1 

Panasonic 
Electronic 

Components - 

Semiconductor 

Products 

MOSFET N-CH 30V 100MA SSSMINI3 FK3303010L 1 

R1 

Panasonic 

Electronic 

Components 

RES 324 OHM 1/10W 1% 0603 SMD ERJ-3EKF3240V 1 

R2, R3 Yageo RES 10.0K OHM 1/10W 1% 0603 SMD RC0603FR-0710KL 2 

U1 
Texas 
Instruments 

IC REG BUCK SYNC 3.3V .6A 10MSOP TPS62007DGS 1 
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Table B-5: BOM for Version 2 accelerometer board 

Designator Manufacturer Description 
Manufacturer Product 

Number 
Quantity 

C1, C2, C3 Taiyo Yuden CAP CER 0.1UF 16V 10% X7R 0402 EMK105B7104KV-F 3 

J1 Molex 
CONN MOD JACK R/A 8P8C 

SHIELDED 
44661-0001 1 

L1 

Murata 

Electronics North 

America 

FERRITE CHIP 1000 OHM 0805 BLM21AG102SN1D 1 

U1 Kionix 
3-AXIS ACCELEROMETER DIGITAL 

I/F 
KX022-1020 1 

B.2 Version 3 

Table B-6: BOM for Version 3 gateway 

Designator Manufacturer Description 
Manufacturer Product 

Number 
Quantity 

B1 
Johanson 
Technology Inc. 

FILTER BALUN ATMEL 2.45GHZ 2450FB15L0001E 1 

C1, C2 

Samsung 

Electro-
Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

CAP CER 10PF 50V 5% NP0 0402 CL05C100JB5NNNC 2 

C3 

Samsung 

Electro-
Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

CAP CER 2.2PF 50V NP0 0402 CL05C2R2BB5NNNC 1 

C4, C5, C6, 

C7, C24 

Samsung 
Electro-

Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

CAP CER 1UF 6.3V 5% X5R 0402 CL05A105JQ5NNNC 5 

C8, C10, 
C11, C13, 

C15, C23, 

C25, C26, 
C29, C30, 

C31, C32, 

C33, C34, 
C35, C37, 

C39, C40, 

C41, C42, 
C43, C44, 

C45, C46, 

C50, C53 

Samsung 
Electro-

Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

CAP CER 0.1UF 10V 5% X7R 0402 CL05B104JP5NNNC 26 

C9, C36, 

C51 

Samsung 

Electro-

Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

CAP CER 2.2UF 10V Y5V 0603 CL10F225ZP8NNNC 3 

C12, C14 AVX CAP TANT 10UF 6.3V 20% 0805 TAJR106M006RNJ 2 

C16, C17 

Samsung 

Electro-

Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

CAP CER 12PF 50V 1% NP0 0603 CL10C120FB8NNNC 2 

C18, C19 

Samsung 

Electro-
Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

CAP CER 22PF 50V 5% NP0 0402 CL05C220JB5NNNC 2 

C20, C21, 

C22 

Samsung 

Electro-
CAP CER 10PF 50V 1% NP0 0603 CL10C100FB8NNNC 3 
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Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

C27, C28, 
C38 

Samsung 

Electro-
Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

CAP CER 10UF 10V 10% X5R 0603 CL10A106KP8NNNC 3 

C47, C48 
AVX 
Corporation 

CAP TANT 22UF 10V 20% 0805 TLJR226M010R3800 2 

C49 Kemet CAP ALUM 220UF 16V 20% SMD EDK227M016A9HAA 1 

C52 
AVX 

Corporation 
CAP TANT 100UF 6.3V 20% 0805 TLJP107M006R5400 1 

C54 

Samsung 

Electro-
Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

CAP CER 22UF 6.3V 10% X5R 0603 CL10A226KQ8NRNE 1 

D1 
Panasonic 
Electronic 

Components 

LED GREEN HIGH BRIGHT ESS SMD LNJ337W83RA 1 

D2 

Panasonic 

Electronic 
Components 

LED ORANGE HIGH BRIGHT ESS 

SMD 
LNJ837W86RA 1 

D3 

Panasonic 

Electronic 
Components 

LED RED HIGH BRIGHT ESS SMD LNJ237W82RA 1 

J1 
Hirose Electric 

Co Ltd 
CONN UMC JACK STR 50 OHM SMD U.FL-R-SMT(10) 1 

J2 
Pulse Electronics 
Corporation 

CONN MAGJACK 1PORT 100 BASE-
TX 

J00-0065NL 1 

J3 
Hirose Electric 

Co Ltd 
CONN RCPT USB MINI B R/A SMD UX60SC-MB-5ST(80) 1 

J4 
Sullins 
Connector 

Solutions 

CONN HEADER 2.54MM 20POS GOLD SBH11-PBPC-D10-ST-BK 1 

J5 Phoenix Contact 
CONN TERM BLOCK 45DEG 2POS 
3.5MM 

1988956 1 

L1 
TDK 

Corporation 
FIXED IND 56UH 4MA 2.8 OHM SMD MLF2012K560M 1 

L2, L3, L5, 

L6 

Murata 
Electronics North 

America 

FERRITE CHIP 1000 OHM 0805 BLM21AG102SN1D 4 

L4 

Murata 

Electronics North 
America 

FERRITE CHIP 220 OHM 0805 BLM21PG221SN1D 1 

MN1 Micrel Inc. TXRX PHY 10/100 32QFN KSZ8081MNXIA 1 

MN2 

Murata 

Electronics North 

America 

FILTER EMI 10A 50V 1MHZ-1GHZ BNX002-01 1 

MN3 TE Connectivity POLYZEN 5.6V PPTC/ZENER SMD ZEN056V130A24LS 1 

MN4 Micrel Inc. IC REG LDO ADJ 3A TO263-5 MIC29302WU TR 1 

R1 

Samsung 
Electro-

Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

1) RES SMD 680 OHM 1% 1/16W 

0402 
RC1005F681CS 1 

R2, R3, R4, 
R5, R6, R7, 

R8, R9, 
R10, R11, 

R12, R13, 

R14, R15, 
R16, R22, 

R25, R26 

Samsung 
Electro-

Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

RES SMD 22 OHM 1% 1/16W 0402 RC1005F220CS 18 

R17, R18, 

R23, R24 

Samsung 

Electro-
RES SMD 4.7K OHM 1% 1/16W 0402 RC1005F472CS 4 
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Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

R19 

Samsung 

Electro-
Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

RES SMD 6.49K OHM 1% 1/16W 0402 RC1005F6491CS 1 

R20, R21, 

R33, R34, 
R35 

Samsung 
Electro-

Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

RES SMD 470 OHM 1% 1/16W 0402 RC1005F471CS 5 

R27, R28 Littelfuse VARISTOR 7.1V 30A 0603 V5.5MLA0603LNR 2 

R29 

Samsung 
Electro-

Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

RES SMD 47K OHM 1% 1/10W 0603 RC1608F473CS 1 

R30 

Samsung 
Electro-

Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

RES SMD 68K OHM 1% 1/10W 0603 RC1608F683CS 1 

R31, R32 

Samsung 

Electro-

Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

RES SMD 27 OHM 1% 1/16W 0402 RC1005F270CS 2 

R36, R37, 
R38, R39, 

R40 

Samsung 

Electro-

Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

RES SMD 100K OHM 1% 1/10W 0603 RC1608F104CS 5 

R41 

Samsung 

Electro-
Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

RES SMD 2.2 OHM 1% 1/16W 0402 RC1005F2R2CS 1 

R42 

Samsung 
Electro-

Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

RES SMD 169K OHM 1% 1/10W 0603 RC1608F1693CS 1 

R43 

Samsung 

Electro-

Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

RES SMD 102K OHM 1% 1/10W 0603 RC1608F1023CS 1 

RR1, RR2 Panasonic RES ARRAY 4.7K OHM 4 RES 0804 EXB-28V472JX 2 

S1, S2 
C&K 
Components 

SWITCH TACTILE SPST-NO 0.05A 12V PTS645SM43SMTR92 LFS 2 

U1 Atmel TXRX LOW POWER 2.4GHZ 32QFN AT86RF231-ZFR 1 

U2 Atmel IC MCU 32BIT 1MB FLASH 144LQFP ATSAM4E16EA-ANR 1 

Y1 Abracon LLC CRYSTAL 16MHZ 10PF SMD 
ABM3B-16.000MHZ-10-1-U-

T 
1 

Y2 Abracon LLC CRYSTAL 25MHZ 10PF SMD 
ABM3B-25.000MHZ-10-1-U-

T 
1 

Y3 Abracon LLC CRYSTAL 32.768KHZ 12.5PF SMD ABS07-32.768KHZ-1-T 1 

Y4 
TXC 
CORPORATION 

CRYSTAL 12MHZ 10PF SMD 7B-12.000MEEQ-T 1 
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Table B-7: BOM for Version 3 End-node main board 

Designator Manufacturer Description 
Manufacturer Product 

Number 
Quantity 

B1 Johanson AT86RF232 AT86RF233 ATMEGA256 2450BM15A0015E 1 

C1, C26 

Samsung Electro-

Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

CAP CER 10UF 10V 10% X5R 0603 CL10A106KP8NNNC 2 

C2, C7 

Samsung Electro-

Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

CAP CER 1UF 6.3V 5% X5R 0402 CL05A105JQ5NNNC 2 

C3, C4, C5, 

C6, C8, 

C10, C11, 
C12, C17, 

C19, C20, 
C21, C22, 

C23, C24, 

C25 

Samsung Electro-

Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

CAP CER 0.1UF 16V 5% X5R 0402 CL05A104JO5NNNC 16 

C9 AVX CAP TANT 47UF 10V 20% 0805 TLJR476M010R3200 1 

C13, C14 
Samsung Electro-
Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

CAP CER 10PF 50V 5% NP0 0402 CL05C100JB5NNNC 2 

C15, C16 

Samsung Electro-

Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

CAP CER 22PF 50V 5% NP0 0402 CL05C220JB5NNNC 2 

C18 

Samsung Electro-

Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

CAP CER 10000PF 16V 5% X7R 0402 CL05B103JO5NNNC 1 

D1 

Panasonic 

Electronic 

Components 

LED GREEN HIGH BRIGHT ESS SMD LNJ337W83RA 1 

D2 

Panasonic 

Electronic 

Components 

LED ORANGE HIGH BRIGHT ESS 
SMD 

LNJ837W86RA 1 

D3 
Panasonic 
Electronic 

Components 

LED RED HIGH BRIGHT ESS SMD LNJ237W82RA 1 

J1, J2, J3, 
J4, J5, J6 

Pheonix Contact 
CONN TERM BLOCK 45DEG 7POS 
3.5MM 

1989007 6 

J7 Pheonix Contact 
CONN TERM BLOCK T/H 12POS 

3.5MM 
1984714 1 

J8 Hirose CONN UMC JACK STR 50 OHM SMD U.FL-R-SMT-1(10) 1 

J9 FCI 

CONN HEADER 10POS UNSHD VERT 
T/H 

20021111-00010T4LF 1 

J10 FCI CONN RECPT 9POS 1MM VERT SMD 91930-21109LF 1 

J11, J12 TE Connectivity 
CONN HEADER VERT .100 2POS 

15AU 
87224-2 2 

J13 Pheonix Contact 
CONN TERM BLOCK 45DEG 2POS 

3.5MM 
1988956 1 

L1 

Murata 

Electronics North 

America 

FERRITE CHIP 1000 OHM 0805 BLM21AG102SN1D 1 

L2 
Murata 
Electronics North 

America 

FIXED IND 2.2UH 1.46A 69 MOHM LQH3NPN2R2MJ0L 1 

R1, R2, R4, 

R8, R9 

Samsung Electro-
Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

RES SMD 10K OHM 5% 1/16W 0402 RC1005J103CS 5 

R3 

Samsung Electro-

Mechanics 
America, Inc. 

RES SMD 0.0 OHM JUMPER 1/16W RC1005J000CS 1 

http://digikey.com/Suppliers/ca/FCI.page?lang=en
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R5, R6, R7 
Samsung Electro-
Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

RES SMD 1.2K OHM 1% 1/10W 0603 RC1608F122CS 3 

R10, R11, 
R12, R13, 

R14, R15 

Panasonic 
Electronic 

Components 

RES SMD 10K OHM 0.1% 1/16W 0402 ERA-2AEB103X 6 

S1, S2 C&K Components SWITCH TACTILE SPST-NO 0.05A 12V PTS645SM43SMTR92 LFS 2 

U1 Atmel 
IC MCU 8BIT 2.4GHZ 256K VQFN mm 

Exposed Pad 
ATMEGA256RFR2-ZFR 1 

U2 
Microchip 

Technology 
IC EEPROM 64KBIT 1MHZ 8SOIC 25AA640-I/SN 1 

U3 Texas Instruments IC REG BUCK ADJ 300MA 12WSON TPS62740DSST 1 

Y1 Abracon LLC CRYSTAL 32.768KHZ 12.5PF SMD ABS07-32.768KHZ-1-T 1 

Y2 
Abracon 

Corporation 
CRYSTAL 16MHZ 10PF SMD 

ABM3B-16.000MHZ-10-1-U-

T 
1 

 

Table B-8: BOM for Version 3 End-node power converter board 

Designator Manufacturer Description 
Manufacturer Product 

Number 
Quantity 

C1, C2 Taiyo Yuden 1uF Capacitor AMK063ABJ105MP-F 2 

J1 FCI 9POS CONN HEADER MALE 91910-21109LF 1 

P1, P2 3M 2 Pin HEADER R/A 961102-5604-AR 2 

P3 3M 6 Pin HEADER R/A 961106-5604-AR 1 

Q1, Q2 Vishay Siliconix MOSFET P-CH SI2307CDS-T1-GE3 2 

Q3, Q4 
Fairchild 
Semiconductor 

MOSFET N-CH BSS138 2 

R1, R2 Vishay Dale 1M Resistor CRCW08051M00FKEAHP 2 

R3 

Panasonic 

Electronic 

Components 

30K Resistor ERJ-8ENF3002V 1 

R4 
Panasonic 
Electronic 

Components 

56K Resistor ERJ-8ENF5602V 1 

R5 
Panasonic 
Electronic 

Components 

15K Resistor ERJ-8ENF1502V 1 

R6 

Panasonic 

Electronic 
Components 

10K Resistor ERJ-8ENF1002V 1 

U1 Texas Instruments IC REG LDO TLV70433DBVT 1 

 

Table B-9: BOM for Version 3 accelerometer board 

Designator Manufacturer Description 
Manufacturer Product 

Number 
Quantity 

C1 

Samsung Electro-

Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

CAP CER 0.1UF 16V 5% X5R 0402 CL05A104JO5NNNC 1 

C2 
Samsung Electro-
Mechanics 

America, Inc. 

CAP CER 10UF 10V 20% X5R 0402 CL05A106MP5NUNC 1 

U1 STMicroelectronics 
ACCELEROMETER 3AXIS MEMS 16-
LGA 

LIS3DHTR 1 
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Appendix C  

Program Flow 

C.1 Overview 

On the following pages, the program flow diagrams are shown for each of the Version 2 

and Version 3 end-nodes and gateways. 
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C.2 Version 2 

C.2.1 End-Node 

Start

Sysclk_init()

Set usart options

Initialize nanostack

Enable SPI, TIMERS, 
TRX, ADC, USART 

Clocks

Initialize network 
(MAC address, idle 

function)

Initialize ADC

Initialize SPI & 
accelerometers

Initialize Mac 
Symbol Counter

Event_dispatch()

End

Event_dispatch()

App_ns_core_idle
(event, time)

Return

App_ns_core_idle(e
vent, time)

Event == 
EV_READY_TO_

SLEEP?

Yes

Tasklet_main
(event)

Hal_idle()

No

Cancel 
 RECONNECT_

TIMER 

Disable ADC

Disable SPI, ADC, 
USART clocks

Set TRX state to 
TRX_OFF

Send TRX to sleep: 
TRXPR = 1<<SLPTR

Hal_sleep(POWER_
SAVE,time)

Release TRX from 
sleep: TRXPR = 

0<<SLPTR

Delay_us(100)

Set TRX state to 
RX_ON

Successful TRX 
state change?

No

Enable ADC

Enable SPI, ADC, 
USART clocks

Configure ADC pins 
as INPUTs

Yes

Delay_us(128)

Set EVENT = 
RECONNECT_TIMER in 
DEFAULT_TIMEOUT_

RECONNECT

Return 
returned_slept_

time

Hal_idle()

Set sleep_mode = 
idle

Clear sleep_mode

Return

Hal_sleep(mode,time)

Enable SRAM 
retention

Disable Analog 
Comparator

Enable 
asynchronous mode

Set symbol counter 
alarm = time

Enable symbol 
counter

Set floating inputs 
to outputs

Reset counter value

Enable SC interrupt

Set sleep_mode = 
mode

Sleep_cpu()

Clear sleep_mode

Disable symbol 
counter

Return time in sleep

End-Node 
Program Flow

Sleep_cpu()

Sleep_cpu()

Event?

Return

Yes

Is event type 
SOCKET?

No

Main_receive(
*cb)

Yes

Enable Symbol 
Counter

Get_battery_voltage()

Returned_slept
_time

Battery_
voltage
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Tasklet_main(event)

Initialize LEDs

Initialize push 
button

Set EVENT = 
START_TIMER in 

DEFAULT_TIMEOUT_
START

EVENT.sender = 
SYSTEM?

EVENT.sender = 
SYSTEM_TIMER?

Yes

EVENT.event = 
EV_INIT?

No

Yes

START_TIMER

Yes

No
NETWORK_
CONNECT_

TIMER
No

RECONNECT_
TIMER

No

Yes

Return

Yes

Main_try_to_
enable_

networking()

Main_initialize
_NanoStack_li

brary_API()

Main_try_to_e
nable_network

ing()

Turn off LEDs

Yes

Main_poll_
access_point_

status()

Set EVENT = 
NETWORK_CONNECT_TI

MER in 119000ms

Stop 
Network 

Connection

Set EVENT = 
START_TIMER 

in 0ms

EVENT.sender = 
EV_NETWORK?

No

App_parse_net
work_event(ev

ent)

No

LEDS_ENABLED?

Turn on LEDs

Yes
No

TEST_TIMER No

Send_data
(TEST_DATA,

NULL)

Yes
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Main_receive(*cb)

socket_read(cb.sock
et_id, source, 

rx_buffer, cb.d_len)

Length

Yes
Static Data 
request?

No
Dynamic Data 

request?
No

Event_type == 
SOCKET_DATA?

Event_type 
=SOCKET_TX_

DONE?
No

Event_type 
=SOCKET_NO_R

OUTE?
No

Event_type
=SOCKET_TX_

FAIL?
No

Return

Yes
Yes

Yes

Socket_id == 
gateway_socket

?

Time_now()

Time_finish
Cpu_sym_2_m
s(time_finish-

time_start)
Time_diff

Fill Rx_Buffer with 
0's

Sleep request?

App_ns_core_i
dle(EV_READY
_TO_SLEEP,rx_

buffer[2])

Yes

Restart 
Request?

No

Set EVENT = 
NETWORK_CON
NECT_TIMER in 
rx_buffer[2]ms

Yes

Cancel 
START_TIMER

Set Destination 
= Source

Yes

Set TRX State to 
TARET_ON

Time_now()

Time_finish

Cpu_sym_2_m
s(time_finish-

time_start)

Time_diff

Send_data(DYNAMI
C_DATA,rx_buffer[2]

,rx_buffer[3])

Time_start

Time_now()

No

App_ns_core_i
dle(EV_READY
_TO_SLEEP,30

00)

Cancel 
START_TIMER

Set Destination 
= Source

Send_data(STATIC_
DATA,0,0)

Yes

No
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App_parse_network
_event(event)

Event == 
NET_READY?

Event == 
NET_NO_BEACO

N?

Event == 
NET_NO_ND_R

OUTER

Event == 
NET_DAD

No No No

Access_point_st
atus == 0?

Yes

Yes

Access_point_status = 1

Turn off LEDs

Access_point_status = 0

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Access_point_st
atus == 0?

Set EVENT = 
START_TIMER in 

DEFAULT_TIMEOUT_
START

Yes

Return

No
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Send_data(type, 
accel_id,data_set_d

esignator)

Set tx_buffer[0] = 
 D 

Type = 
STATIC_DATA?

Set tx_buffer[2:9] = 
MAC address of 

node

Type = 
DYNAMIC_DATA

?
No

Yes Yes

Set tx_buffer[10:12] 
= 0

Return

Type = 
TEST_DATA?

Type = NOTIFY?

Set tx_buffer[1] =  T 
Set tx_buffer[1] = 

 N 

Socket_sendto
(gateway_sock
et,&destinatio
n,tx_buffer,len

gth)

Socket_sendto
(gateway_sock
et,&destinatio
n,tx_buffer,len

gth)

Yes Yes

No No

No

Ref_2

Ref_3

Set tx_buffer[1] = 
 D 

Set tx_buffer[15] = 
 accel_id 

Time_st

Time_now()

For i=0:512
Get_accelerati

on(accel_id)

Time_fin

Time_now()

Cpu_sym_2_m
s(time_fin-

time_st)

Delta*100

Fill tx_buffer with 
acceleration data, 2 

bytes per point

Set tx_buffer[14:17] =  delta 

Socket_sendto
(gateway_sock
et,&destinatio
n,tx_buffer,len

gth)

Time_finish

Time_now()

Time_diff = time_finish – time_start

Set tx_buffer[18:21] =  time_diff 

Set tx_buffer[13] =  battery_voltage 
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Get_acceleration()
Get_temperature(*t

, adc_vref)

Temperature_calc(a
dc_val,adc_vref,*t)

Enable ADC

Start Conversion

Dummy Read ADC

Conversion 
done?

Yes

Adc_result

Read ADC Ch. 0

Temperature_
calc(adc_result

,adc_vref,*t)

Adc_result

Read ADC Ch. 1

Temperature_
calc(adc_result
,adc_vref,*t+3)

Return

From Manufacturer 
of thermistor, 

calculate 
temperature; store 
in 2 bytes: integer & 

decimal parts (1-
point precision)

Result

Return

Select 
accelerometer using 

USART SPI Chip 
Select

Write packets to 
USART to obtain 

data bytes

Data

Deselect 
accelerometer using 

USART SPI Chip 
Select

Return

No
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Main_poll_access_s
tatus()

Main_initialize_nan
ostack_api()

Main_try_to_enable
_networking()

Time_now()

Cpu_sym_2_ms(sy
mbols)

Quick_sortf()

Get_acc_avg_min_
max(sorted,output,l

ength)

Get_avg_min_max(s
orted,output,length

)

Cancel 
NETWORK_CONNECT_

TIMER

Access_point_st
atus == 0?

Set EVENT = 
NETWORK_CONNECT_TI

MER in 500ms

Yes

Set EVENT = 
NETWORK_CONNECT_TI

MER in 500ms

Toggle LED2No

Return

Set channel 
(11,15,20,25,26)

Set Link Layer 
Channel List

Set Beacon Protocol 
ID filter

Get version 
information

Get MAC64 address

Socket_open(UDP,
DEVICE_UDP_SOCKET

,main_receive)

Gateway_socket

Return

Cancel 
NETWORK_CONNECT_

TIMER

Network 
connected?

Set EVENT = 
START_TIMER in 250ms

Yes

Return

Set security (currently 
off)

Attempt to Start 
network 

(INFRA_ROUTER, Sh. 
Add. Allocate off)

Set EVENT = 
NETWORK_CONNECT_TI

MER in 250ms

No

Read symbol counter

Result

Return Result

Integration(in_buffer,length,
out_buffer,delta)

For i=0:length-1

x1  = in_buffer[i]
x2 = in_buffer[i+1]

Out_buffer[i]=(x2-x1)/delta

Out_buffer

Return

Calculate RMS 
average of sorted

Minimum = first 
item in sorted

Maximum = last 
item in sorted

Return

Calculate RMS 
average of sorted

Minimum = first 
item in sorted

Maximum = last 
item in sorted

Store in 2 bytes 
each

Store in 4 bytes 
each

Return

Calculate 
symbols*0.008

Result

Return Result

Save midpoint of 
array, point to start 

and end of array

Loop through array 
from both ends until 
pointers pass each 
other at midpoint; 

switch values at 
pointer locations

Sort each half of the 
array in the same 

fashion until single 
elements remain

Return
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Ref_2

Ref_3

Set tx_buffer[1] =  S 

Get_temperature
(&tx_buffer[14],3.2)

Time_st

Time_now()

Have all 
accelerometers been 

accessed?

Fill an array of 
size: 

SM_DATA_BUFF
ER_SIZE with

Get_acceleration
(accel_id)

Time_fin

Time_now()

Cpu_sym_2_m
s(time_fin-

time_st)

Delta*100

Increment 
accelerometer 

pointer

No

Convert 
Accelerometer data 

to floating point 
numbers

Accel_f

Socket_sendto
(gateway_sock
et,&destinatio
n,tx_buffer,len

gth)

Yes

Select first 
accelerometer

Velocity_f

Integration(accel_f,
delta)

Displacement_f

Integration(velocity
_f,delta)

Displacement_f

Integration(velocity
_f,delta)

Sorted accel_f

Quick_sortf
(accel_f)

Acc_statistics

Get_acc_avg_min_
max(accel_f)

Sorted velocity

Quick_sortf
(velocity)

vel_statistics

Get_acc_avg_min_
max(velocity)

Sorted 
displacement

Quick_sortf
(displacement)

disp_statistics

Get_acc_avg_min_
max(displacement)

Store statistics in 
tx_buffer

Ref_0

Ref_0

Ref_1

Ref_1
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C.2.2 Gateway 

Start

Coordinator Code Flow

Prepare Nano 
Platform

Initialize Real Time 
Clock

Event_dispatch()

End

Event_dispatch()

App_ns_core_idle()

Return

App_ns_core_idle()

Event?

Yes

No

Return 0

Tasklet_main
(event)

EVENT = 
EV_INIT

Node_request
(type,accel_id, sleep time)

Tx_buffer[0] =  C 

Type == STATIC?

No

Type == 
DYNAMIC?

No

Type == 
RESTART?

No

TYPE == SLEEP?

Return

Yes Tx_buffer[1] =  S 

Yes Tx_buffer[1] =  D 

Yes Tx_buffer[1] =  R 

Tx_buffer[1] =  Z Yes
Tx_buffer[2:5] = 

Sleep time

Tx_buffer[2] = 
accel_id

Add MAC address of 
node to tx_buffer

Socket_sendto(device_udp_socket,d
estination,tx_buffer,length)

Is event type 
SOCKET?

No

Main_
receive
(*cb)

Yes

ETHERNET_
ENABLED?

Yes

No

Initialize Ethernet 
and ipv6

Type == TEST? Tx_buffer[1] =  T Yes

No

No
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Tasklet_main(event)

Event Sender  = 
SYSTEM?

Event Sender = 
SYSTEM_TIMER?

Return

Initialize LEDs

Initialize push 
button

Initialize DEBUG 
(DB9)

Configure 
Network 

properties

Open local UDP 
sockets

device_udp_socket 
& 

server_udp_socket
Configure Router

Configure IPv6

Print Address

Set EVENT = 
UPDATE_TIME_

TIMER in 
DEFAULT_
INITIAL_

TIMEOUT

Event = 
EV_INIT?

Yes

Put data to the usart 
debug port

Event = EV_DEBUG 
&& usart data is 

available?
Yes

STATIC_DATA
_TIMER?

Whiteboard 
Empty?

DYNAMIC_DATA
_TIMER?

No

Yes

No

No

No

Set EVENT = 
UPDATE_TIME_TIMER in 

DEFAULT_TIMEOUT_
GET_TIME

UPDATE_TIME
_TIMER?

Get_time()

Yes

Set EVENT = 
UPDATE_TIME_TIMER in 
DEFAULT_TIMEOUT_UP

DATE_TIME

Get_time
_status == 

SERVER_TIME_
OBTAINED?

Yes

Set EVENT = 
STATIC_DATA_TIMER in 

0ms

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Ref_0Ref_1

No

Wb = 
Whiteboard_get()

ETHERNET_
ENABLED? NoYes

Set EVENT = 
STATIC_DATA

_TIMER in 
DEFAULT_
INITIAL_

TIMEOUT

Whiteboard

NETWORK_
TIMER

Restart()Yes

No

Yes

Set Current_data_type = 
STATIC_DATA

Set next_data_timer = 
STATIC_DATA_TIMER

Set tx_interval = 
DEFAULT_TX_INTERVAL

No

Yes

Set current_data_type = 
DYNAMIC_DATA

Set next_data_timer = 
DYNAMIC_DATA_TIMER

Set tx_interval = 
DEFAULT_TX_INTERVAL

Set Current_data_type = 
STATIC_DATA

Set next_data_timer = 
STATIC_DATA_TIMER

Set tx_interval = 
DEFAULT_TX_INTERVAL

Set Current_data_type = 
STATIC_DATA

Set next_data_timer = 
STATIC_DATA_TIMER

Set tx_interval = 
DEFAULT_TX_INTERVAL

Set EVENT = 
next_data_timer in 

tx_interval
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Ref_0

Ref_1

Transmission_
num == 

FIRST_TX_
READY

Yes

Transmission
_num == LAST_TX

_SUCCESS

Transmission
_num == 

END_OF_NODE_LIST
_REACHED

Transmission
_num == 
LAST_TX_
FAILURE

No

No

No

Transmission_num 
= FIRST_TX_READY

Yes

Yes

Another node in 
the list?

Yes

Transmission_num 
= END_OF_NODE_

LIST_REACHED

No

Set list pointer to 
next node

Yes

Tx_interval = 
DEFAULT_TIMEOUT

_END_OF_
NODE_LIST

For selected 
node in Wb: 

Node_request(
current_data_

type, 
accelerometer

_id,NULL)

Tx_interval = 
DEFAULT_TIMEOUT

_START_OF_
NODE_LIST

No
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Main_udp_receive
(message)

socket_read(cb.sock
et_id, source, 

rx_buffer, cb.d_len)

Socket == 
server_udp_soc

ket?

Static Data 
received?

No

Dynamic Data 
received?

No

NULL Socket_read

Event_type == 
SOCKET_DATA?

Yes

No

Return

Time data 
received? Yes

Parse_time
(rx_buffer)

Ref_2 Ref_3

Cancel 
NETWORK_TIMER

Yes

Rtc_get_time(hour,
minute,second)

Store_received_
data(rx_buffer,

Message length)

Yes

No

Get next 
node in list

Set EVENT = 
next_data_type

TIMER in 
time_between_

nodes

Yes

Transmission_
num == END_OF_

NODE_LIST_
REACHED?

Next_data_timer == 
DYNAMIC_DATA_

TIMER?

Tx_counter = 0
Increment 
tx_counter

Transmission_num 
= LAST_TX_SUCCESS

Read Energy 
Detection Level

Read RSSI

Tx_counter == 
NUMBER_STATIC_FOR

_EVERY_DYNAMIC?

Next_data_timer = 
DYNAMIC_DATA_

TIMER
Yes

Next_data_timer = 
STATIC_DATA_

TIMER

No

Message length 
> 0?

Yes

No

ETHERNET_
ENABLED

No
Print message to 

DBG Port

Test Data 
received?

No

For current node: 
Node_request(SLEEP, 
NULL,sleep_length)

Another node in 
whiteboard? Yes

Increment 
tx_counter

No

Yes
For source node: 

Node_request
(TEST, NULL,NULL)

Set EVENT = 
NETWORK_TIMER in 
DEFAULT_TIMEOUT

_NETWORK

Ref_4

Ref_5
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Ref_2

Accelerometer_id 
== LAST_

ACCELEROMETER

Yes

Ref_3

Accelerometer_id = 
FIRST_ACCELEROMETER

Current 
Whiteboard list item 

== source?
Get next list itemNo

Yes

Set wb = next list 
item

Copy wb address to 
destination

No

Increment 
Accelerometer_id

Copy source 
address to 
destination

Node_request
(DYNAMIC_DATA,
accelerometer_id,

NULL)

Node_request
(SLEEP,NULL,
sleep_length)

Is there another node 
in whiteboard?

Yes

Tx_counter = 0

No
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Ref_4

Ref_5

Event_type 
=SOCKET_TX_

DONE?

No

Event_type 
=SOCKET_NO_

ROUTE?

No

Event_type
=SOCKET_TX_

FAIL?

Yes
Rtc_get_time(hour,

minute,second)

Yes
Increment 

failure_count

Failure_
count == ALLOWABLE_
NO_ROUTE_COUNTS 

Yes Restart()

Yes

No

Transmission
_num != LAST_TX_

SUCCESS?

Transmission_num 
= LAST_TX_FAILURE

Set EVENT = 
next_data_timer in 

0ms
Yes

Failure_count = 0

No No
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Store_received_data
(buffer,data_type,length)

Copy hour, minute, 
second to 

buffer[10:12]

Socket_sendto
(server_udp_socket,

&server,buffer,length)

Return

Get_time()

Set server port = 
SERVER_TIME_SOCKET

Tx_buffer[0:1] =  CT 

Socket_sendto
(server_udp_socket,
&server,tx_buffer,2)

Set server port = 
SERVER_DATA_SOCKET

Return

parse_time(buffer)

Set year, month, day, 
hour, minute, second 

using buffer[2:7]

Set RTC time using hour, 
minute, second

Set get_time_status = 
SERVER_TIME_

OBTAINED

Return

Restart()

Wb = 
Whiteboard_get()

Wb

Get next list item

Yes

Copy wb address to 
destination

Node_request
(RESTART,

NULL,NULL)

Is there another 
wb list item?

Yes

Print address

Perform Software 
Reset using 

NVIC_SystemReset()

No

Return

Socket_sendto
(socket,

destination,buffer,
length)

Send buffer data to 
target destination  

through udp socket

Return result of socket 
access

Get_time_between_nodes()

Return

Get_number_
of_nodes()

Number_of_
nodes

Time_between_nodes = 
MAX_TIME_AVAILABLE/

number_of_nodes

Round 
time_between_nodes to 

nearest 500ms

Get_number_of_nodes()

Wb = 
Whiteboard_get()

Whiteboard

Get next list item

Is there another 
wb list item?

Yes

Return

Whiteboard not 
empty?

No

Increment 
number_of_nodes

Item s status == 
RESPONSIVE?

Increment 
number_of_nodes

Yes
No
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C.3 Version 3 

C.3.1 End-Node 

Main.c

Clear symbol 
counter

Pause 1 second

Initialize 
Contiki OS

Initialize Contiki OS

Initialize radio 
timers for 
radio duty 

cycling

Initialize radio 
hardware

Load device 
parameters 

(MAC address, 
RF Channel, 
PANID) from 
EEPROM chip 

or flash

Set radio 
parameters 

(MAC, PANID, 
Channel, 
Power)

Initialize 
transmission 

buffer queues

Start autostart 
processes

return

Initialize 
watchdog 

timer

Set pin driver 
strength to 

8mA for 
USART-SPI

Initialize SPI pins

Initialize 
battery 

monitoring 
pins

Initialize 
Contiki clock 

processes

Initialize 
process sub 

system

Initialize clock 
timer 

processes

Initialize stack 
protocols

Start TCPIP 
process

Set device in 
RPL LEAF mode

Turn on LEDs

Turn off LEDs

Run Contiki 
Processes from 

process list

End

Refresh 
watchdog 

timer

Start autostart 
processes

Start 
acceleration 
data analysis 

process

Start acceleration 
data collection 

process

Start network 
packet handler 

process

Start sleep 
management 

process

Start UDP end 
node process

Start network 
connection 

refresh process

return

Start 
temperature 
sensor data 
collection 
process
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Start acceleration 
data analysis 

process

return

Copy the data 
to a second 

array

Yes

Is there acceleration 
data to be processed?

No
Is there data to be 

integrated?

Yes

No
Is there data to be 

Fourier 
transformed?

No
Is there Fourier 

transform data to be 
analyzed?

No

Compute real 
FFT

Yes

Sort the copied 
data from 
smallest to 

largest

Copy the data 
to a second 

array

Get average, 
minimum and 
maximum of 

result

Copy the data 
to a second 

array

Integrate the 
data using 
trapezoidal 
integration

Copy the data 
back to the 

original 
location

Calculate real 
amplitudes of 

FFT data

Yes

Calculate top 
number of 

peaks in FFT 
data
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Start acceleration 
data collection 

process

Configure 
accelerometer 
chip select pins

Configure 
USART SPI 

Initialize 
accelerometers

Measure this 
accelerometer 
with provided 

parameters

Yes

Is there a request to 
collect accelerometer 

data?
No

Is there a request to 
initialize an 

accelerometer?

Yes

No
Is there a request 
to uninitialize an 
accelerometer?

Yes

Initialize 
accelerometer

return

No

Reset initialized bit 
for this 

accelerometer
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Start network 
packet handler 

process

Initialize packet 
sequence number

Yes

Has a data request 
been received? No

Is the SLEEP 
ONLY bit set in the 

request?

Yes

No

Save current 
symbol 

counter value 
as start time 

for data 
collection

Save last LQI value

Reset number of 
transmissions

Set number of bytes 
to size of codeword 
plus size of active 

period length

Call 
temperature 
sensor data 
collection 

process for 
requested 

sensors

Record each 
temperature sensor 
that was measured 

in the output 
codeword

Point at the 
resulting 

temperature data 
by the global packet

Increment the total 
bytes to reflect data 

collected

Is battery voltage 
requested?

Increment total 
bytes to include 
battery voltage

Yes

Is LQI requested?

Increment total 
bytes to include 
battery voltage

Yes

No

No

Call acceleration 
data collection 

process for 
requested axes of 

requested 
accelerometer

Determine 
parameters for 

accelerometer data 
collection

Is the data to be 
processed?

Yes

No

Will the size of 
a processed data axis plus 
the total bytes be larger 

than a UDP packet?

Yes

Call UDP end 
node process 

for current 
data collected

Will the size of 
a raw data axis plus the 

total bytes be larger than a 
UDP packet?

Yes

Call UDP end 
node process 

for current 
data 

collected

Increment number 
of transmissions

Increment number 
of transmissions

Reset total byte 
count

Set total bytes to 
size of codeword

Is the data to be 
integrated?

Convert integer 
acceleration data 
points to floating 

point numbers

Call acceleration 
data analysis 

process for given 
acceleration data

Yes

Call acceleration 
data analysis 

process to find 
average,minimum,

maximum for 
given acceleration 

data

No

Record the 
acceleration 

parameters that 
were used in 

measurement in the 
output codeword

Point at the 
resulting 

temperature data 
by the global packet

Increment total 
bytes to include 
processed axis

Reset total byte 
count

Set total bytes to 
size of codeword

Record the 
acceleration 

parameters that 
were used in 

measurement in the 
output codeword

Point at the 
resulting 

temperature data 
by the global packet

Increment total 
bytes to include raw 

axis

Are there more 
accelerometers to 

measure?

No

No

Yes

Call UDP end 
node process 

for current 
data collected

No

Is the node 
requested to sleep?

returnCall sleep management process

Determine 
parameters for 

sleep

Is the SLEEP ONLY 
bit not set?

Yes
Record active period using 

current time and data collection 
start time

No

Yes

No

2 3

2 3

4 5

4 5

1

1

6

6
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Start temperature 
sensor data 

collection process

Start network 
connection refresh 

process

Start sleep 
management 

process

Yes

Has a sleep 
request been 

received? No

Adjust the 
sleep duration 
based on the 
active period

Disable the 
ADC

Disable the 
accelerometers

Disable 
peripheral 

module clocks

Turn radio 
transceiver off

Set radio 
transceiver into 

sleep mode

Stop watchdog 
timer

Turn off LEDs

Set sleep mode to 
POWER SAVE mode

Set up symbol 
counter

Configure 
battery 

monitoring 
pins

Enable MCU sleep

Send the MCU to 
sleep

Disable sleep

Turn on green LED

Set radio 
transceiver into 

awake mode

Start watchdog 
timer

Calculate 
actual time 

asleep

Set transceiver state to 
receive with auto 

acknowledgements

Enable the 
ADC

Enable the 
accelerometers

Enable 
peripheral 

module clocks

Configure 
battery 

monitoring 
pins

Retrieve FFD IP s 
last byte from MAC 

address of RFD

Increment the 
packet sequence 

number

Send wakeup 
message to 

FFD

return

Initialize ADC

Configure two 
ADC pins by 

default

Yes

Has a temperature 
data collection event 

been requested?No

Check 
configured 
ADC pins

Do the configured 
pins match the 
requested pins?

Configure 
requested 
ADC pinsYes

No

Start ADC data 
acquisition

Is the collection 
complete?

Yes

No

Store 
temperature 

data in output 
structure

return

Start timer for 
user-defined 

time

Send DAO

Yes

Is timer 
finished?

No

Reset timer

Is there an RPL 
instance?

Yes

No

return
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UDP end node 
communication 
receiver handler

Copy sender s IP 
address

Copy received 
codeword

Increment 
packets 

requested

Call network 
packet handler 

process with 
given 

codeword and 
sender

return

Start UDP end node 
process

Set global WSN 
IP address 

based on MAC 
address

Register UDP 
connections 
for wakeup 

messages and 
output data

Retrieve FFD IP s 
last byte from MAC 

address of RFD

Has a UDP data 
transmission event 
been requested?

Yes

No

Copy codeword 
representing 

data to be sent

Set output 
length to the 

size of a 
codeword

Is this the first 
transmission in a 

sequence?

Yes

Insert active 
period length 
into output 

buffer

Is battery voltage to 
be included?

Yes

Get battery 
voltage 
reading

Insert battery 
voltage into 

output buffer

No

Is battery voltage to 
be included?

Yes

Get LQI 
reading

Insert LQI into 
output buffer

Send currently 
collected data 

Will the temperature data 
plus the current message be 
larger than a UDP packet?

Call UDP end 
node process 
for remaining 
data to collect

No

Yes

Adjust output 
codeword to reflect 
what still needs to 

be collected

return

Copy temperature 
data to output 

buffer

Are there more 
temperature sensors to 

include?

Yes

No

Point to next 
temperature sensor 

data

Will the accelerometer data 
plus the current message be 
larger than a UDP packet?

Send currently 
collected data 

Call UDP end 
node process 
for remaining 
data to collect

Adjust output 
codeword to reflect 
what still needs to 

be collected

Yes

No

Copy acceleration 
data to output 

buffer

Are there more 
accelerometers to 

include?

Yes

No

Send collected 
data 

Increment 
packets sent
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C.3.2 Gateway 

 

Main.c

Initialize 
Contiki OS

Run Contiki 
Processes from 

process list

End

Initialize Contiki OS

Initialize 
system clocks

Initialize 
board s pins

Initialize 
Contiki clock 

processes

Initialize 
Contiki clock 

processes

Initialize radio 
timers for 
radio duty 

cycling

Initialize 
process sub 

system

Initialize clock 
timer 

processes

Initialize radio 
hardware

Set MAC 
address

Set radio 
parameters 

(PANID, 
Channel, 
Power)

Initialize 
transmission 

buffer queues

Start autostart 
processes

return

Start autostart 
processes

Start Cetic 
6LBR process

Start server 
communication 

process

Start button 
handler 
process

Start node 
communication 

process

Start periodic 
RPL repair 

process

Start network 
cycle start time 
refresh process

Start periodic 
check-in process

Start periodic raw 
data request 

process

return

Start control 
port 

communication 
process

Initialize stack 
protocols

Pause 1 second

Turn on LEDs
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Start Cetic 6LBR 
process

Load network 
configuration 
parameters

Initialize 
platform (sets 

up MAC 
address for 

WSN)

return

Start Ethernet 
driver

Start TCPIP 
process

Start node 
information 

table 
management

Initialize 
packet filter 
for Ethernet/

WSN 
management

Start server 
communication 

process

Set server IP 
address from 
user-defined 

constants

Register UDP 
connection for 
sending data 
to the server

return

Send provided 
data over 

Ethernet to 
server via UDP

Yes

Is data to be 
sent?

No

Start button handler 
process

Initialize User-
defined push 

button

Set default 
push button 
function to 

refresh 
DODAG

return

Set push 
button 

function

Yes

Is a new 
push button 
function to 

be set?

No

Is a defined 
push button 

to be 
disabled?

No

Disable push 
button

Yes
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Start node 
communciation 

process

Set IP address to be 
used for 

communication 
with the WSN

Create 
separate UDP 
connections 
for wakeup 

messages and 
data from 

nodes

Start update 
node list timer

Start control port 
communication 

process

Set server IP 
address from 
user-defined 

constants

Register UDP 
connection for 

sending/
receiving data 
to the control 
program on 
the server

return

Loop through 
node list and 
create list in 

transmit buffer

Yes

Has the server 
requested the list of 

nodes?

No

return

Print node list 
to display (if 

using console)

Yes

Is timer 
finished?

No

Send data to 
server control 
port via UDP

Start periodic RPL 
repair process

Send DIO

Start timer for 
user-defined 

time

return

Send DIO

Yes

Is timer 
finished?

No

Reset timer

Reset timer

Start network cycle 
start time refresh 

process

Start timer for 
user-defined 

total cycle 
time

return

Set network 
cycle start time 

variable to 
current time

Yes

Is timer 
finished?

No

Reset timer

Start periodic check-in 
process

Start timer for 
user-defined 

periodic check 
in time

return

Set network 
cycle start time 

variable to 
current time

Yes

Is timer 
finished?

No

Reset timer

Set server IP 
address from 
user-defined 

constants

Register UDP 
connection for 

sending/
receiving data 
to the control 
program on 
the server

Set FFD IP 
address from 
user-defined 

constants

Set server IP 
address from 
user-defined 

constants

Set FFD IP 
address from 
user-defined 

constants

Record in 
transmit buffer 

the FFD s IP, 
current 

number of 
cycles 

between raw 
data polls, and 

total cycle 
time

Send data to 
control 

program on 
server via UDP
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Start periodic raw 
data request process

Start timer for 
multiple of 

cycles 
determined by 

number of 
cycles 

between raw 
polls variable

return

Set raw data 
poll bit in each 

active node 
information 
table entry 

Yes

Is timer 
finished?

No

Reset timer

Is the number
of cycles between 
raw polls variable 

non-zero?

Yes

No

Is the number
of cycles between 
raw polls variable 

non-zero?

Yes

No
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Node UDP data 
receiver handler

Server control port 
command receiver 

handler

Copy received 
message sender s IP

Point to receive 
buffer

Copy length of 
received data

Look up sender 
in node 

information 
table

Node exists 
in table?

Yes

No

return

Is the raw 
data poll bit set for 

this node?

Yes

Reset raw data 
poll bit

Is the 
link quality 

indicator to be 
included in this 

packet?

Yes

Calculate time awake as the 
difference of the current time 
and the last wakeup time for 

the node and insert into 
transmit buffer

No

No

Forward data to 
server 

communication 
process 

Is the 
active period 
length to be 

included in this 
packet?

Yes

Get last LQI

Insert LQI into 
transmit buffer

Is the 
command: provide 

list of nodes?

Yes

Is the 
command: 

configure node?

Yes

Get node IP from 
received data

No

Send node list by 
calling control 

port 
communication 

process

No

Look up sender 
in node 

information 
table

Node exists 
in table?

Yes

Set all other 
nodes  poll 

frequency bits

No

Is the 
command: change 
number of cycles 

between raw data 
polls?

Yes

No

Get number of 
cycles from 

received data

Set number of 
cycles 

between raw 
data polls with 
provided value

return

No

Get node poll 
frequency from 
receive buffer

Set poll frequency 
for this node to 
provided value

Copy codeword 
provided in 

receive buffer to 
node information 

table for this 
node
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Node wakeup 
message receiver 

handler

Start node 
information table 

management

Node data request 
handler

Look up sender 
in node 

information 
table

Node exists 
in table?

Yes

Set wakeup 
message received 
bit for this node 

in node 
information table

No

return

Get current time

Set start time 
variable to last-
saved network 
cycle start time

Calculate time 
difference 

between current 
time and start 

time

Use the time 
difference to 
calculate the 

current timeslot

Check if this 
timeslot is one 
in which this 

node is 
scheduled to 
communicate

Is this the 
correct 

timeslot?

Yes

Send a data 
request to this 
node using the 

node data 
request 
handler

No

Calculate the 
next timeslot 
in which this 

node is 
scheduled to 
communicate

Calculate the 
amount of 

time until the 
start of the 

resulting 
timeslot

Set sleep duration 
and sleep only bit in 
codeword to send

Send 
codeword to 
node via UDP

Set node wakeup 
time to current time 
in node information 
table for this node

Is provided node 
non-null?

Get current time

Set start time 
variable to last-
saved network 
cycle start time

Calculate the 
next timeslot 
in which this 

node is 
scheduled to 
communicate

Calculate the 
amount of 

time until the 
start of the 

resulting 
timeslot

Set sleep duration 
and sleep only bit in 
raw poll codeword 

to send

Send 
codeword to 
node via UDP

Yes

Is the raw 
data poll bit set for 

this node?

Yes

No

Point data buffer at 
the node s raw data 

codeword

Set sleep duration 
and sleep only bit in 
regular codeword to 

send

Point data buffer at 
the node s regular 

codeword

Increment number 
of packets 
requested

return

Clear node 
information table

No

Set node 
information 

table 
notification 

callback 
function

Node information 
table notification 
callback function

return

Is a route being 
added to the 

routing table?

Is a route being 
removed from the 

routing table?
Yes

No

Call node 
information 
add function

return

Yes

Call node 
information 

remove 
function
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Node information 
table add function Node information 

table remove function

Reset node s 
 isused  bit

return

Look up IP in 
node 

information 
table

Node exists 
in table?

Yes

No

Find  and 
allocate empty 

row in node 
information 

table

Set active bit for 
this node

Set wakeup time 
for this node as 

current time

Set poll frequency 
to 1 for this node

Reset raw data 
poll bit

Set the default 
priority to the 

value pre-chosen 
by the user

Copy the 
codeword 

associated with 
the priority to the 
node information 

table

Create the raw 
data poll 

codeword by 
changing every 

processed 
acceleration axis 

to raw in the 
node s default 

codeword

Copy the 
provided IP to the 

node s IP in the 
node information 

table

Get current time

Set start time 
variable to last-
saved network 
cycle start time

Calculate the 
amount of 

time until the 
start of the 

resulting 
timeslot

Send 
codeword to 
node via UDP

Set sleep duration 
and sleep only bit in 
regular codeword to 

send

Find an empty 
timeslot

return
Set primary 

timeslot for this 
node

Set active bit for 
this node

Set node s last 
seen time to 
current time

Is the node s 
wakeup message 
receive bit set?

Yes

Reset the node s 
wakeup message 

receive bit
Get current time

Set start time 
variable to last-
saved network 
cycle start time

Calculate the 
amount of 

time until the 
start of the 

resulting 
timeslot

Send 
codeword to 
node via UDP

Set sleep duration 
and sleep only bit in 
regular codeword to 

send

No
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Appendix D  

Program Descriptions 

D.1 Version 2 

D.1.1 End-Node 

File Descriptions 

Filename Description 

hal_sleep.c 

Sensinode application 

layer program for 

sending the device into 

a given sleep mode for a 

given amount of time. 

hw_platform.c 

Sensinode application 

layer framework for 

defining push button 

interrupt functions and 

sleep preparation 

functions. 

main.c 

Initializes system clock, 

peripheral clocks, 

symbol counter, 

accelerometers, ADC, 

and the NanoStack core 

before dispatching the 

NanoStack event 

program. 
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ns_debug.c 

Sensinode application 

layer program for 

printing debug 

messages using a 

USART. 

v3_wsn_device.c 

Contains all functions 

related to data 

collection, data 

transmission, and 

joining neighbouring 

wireless networks. 

v3_wsn_device.h 

Include file for 

v3_wsn_device.c 

provides function 

declarations. 

v3_wsn_device_config.h 

User can change 

program parameters in 

this file. 

 

Function Descriptions 

Filename Function Description 

hal_sleep.c 
uint32_t hal_sleep(uint8_t mode, uint32_t 

time) 

This function enables 

SRAM data retention, sets 

the timer/counter 2 into 

asynchronous mode, resets 

the symbol counter, loads 

the sleep duration as an 

alarm in the symbol 

counter, and then sets the 

device into the given sleep 

mode. In power save deep 

sleep mode, the device can 

wake up from a symbol 

counter alarm. In the power 

down deep sleep mode, 

only the watchdog timer 

can wake the device. 

  void hal_idle(void) 

Device is set into idle sleep 

mode (awake and 

unchanged). 
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hw_platform.c void app_init_button_interrupt(uint8_t edge) 

The initialization function 

for the user-defined push 

button. 

  void app_pio_sleep_settings(void) 

Provides framework for 

defining pre-sleep routine 

regarding GPIO pins. 

main.c void event_dispatch(void); 

A NanoStack function that 

is inaccessible by the user 

(hidden in closed-source 

code). It is hypothesized 

that in this function a timer 

is set to post an event 

responsible for network 

startup.  

ns_debug.c void printf_array(uint8_t *ptr , uint16_t len) 

Prints array of bytes to 

USART port. On our end-

node this has no effect 

since there is no debug port 

for printing messages. 

  void printf_ipv6_address(uint8_t *addr_ptr) 

Prints IPv6 address in 

proper format along with 

compression where 

applicable. On our end-

node this has no effect 

since there is no debug port 

for printing messages. 

v3_wsn_device.c 
uint32_t app_ns_core_idle(uint8_t event, 

uint32_t time_ms) 

Given time in milliseconds 

and a sleep request, this 

function executes the 

hal_sleep function from 

hal_sleep.c after turning off 

the transceiver and 

peripheral clocks. When 

the device awakes from 

sleep, the transceiver is 

turned on, the 

accelerometer and ADC 

pins are reconfigured and 

an LED is lit based on the 

energy level of the last 

received message. 
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float 

acceleration_calculation_BMA150(uint16_t 

acc_data) 

Calculates the floating 

point value of acceleration 

data measured using the 

BMA150 accelerometer. 

  

float 

acceleration_calculation_KX022_1B(int8_t 

acc_data) 

Calculates the floating 

point value of acceleration 

data measured using the 

KX022 accelerometer in 1-

byte mode. 

  

float 

acceleration_calculation_KX022_2B(int16_t 

acc_data) 

Calculates the floating 

point value of acceleration 

data measured using the 

KX022 accelerometer in 2-

byte mode. 

  
float battery_voltage_calculation(float 

adc_result) 

Calculates the battery 

voltage in floating point 

form based on the output of 

the ADC. 

  
float get_battery_voltage(uint8_t 

number_of_samples) 

Measures the ADC a given 

number of times and 

produces an average as the 

ADC integer value 

representing the battery 

voltage. 

Battery_voltage_calculatio

n is then called to convert 

the result to a floating point 

number. 

  

static void 

main_initialize_NanoStack_library_API(void

) 

Scans channel list for 

strongest signal and joins 

the network. This function 

then opens a UDP socket 

for communciation with the 

gateway. 

  
static void 

main_poll_access_point_status(void) 

Flashes an LED until the 

device has connected to a 

network. 

  
static void 

main_try_to_enable_networking(void) 

Starts wireless networking 

activity (by default as a 

NW_INFRA_HOST - no 

routing abilities - and with 

no security). 
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  void accel_pins_configure(void) 

Configures all chip select 

pins for the accelerometers 

as outputs, initialized high 

and with internal pull-up 

resistors. 

  
void accelerometer_init(struct 

usart_spi_device *accelerometer) 

Initializes the 

accelerometer based on its 

model. The output data rate 

and measurement range are 

set. 

  void adc_pins_configure(void) 

Configures the ADC pins 

being used for temperature 

sensors as inputs. 

  void app_button_interrupt_handler(void) 

The interrupt handler for 

the user-defined push 

button. By default, enables 

or disables the LED 

functions. 

  void app_parse_network_event(uint8_t event) 

Deals specifically with 

network events 

(connections to wireless 

network). 

  void ed_level_eval(uint8_t ed_level) 

Evaluates the Energy 

Detection (ED) level and 

lights a corresponding LED 

on the board to depict the 

value. 

  void enable_clocks(void) 

Enables peripheral clocks 

(transceiver, SPI, timers, 

ADC, USART). 

  
void get_acceleration(struct usart_spi_device 

*accelerometer, uint8_t *data_out) 

Gets one set of X-Y-Z 

acceleration data. 

  
void get_avg_min_max(float *data_sorted, 

uint8_t *stats_output, uint16_t len) 

Calculates the average, 

minimum and maximum of 

acceleration data. The data 

needs to be presented to 

this function sorted and in 

floating point form. 
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  void init_battery_monitor(void) 

Initializes battery 

monitoring measurement 

pin (on ADC) as input, and 

GPIO trigger pin as an 

initialized-low, pulled-

down, output. 

  void initialize_accels(void) 

Sets up each SPI 

accelerometer as an SPI 

device, enables the USART 

SPI module, then calls the 

initialization function for 

the accelerometer (which 

sets the output data rate and 

amplitude range of the 

sensor). 

  void initialize_adc(void) 

Initializes the ADC clock, 

voltage reference and 

default multiplexer 

selection (pins to sample 

during ADC collection). 

  void initialize_nanostack(void) 

Collection of NanoStack 

functions that initialize an 

amount of memory for 

program operation, sets the 

MAC address, and then the 

NanoStack core program. 

  void initialize_symbol_counter(void) 

Selects the low power 

clock (32.768kHz) for the 

symbol counter, enables 

auto time-stamping, and 

resets the counter value. 

  void main_receive(void *cb) 

The handler for incoming 

data on all open user UDP 

ports. Sorts through the 

header of the packet to 

determine whether it is a 

data request or a system 

message that shows the 

status of the last packet 

sent (whether or not it 

succeeded in being 

transmitted from the 

device). 
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void read_temperature_value(uint8_t 

*temperature, float adc_vref, uint8_t 

sensor_number) 

Reads the ADC twice to 

remove garbage data and 

then presents the result to 

temperature_calc. 

  
void send_data(int data_type, volatile uint8_t 

accel_id) 

Constructs data packet to 

be sent to the gateway. If 

static data is requested, the 

temperature sensors are 

measured and the 

accelerometer data is 

averaged for a reduced 

amount of data to be 

transmitted. If dynamic 

data is requested, the 

accelerometer data is not 

processed and is sent raw 

in 2-byte points. The 

constructed packet is sent 

over UDP to the gateway. 

  void start_adc_data_acquire(void) 

Enables the ADC, begins a 

conversion of all ADC pins 

that have been enabled, and 

returns when the 

conversion is complete. 

  void tasklet_main(event_t *event) 

Handles all events (timers, 

initialization, and other 

network events). 

  
void temperature_calc(volatile uint16_t 

adc_val, volatile float adc_vref, uint8_t *T) 

Calculates the temperature 

based on the output of the 

ADC and the 

manufacturer's 

temperature-resistance 

formula. 
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D.1.2 Gateway 

File Descriptions 

Filename Description 

board_cstartup_as.c 

This file was written by Sensinode and 

includes the reset handler. The reset 

handler was altered to include the enabling 

of the Floating-point unit module upon 

reset in order to compute floating-point 

number operations. 

conf-clock.h 
This file provides the initialization of the 

clock sources for the startup of the board.  

libBorderRouterSAM4EAS.a 

This is the static library of functions 

written by Sensinode. This library was 

altered in order to run with the V2 

hardware. The change made was a 

weakening of the system initialization 

function in the static library to instead use 

one located in the Atmel file, 

system_sam4e.c. The Atmel file was 

altered to disable the initialization of the 

on-board external transceiver (which was 

ommitted in the V2 hardware), whereas the 

Sensinode code assumed the inclusion of 

the external transceiver. 

main.c 

The program file that contains the main 

function loop, which initializes the 

NanoStack and hardware before 

dispatching the main event loop. 
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system_sam4e.c 

This file is the system initialization file for 

the sam4e MCU. It was written by Atmel, 

but altered to skip the initialization of the 

external transceiver when using the V2 

hardware. 

v3_wsn_coordinator.c 

The file that contains all functions written 

for data collection, as well as application-

level functions provided by Sensinode. 

v3_wsn_coordinator.h 
A header file that declares each of the 

functions in v3_wsn_coordinator.c 

v3_wsn_coordinator_config.h 

A header file that provides access to 

configurable parameters of the program's 

operation. 

Function Descriptions 

Filename Function Description 

main.c ethernet_init  
Sets Ethernet MAC 

address. 

  event_dispatch 
Initiates NanoStack 

event system. 

  net_init_core 

Initializes NanoStack 

core including clocks, 

Ethernet, and radio. 

  void usb_resume_handler(void) 

Interrupt routine called 

when the USB has been 

plugged in after being 

suspended. Reinitializes 

USB connection with 

the host. 
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  void usb_suspend_handler(void) 

Interrupt routine called 

when the USB has been 

stopped (i.e. unplugged). 

v3_wsn_coordinator.c 
uint32_t app_ns_core_idle(uint8_t event, 

uint32_t sleep_time) 

Handles idle mode for 

gateway. No sleep 

functionality 

implemented. 

  
uint32_t fnAnalysisNode(uint32_t 

MaxNodeNumber) 

Deals with determining 

if nodes have been lost 

from the network, and 

whether data is to be 

requested from any 

nodes. 

  void border_router_default_configure(void) 

Sets parameters to be 

used in the wireless 

network. Initializes IPv6 

and RPL. 

  
void fnFindAllNode(whiteboard_entry_t* 

wb) 

Updates list of nodes 

(NodeArray) with nodes 

found in NanoStack 

whiteboard. 

  
void fnInitAllNode(uint32_t 

MaxNodeNumber) 

Resets all node 

information to the 

default. 

  
void fnInitNodeTimeTable(uint32_t 

MaxNodeNumber) 

Resets timing schedules 

for all nodes in the 

timetable. 

  
void fnNodeSleepManage(DeviceNode_t* 

Node,uint8_t DataType) 

Handles the construction 

of sleep instructions and 

the calculation of the 

compensation value 

needed for scheduling 

the node for data 

collection. 
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  void refreshNodeStatus(uint8_t NodeID) 

Resets given node so 

that it is returned into 

the data collection 

schedule after being 

discarded. 

  void sensinode_init(void) 

Calls each initialization 

function in the 

NanoStack application-

level code. 

  
void SetNodeAndRequest(DeviceNode_t* 

Node) 

Requests static or 

dynamic data from a 

given node based on the 

number of times static 

data has been requested. 

 

D.2 Version 3 

D.2.1 End-Node 

File Descriptions 

Filename Description 

accel-data-analysis.c 

This file contains functions related to the 

processing acceleration data (integration, 

averaging, FFT). 

accel-data-collect.c 
This file includes all functions used to 

collect data from the accelerometers. 

battery-monitor.c 

This file consists of the functions related to 

monitoring the battery voltage using the 

ADC. 
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contiki-conf.h 

This file is the main header for Contiki, 

where each configuration parameter is 

defined as it applies to the core Contiki 

processes. User manipulation of this file is 

not necessary. 

custom_structs.h 

A file that contains a collection of defined 

structures for use within the program. This 

file is shared with the end-node program 

package. 

main.c 
Initializes Contiki OS and contains main 

loop. 

network-packet-handler.c 

Deals with incoming data requests from the 

gateway. From within this file, functions 

from the accel-data-collect.c and 

thermistor-data-collect.c files are used to 

collect requested data, the udp-end-node.c 

file is called to send the data, and then sleep 

mode is entered by calling the sleep-

management.c file. 

push-button-handler.c 

The setup of the user push button is done in 

this file, and applicable interrupt routines 

are included. 
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references.h 

A file that contains a collection of defined 

constants for use within the program. This 

file is shared with the end-node program 

package. 

sleep-management.c 

This file contains the routine executed 

when a transition to a given sleep mode is 

required. 

thermistor-data-collect.c 

This file includes data collection methods 

for the thermistor temperature sensors on 

the ADC. 

udp-end-node.c 
This file handles sending and receiving 

messages on UDP ports for the device. 

uip6.c 

This file is one of the most important 

Contiki OS files. It deals with IPv6 headers 

in UDP and TCP packets. A fix was made 

to this file to eliminate strange behaviour. 

In the function “uip_process”, in the section 

where the developers wrote “XXX 

hack…”, the following line prevents any 

non-zero checksum packets from being 

received. This was changed to allow all 

non-zero checksum packets and drop zero 

checksum packets.  

 

The line:  

if(UIP_UDP_BUF->udpchksum != 0 && 

uip_udpchksum() != 0xffff) { 

  

was replaced with: 

if(UIP_UDP_BUF->udpchksum == 0 && 

uip_udpchksum() == 0xffff) { 
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user-config.h 

The file where the user can change 

parameters related to the program's 

operation, such as MAC address, whether 

or not the EEPROM chip will be used to 

determine the MAC address, scaling factors 

for the battery monitoring circuit, ADC 

parameters, and data collection parameters. 

 

Function Descriptions 

Filename Function Description 

accel-data-

analysis.c 

void get_avg_min_max(float 

*data_sorted, axes_compressed 

*stats_output, uint16_t len) 

Calculates the average, minimum and 

maximum of acceleration data. The 

data needs to be presented to this 

function sorted and in floating point 

form. 

  
float acceleration_calculation_2B(int16_t 

acc_data, uint8_t resolution) 

Returns floating point value of 

acceleration data based on the 

resolution of the accelerometer. 

  
PROCESS_THREAD(accel_data_analysi

s_process,ev,data) 

Process that handles events related to 

processing acceleration data, and other 

user-implemented analysis modules. 

  

void 

convert_16bit_2_float_accelerometer(floa

t *output, uint16_t *input, uint16_t 

length,uint8_t resolution) 

Calls acceleration_calculation_2B for 

each point in an array of acceleration 

values. 

  

void 

convert_int_axes_to_float(raw_packet *c, 

uint8_t resolution) 

Converts integer values of acceleration 

data into floating point numbers based 

on the accelerometer's resolution, by 

calling 

convert_16bit_2_float_accelerometer. 
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accel-data-

collect.c 

PROCESS_THREAD(accel_data_collect

_process,ev,data) 

Process that handles events related to 

measurement of the accelerometer, 

sensor initialization or uninitialization. 

Given a number of samples, a 

sampling frequency, and axes of 

measurement the process calls the 

function, measure when the data 

collection event occurs.  

  

static void measure(uint8_t 

accelerometer_model, volatile raw_packet 

*output_packet) 

Function called to measure the 

accelerometer given sensor 

parameters. 

  void disable_accelerometers(void) 
Puts all accelerometers into standby 

(or deep sleep) mode. 

  void enable_accelerometer_pins(void) 

Configures all chip select and interrupt 

pins for the accelerometers. The chip 

select pins are set to be pulled-high, 

initialized high, outputs and the 

interrupt pins are configured as inputs. 

  void enable_accelerometers(void) 
Puts all accelerometers into operating 

mode. 

  
void initialize_accelerometer(uint8_t 

accel_id) 

Sets up accelerometers as SPI devices, 

sets the device into operating mode, 

and tests the port for proper activity. 

  
void set_operating_mode(uint8_t 

accelerometer_id) 

Configures the output data rate and 

amplitude range of the accelerometer. 

  
void set_standby_mode(uint8_t 

accelerometer_id) 

Programs accelerometer into a deep 

sleep mode. 

  
void test_accelerometer_port(uint8_t 

accelerometer_id) 

Samples 7 points from the 

accelerometer and sums the values. If 

there are fewer than 5 "0xFF" values in 

the result, the port is considered to 

have an operating accelerometer 

plugged in and so the initialized bit is 

set. The 

set_accelerometer_initialized_bit 

function from network-packet-

handler.c is called. 
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battery-

monitor.c 

float battery_voltage_calculation(float 

adc_result) 

Calculates the battery voltage in 

floating point form based on the output 

of the ADC. 

  
float get_battery_voltage(uint8_t 

number_of_samples) 

Measures the ADC a given number of 

times and produces an average as the 

ADC integer value representing the 

battery voltage. 

Battery_voltage_calculation is then 

called to convert the result to a floating 

point number. 

  void init_battery_monitor(void) 

Initializes battery monitoring 

measurement pin (on ADC) as input, 

and GPIO trigger pin as an initialized-

low, pulled-down, output. 

main.c AUTOSTART_PROCESSES(…) 

List of Contiki processes that will be 

automatically started at the end of the 

initialization function, "initialize". 

  int main(void) Main loop 

  uint8_t rng_get_uint8(void) 
Returns random number using RSSI 

value. 

  void initialize(void) 

Initializes Contiki OS processes and 

drivers. Part of the initialization is the 

creation of the MAC address. If the 

user-config.h file states that the 

EEPROM will be used for parameter 

retrieval, then the RF channel, PAN ID 

and MAC address are determined by 

data stored on the EEPROM chip. 

Otherwise, the user-config.h defaults 

are used. 

network-packet-

handler.c 

void 

set_accelerometer_initialized_bit(uint8_t 

accelerometer_id) 

Sets bit in list of accelerometers in 

current file for sheet-to-sheet transfer 

of information. 
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PROCESS_THREAD(network_packet_ha

ndler_process,ev,data) 

Process that handles the dissemination 

of data requests. Each data collection 

process is called (temperature and 

acceleration) along with any 

acceleration data processing, then the 

data is sent to the gateway, and the 

end-node is sent to sleep. 

  
uint32_t 

get_last_active_period_length(void) 

Returns static variable 

last_active_period_length for off-sheet 

use. 

  uint8_t get_last_lqi(void) 
Returns static variable lqi for off-sheet 

use. 

  
uint8_t 

is_first_transmission_in_sequence(void) 

Returns boolean representing whether 

the packet being sent is the first in a 

series of transmissions. 

  

void 

prepare_to_send_udp_packet(network_pa

cket_handler_input *p) 

Copies codeword that represents the 

currently formed packet's contents to 

the global data packet, sends the 

current data packet, and then resets the 

number of bytes in the running total. 

push-button-

handler.c 

void 

push_button_set_callback(push_button_c

b callback, uint8_t button_id) 

Sets callback function for user push 

button. 

  
PROCESS_THREAD(button_handler_pr

ocess,ev,data) 

Process that handles push button 

events (set callback function, disable 

push button). 

  static void init(uint8_t port, uint8_t pin) 
Initializes the given port and pin as a 

push button. 

  

void 

default_push_button_interrupt_handler(vo

id) 

The default push button handler, which 

toggles the use of the LEDs on the 

board. 

  
void disable_push_button(uint8_t 

button_id) 
Disables the given push button. 
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sleep-

management.c 

void setup_symbol_counter(uint32_t 

compare_value) 

Enables SRAM data retention, sets the 

symbol counter clock to the low-power 

(32.768kHz) crystal, selects 

timer/counter 2 in asynchronous mode, 

and sets the compare value of the 

symbol counter to match the given 

sleep duration. 

  
PROCESS_THREAD(sleep_management

_process,ev,data) 

Process for handling events related to 

putting the end-node to sleep. When 

the sleep_start_event is received, the 

ADC is disabled along with peripheral 

clocks, the accelerometers are put in 

standby mode, the transceiver is put to 

sleep, the watchdog timer is stopped, 

the LEDs are turned off, sets power 

save mode as the sleep mode, 

configures the battery monitoring pins, 

and then puts the device into sleep. 

When the end-node awakes, the 

transceiver is turned on, the 

accelerometers are initialized, the 

ADC is enabled and a wakeup 

message is sent to the gateway 

wirelessly via UDP. 

  uint32_t symbol_counter_finished(void) 

Returns the millisecond conversion of 

the symbol counter elapsed count after 

sleep. 

  void disable_peripheral_clocks(void) 
Disables the peripheral clocks for SPI, 

USART, ADC, and timer 1. 

  void disable_sensors(void) 

Calls disable_accelerometers from 

accel-data-collect.c to set the 

accelerometers into standby mode. 

  void enable_peripheral_clocks(void) 
Enables the peripheral clocks for SPI, 

USART, ADC, and timer 1. 

  void enable_sensors(void) 

Calls enable_accelerometer_pins, and 

enable_accelerometers from accel-

data-collect.c and then 

initialize_sensors to setup 

accelerometers after sleep. 
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  void initialize_sensors(void) 

Calls initialize_accelerometers from 

accel-data-collect.c to put each 

accelerometer into operating mode and 

test the port for activity. 

thermistor-data-

collect.c 
static void adc_pin_configure(uint8_t pin) 

Configures the given ADC pin as an 

input for temperature measurement. 

  
PROCESS_THREAD(thermistor_data_co

llect_process,ev,data) 

Process that handles temperature data 

collection. When a temperature data 

collect event occurs, the ADC is 

enabled, the ADC pins are configured, 

and a read is performed for each sensor 

requested. 

  
static float read_temperature_value(float 

adc_vref, uint8_t sensor_number) 

Reads the ADC twice to remove 

garbage data and then presents the 

result to temperature_calc. 

  

static float temperature_calc(volatile 

uint16_t adc_val_integer, volatile float 

adc_vref) 

Calculates the temperature based on 

the output of the ADC and the 

manufacturer's temperature-resistance 

formula. 

  
static uint8_t 

check_configured_adc_pins(void) 

Returns the list of pins that has been 

configured for use during the 

temperature measurement on the ADC. 

  static void initialize_adc(void) 

Initializes the ADC clock, voltage 

reference and default multiplexer 

selection (pins to sample during ADC 

collection). 

  static void start_adc_data_acquire(void) Starts an ADC conversion. 

udp-end-node.c 
uint32_t 

get_start_data_collection_time(void) 

Returns static variable that represents 

the start time of the data collection for 

off-sheet use. 
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PROCESS_THREAD(network_connectio

n_refresh_process,ev,data) 

Process that handles reconnection to a 

network after a disconnection. By 

default, this process refreshes every 8 

seconds. If the node does not 

communicate with the gateway after 8 

seconds of activity, this process 

instigates the sending of an RPL DAO 

to the gateway to reconnect. 

  
PROCESS_THREAD(udp_end_node_pro

cess,ev,data) 

Process that handles the construction 

of a transmission packet based on 

collected data and the data request 

codeword.The final message is sent via 

UDP to the gateway. Opens UDP 

ports, LOCAL_DATA_PORT and 

LOCAL_WAKEUP_PORT  for 

communication with the gateway 

  

static void receiver(struct 

simple_udp_connection *c,const 

uip_ipaddr_t *sender_addr,uint16_t 

sender_port,const uip_ipaddr_t 

*receiver_addr,uint16_t 

receiver_port,const uint8_t *data,uint16_t 

datalen) 

Handler for incoming data packets on 

the UDP ports, 

LOCAL_DATA_PORT. Passes 

packets to 

network_packet_handler_process in 

network-packet-handler.c. 

  static void set_global_address(void) 
Sets the end-node's WSN IP address 

using its MAC address. 

  

void 

set_start_data_collection_time(uint32_t 

time) 

Sets the variable 

start_data_collection_time with given 

value. 

D.2.2 Gateway 

File Descriptions 

Filename Description 

button-handler.c Manages the use of user-defined push buttons. 
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references.h 

A file that contains a collection of defined 

constants for use within the program. This file is 

shared with the end-node program package. 

custom-structs.h 

A file that contains a collection of defined 

structures for use within the program. This file is 

shared with the end-node program package. 

node-

communication.c 

Contains functions related to communication 

with end-nodes. 

server-

communication.c 

Contains functions related to communication 

with the server. 

init.c 
Contains pin initializations for on-board modules 

(Ethernet, SPI, RF). 

node-info.c 
File containing functions for maintaining node 

information table. 

packet-filter.c 

Handler for all packets (wireless and via 

Ethernet) that passes received data through the 

respective channels. 

custom-GW-eth-

drv.c 
Hardware driver for GMAC Ethernet on board.  

main.c Initializes Contiki OS and contains main loop. 

custom-GW-

init.c 
Initializes Ethernet MAC address. 
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config-gateway.h 

Location for configuration of network 

parameters, but all can be done from user-

config.h. 

user-config.h Location of user parameter configuration. 

cetic-6lbr.c 
Main file for CETIC 6LBR program. Initializes 

border router for use with Internet. 

priority-list-

handler.c 

Maintains list of preset codewords for data 

collection. 

custom-GW-

nvm.c 

Provides interoperability with Contiki's Non-

Volatile Memory storage functions. 

custom-GW-

watchdog.c 

Provides interoperability with Contiki's watchdog 

timer functions. 

conf_usb.h 
Provides references to USB interrupt handlers 

and other parameters. 

conf_clock.h 
Provides setup parameters for the system clock 

depending on whether USB is being used or not. 

system_sam4e.c 

Startup file written by Atmel that defines startup 

procedure. The system_init function was altered 

to allow the use of V3 program code on V2 

hardware (external transceiver not included on 

V2 gateway). 

tcpip.c 

This file is one of the most important Contiki OS 

files. It deals with incoming packets and headers. 

Alterations were made to this Contiki file to 

match the requirements of CETIC's packet-filter 

program, as well as to eliminate strange 

behaviour. 

 

Near the top of the file, the structure 

uip_icmp6_conns was declared statically in this 

file to allow the connection to stay active in 

memory and not be overwritten. This structure 

was originally declared in uip6.c. 
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uip6.c 

This file is one of the most important Contiki OS 

files. It deals with IPv6 headers in UDP and TCP 

packets. A fix was made to this file to eliminate 

strange behaviour. In the function “uip_process”, 

in the section where the developers wrote “XXX 

hack…”, the following line prevents any non-

zero checksum packets from being received. This 

was changed to allow all non-zero checksum 

packets and drop zero checksum packets.  

 

The line:  

if(UIP_UDP_BUF->udpchksum != 0 && 

uip_udpchksum() != 0xffff) { 

  

was replaced with: 

if(UIP_UDP_BUF->udpchksum == 0 && 

uip_udpchksum() == 0xffff) { 

 

Additionally, for the gateway, the structure 

uip_icmp6_conns was removed from this file to 

be declared statically in tcpip.c. 

contiki-conf.h 

This file is the main header for Contiki, where 

each configuration parameter is defined as it 

applies to the core Contiki processes. User 

manipulation of this file is not necessary. 

rf230bb.c 

This file was altered from the original to be used 

on the SAM4E16E with an on-board AT86RF233 

transceiver. It provides all radio functions. 
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Function Descriptions 

Filename Function Description 

main.c AUTOSTART_PROCESSES(…) 

List of Contiki processes that 

will be automatically started 

at the end of the initialization 

function, "initialize". 

  int main(void) Main loop 

  static void configure_console(void) 

Function that sets up console 

(USART RS232 or USB) for 

debug message printing. 

  uint8_t rng_get_uint8(void) 
Returns random number from 

0 to 255. 

  void initialize(void) 
Initializes Contiki OS 

processes and drivers. 

  void usb_resume_handler(void) 

Interrupt routine called when 

the USB has been stopped 

(i.e. unplugged). 

  void usb_suspend_handler(void) 

Interrupt routine called when 

the USB has been plugged in 

after being suspended. 

Reinitializes USB connection 

with the host. 

node-info.c 
node_info_t * node_info_add(uip_ipaddr_t * 

ipaddr) 

Adds a given node (in the 

form of an IP address) to the 

node information table along 

with pre-configured codeword 

information and polling 

frequency. 

  
node_info_t * node_info_lookup(uip_ipaddr_t * 

ipaddr) 

Searches all active nodes in 

the node information table for 

the given IP address and 

returns a pointer to the node 

entry. 
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node_info_t * node_lookup_full(uip_ipaddr_t * 

ipaddr) 

Searches all entries in the 

node information table for the 

given IP address and returns a 

pointer to the node entry. 

  void node_info_init(void) 

Initializes the node 

information table and sets up 

the notification callback 

function. 

  
void node_info_node_seen(uip_ipaddr_t * 

ipaddr) 

Updates the "last_seen" 

property of the node 

information table entry of the 

given node with the current 

clock time. 

  void node_info_rm(uip_ipaddr_t * ipaddr) 
Removes a node from the 

node information table. 

  

void node_info_route_notification_cb(int 

event,uip_ipaddr_t * route,uip_ipaddr_t * 

nexthop, int num_routes) 

Callback function for when a 

route is added to or removed 

from the IP routing table. If a 

route is added, the 

node_info_add function is 

called. If a route is removed, 

the node_info_rm function is 

called.  

  void node_info_table_print(void) 

Prints the node information 

table using the selected debug 

message printing method 

(RS232 or USB). 

  void node_info_table_purge(void) 

Clears node information for 

nodes last seen a specified 

length of time prior. 

cetic-6lbr.c 
PROCESS_THREAD(cetic_6lbr_process, ev, 

data) 

Process that starts the Ethernet 

hardware driver, TCP/IP 

process, CETIC packet filter 

and 6LBR program. 
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  void cetic_6lbr_init(void) 

Initializes CETIC 6LBR in 

either SMARTBRIDGE, 

TRANSPARENTBRIDGE or 

ROUTER mode by setting 

Ethernet IP addresses and 

prefixes, WSN IP addresses 

and prefixes, the 8-byte 

Ethernet MAC address, and 

starts the RPL network. 

  
void cetic_6lbr_set_prefix(uip_ipaddr_t * prefix, 

unsigned len, uip_ipaddr_t * ipaddr) 

Sets RPL prefix and WSN 

prefix if the 6LBR is 

operating in SMARTBRIDGE 

mode. 

packet-filter.c 
static int eth_output(const uip_lladdr_t * src, 

const uip_lladdr_t * dest) 

Called by the Ethernet driver 

or bridge_output when a 

packet is to be sent to an 

external IP via Ethernet. 

  
static uint8_t bridge_output(const uip_lladdr_t * 

dest) 

Called as an override function 

for TCPIP output whenever a 

packet is to be sent. This 

function determines whether 

the packet should be sent via 

Ethernet or wirelessly (calling 

eth_output or wireless_output, 

respectively). 

  static void send_to_uip(void) 

Passes the received packet to 

the micro-IP (uip) module of 

Contiki OS, because the 

packet is destined for a device 

on the wireless network. 

  static void wireless_input(void) 

Called when a packet is 

received by the TCPIP 

module of Contiki OS. This 

function is configured as the 

overriding function for 

whenever a packet is sent to 

the TCPIP process. 

  
uint8_t wireless_output(const uip_lladdr_t * src, 

const uip_lladdr_t * dest) 

Called when a packet is 

received on the Ethernet side 

but destined to a device on the 

wireless side. 
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  void eth_input(void) 

Called when an Ethernet 

packet is received by the 

hardware driver. Deciphers 

header and passes the packet 

to the uip module. 

  void packet_filter_init(void) 

Sets overrides for the TCPIP 

input and output functions to 

be wireless_input and 

bridge_output, respectively, 

so that the packet filter acts as 

a mediator between the WSN 

and Ethernet. 

custom-GW-eth-

drv.c 
PROCESS_THREAD(eth_drv_process, ev, data) 

Process that waits until a non-

zero number of bytes is read 

from the GMAC input buffer, 

signalling Ethernet activity. 

When a packet is received, the 

header and payload are copied 

and the eth_drv_input 

function is called. 

  void eth_drv_init(void) 

Initializes GMAC clock, 

interrupt routines, the Ethernet 

PHY, performes Ethernet 

auto-negotiation, and sets the 

Ethernet link. 

  void eth_drv_input(void) 
Calls eth_input function from 

packet-filter.c 

  void eth_drv_send(void) 

Ethernet driver send function 

that sends bytes to the GMAC 

output buffer to send over 

Ethernet. 

  void GMAC_Handler(void) 

Interrupt routine for GMAC 

hardware. Calls Atmel-

defined routine. 

custom-GW-init.c void platform_init(void) 

Copies linkaddr MAC address 

created in main.c to the WSN 

MAC address and then creates 

the Ethernet MAC address 

from WSN MAC address. 

  
void platform_set_wsn_mac(linkaddr_t * 

mac_addr) 

Sets the linkaddr MAC 

address. 

custom-GW-

nvm.c 
void nvm_data_read(void) 

Reads stored NVM data into a 

structure for use in Contiki 

OS. 
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  void nvm_data_write(void) 
Copies NVM data to structure 

for storage. 

custom-GW-

watchdog.c 
void watchdog_reboot(void) Restarts watchdog timer. 

button-handler.c #define DEFAULT_PUSH_BUTTON_INIT() 
Macro for initializing default 

user push button. 

  
PROCESS_THREAD(button_handler_process,e

v,data) 

Process that initializes push 

button using the default 

macro, then awaits events for 

changing the push button's 

callback function or disabling 

the push button. 

  
static void init(uint8_t button_port, uint8_t 

button_pin) 

Function property of push 

button that performs 

initialization. 

  
void 

default_push_button_interrupt_handler(void) 

Default push button handler, 

repairs RPL network. 

  
void push_button_set_callback(push_button_cb 

callback, uint8_t button_id) 

Changes callback assigned to 

given push button. 

node-

communication.c 

PROCESS_THREAD(network_cycle_start_time

_refresh_process,ev,data) 

Process that refreshes the 

network cycle start time after 

a user-determined amount of 

time (total cycle time, or 

TOTAL_TIME_MILLISECO

NDS). 

  
PROCESS_THREAD(node_communication_pro

cess,ev,data) 

Process that initializes UDP 

connections (for UDP data 

and wakeup ports), then waits 

for the update node list timer. 

Currently, the only action 

being executed in each 

expiration of the timer is the 

printing of the node 

information table. 
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PROCESS_THREAD(periodic_raw_data_reques

t_process,ev,data) 

Process that switches the 

codewords for each node to a 

modified codeword that 

requests raw data in all cases 

where processed data was 

previously requested. The 

period of this process is 

determined by the user 

parameter 

number_of_cycles_between_r

aw_polls. 

  
PROCESS_THREAD(periodic_rpl_repair_proce

ss,ev,data) 

Process that repairs the RPL 

network routes periodically 

(default every 10 seconds). 

  

static void receiver(struct 

simple_udp_connection *c,const uip_ipaddr_t 

*sender_addr,uint16_t sender_port,const 

uip_ipaddr_t *receiver_addr,uint16_t 

receiver_port,const uint8_t *data,uint16_t 

datalen) 

The handler for the UDP port 

LOCAL_DATA_PORT, 

which receives data packets 

from the end-nodes. In this 

handler, the raw_data_poll_bit 

is cleared if it has been set, the 

LQI as measured on the 

gateway is inserted into the 

packet, and the data packet is 

forwarded to the server by 

initiating the process 

server_communication_proces

s from server-

communication.c. 

  static void set_global_address(void) 

The WSN IP address of the 

gateway is set using this 

function based on the MAC 

address of the gateway 

(uip_lladdr). 
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static void wakeup_port_receiver(struct 

simple_udp_connection *c,const uip_ipaddr_t 

*sender_addr,uint16_t sender_port,const 

uip_ipaddr_t *receiver_addr,uint16_t 

receiver_port,const uint8_t *data,uint16_t 

datalen) 

The handler for the UDP port 

LOCAL_WAKEUP_PORT, 

which receives wakeup 

messages. In this handler, the 

clock time is recorded, current 

timeslot calculated, and then 

if the node has woken up in 

the correct timeslot, a data 

request is performed by the 

calling of 

node_data_request_handler. If 

the node has woken up in an 

incorrect timeslot, it is 

instructed to sleep until the 

proper timeslot using a sleep 

codeword (no data is 

requested). 

  
struct simple_udp_connection 

*get_wsn_udp_connection(void) 

Returns static UDP 

connection for off-sheet use. 

  

uint16_t get_node_next_timeslot(uint32_t 

current_timeslot, uint16_t 

node_timeslot_number, uint8_t node_poll_freq) 

Calculates the next timeslot in 

which the given node should 

wake up. 

  uint32_t get_current_timeslot(void) 
Returns current timeslot in 

cycle. 

  uint32_t get_network_cycle_start_time(void) 

Returns static variable 

representing start time of 

current network cycle. 

  

uint8_t calculate_designated_timeslots(uint32_t 

current_timeslot, uint16_t 

node_timeslot_number, uint8_t node_poll_freq) 

Calculates whether the current 

timeslot is one in which the 

node is scheduled to transmit 

data. 

  
uint8_t 

get_num_cycles_between_raw_data_polls(void) 

Returns static variable 

representing number of cycles 

of processed data between 

every raw data collection 

cycle. 
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void node_data_request_handler(node_info_t 

*node) 

Constructs a codeword to send 

to a given node with a sleep 

duration calculated as the time 

until the next timeslot for 

which the node is scheduled. 

  

void 

set_num_cycles_between_raw_data_polls(uint8_

t new_number_of_cycles) 

Sets static variable 

representing number of cycles 

of processed data between 

every raw data collection 

cycle. 

priority-list-

handler.c 
void initialize_priority_list(void) 

Creates priorities (codewords) 

that could be user-

manipulated to provide quick 

pre-set data collection 

schemes for nodes. The 

control program could be 

improved to switch between 

priorities quickly for user 

ease. 

server-

communication.c 

PROCESS_THREAD(control_port_communicat

ion_process,ev,data) 

Process that opens the UDP 

port for control program 

communication, and responds 

to requests for the list of 

nodes on the gateway. 

  
PROCESS_THREAD(periodic_checkin_process,

ev,data) 

Process that periodically 

(default of 5 seconds) sends a 

message to the server control 

program with its IP address, 

total cycle length, and number 

of cycles between raw data 

collection. This allows the 

control program to keep track 

of the gateways in the 

network. 

  
PROCESS_THREAD(server_communication_pr

ocess,ev,data) 

Process that opens the UDP 

ports for server 

communication, then relays 

any provided data from the 

end-nodes to the server. 
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static void control_port_receiver(struct 

simple_udp_connection *c,const uip_ipaddr_t 

*sender_addr,uint16_t sender_port,const 

uip_ipaddr_t *receiver_addr,uint16_t 

receiver_port,const uint8_t *data,uint16_t 

datalen) 

The handler for the UDP port 

LOCAL_CONTROL_PORT 

which receives commands 

from the control program on 

the server. The handler deals 

with commands to send the 

node information table, to 

change sensor data collection 

parameters, or to change the 

number of cycles between raw 

data collection. 
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